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THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 2.00 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - "IT'S OK TO SAY NO TO SEX" CAMPAIGN
Support

MR WIESE (Wagin) 12.04 pm): I have a petition in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We the undersigned wish to indicate our strong support for the Health Department's
"It's OK to Say No" campaign. We believe a campaign designed to inform sixteen to
twenty five year olds. of the risks and consequences of sexually transmitted diseases is
long over due, and should be supported by all Western Australians.
We also believe that any effort to convince our young people to make sensible and
responsible decisions about their sexual behaviour is fundamental to the building of a
sound community. We support the Hon Minister for Health, Mr Keith Wilson, and
the decision which projects a positive message that everyone has the capacity to
control his or her life.
We support the campaign to target sixteen to twenty five year olds with the focus on
peer group influence as part of an extended programnme to alert individuals as to the
consequences of sexually transmitted diseases.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 103 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 29.]

PETITION - PARDELUP PRISON FARM
Closure Opposition

MR HOUSE (Stirling) [2.06 pm]: I7 have a petition in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled,
We the undersigned wish to object to the Minister for Corrective Services
recommendation that the Pardelup Prison farm be closed. It is our earnest desire that
the Pardelup Prison farm remain as a fully operational function of the Department of
Correcive. Services.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners in duty bound shall ever pray.

The petition bears 1 532 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of
the Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 30.j

PETITION - LAKE JASPER PROJECT INCORPORATED
Juvenile Recidivists Rehabilitation Schemne, Nannup - Government Support

MR OMODEI (Warren) (2.07 pm): I have a petition couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.



We tie undersigned call on die Stare Government to give every possible support and
encouragement to the scheme for rehabilitation of juvenile recidivists which is
planned by the Lake Jasper Project Incorporated to be carried out at land in the Shire
of Nannup.
We further request die government actively promote the scheme in an attempt to gain
wider public acceptance and support.
We further advise that we believe the siting of the scheme in the Shire of Nannup is
most appropriate particularly because of the cultural and historical significance of the
Lake Jasper area.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this, matter -earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 192 signatures and I certify that it conformis to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 31.1

PETITION - PERTH FORESHORE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN
MR COURT (Nedlands) [2.08 pm]: I have a petition in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, ask:

"that implementation of the prize winning plan for the deveiopment of Vie
Perth Foreshore not be proceeded with until after the building of the proposed
Northern Bypass and the expected use of the new Bus Port have established
the flow of pedestrian and car traffic, following which a review of the use of
the foreshore be reconsidered."

Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 40 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.
[See petition No 32.]

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT - BY THE MINISTER FOR HEALTH
Diseases and Vaccines - Confiusion Over Viral Meningitis, Acrual Influenza,

Bacterial Meningitis (HIB)
MR WILSON (Dianella - Minister for Health) [2.13 pmi - by leave: I take this opportunity
to inform the louse in the light of the considerable confusion which arose in the community
recently concerning three different diseases and the availability of vaccines for them. The

-diseases are viral meningitis, actual influenza, and a bacterial meningitis which is
unfortunately named Haernophilus ifluenzae B, commonly referred to as HMB, which can
have serious consequences for children.
The confusion began following a report in The West Australian which confused influenza
with 1118. The report, from Sydney, named HMB as "a lethal childhood 'flu". The report was
prompted by the release in Sydney of an HIB vaccine which provides protection for children
over 18 months. The confusion was increased by a later report in The West Australian about
a shortage of vaccine for actual influenza, and the fact that Western Australia is experiencing
an outbreak of viral meningitis. Viral meningitis is not a serious disease, but the outbreak
had been reported in the media approximately one week earlier and obviously there was now
a potential for confusion over the three diseases. The Health Department then issued a
statement to clarify the situation, and an edited version of its statement was reported in The
West Australian. The Health Department's statement said, in part, "1118, despite its
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confusing name, is a bacterial meningitis and has nothing whatsoever to do with the 'flu or
viral meningitis."
So far as vaccines are concerned, the situation is as follows: Supplies of vaccine for actual
influenza are in short supply. The Health Departnent has contacted the manufacturer -
Commonwealth Serum Laboratories - to arrange to get more. vaccine to Western Australia as
soon as possible, and is liaising with pharmacists, the Australian Medical Association and the
Royal College of General Practitioners to ensure that what vaccine is available is used to the
best effect. We believe that possibly the major reason it is in short supply is that people who
do not need to be immunised against influenza are getting the vaccine. Only people over 65
years of age, and those who are at risk for medical reasons, need to be immunised against
influenza. I might say that I have some other concerns about the fact that the monopoly
supplier, Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, again seems to have failed to have assessed
the level of real need and at the same time we have had a problem in getting supplies from
private suppliers.
Vaccine is now available for the bacterial meningitis called Haemophilus Influenzae B. This
vaccine is suitable only for children older than 18 months and is available for a fee from
doctors. An BIB vaccine suitable for younger children is expected to be available later this
year as part of the free National Childhood Immunisation Schedule. The current vaccine, for
children over 18 months, is not free because it is not suitable for all children.
In view of the time I will simply conclude by saying that the Health Commissioner has
placed an advertisement in tomorrow's edition of The West Australian to help the community
to differentiate between the diseases and the vaccines for them.

VALUATION OF LAND AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Dr Lawrence (Treasurer), and read a first time.

MOTION - PARLIAMENTARY STANDARDS COMMITTEE
Report and Recommendations

DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) [2.18 pm]: I move -

That this House -

(a) notes the report and recommendations of the Parliamentary Standards
Committee and thanks the committee members for their valuable work;

(b) requests the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform to introduce
Bills for the legislation envisaged in recommendations 2 to 8 of the report;

(c) refers to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee the task of developing
Standing Orders to implement a suitable system of Citizens' Right of Reply
based upon the Resolution of the Australian Senate of 25 February 1988;

(d) requests the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform to introduce a
Bill proposing that the power of Parliament to expel a member be limited to
those reasons provided in the Constitution that disqualify a member from
holding a seat;

(e) refers recommendations 9, 13, 20, 25, 26. 27(a) and 29 to the Standing Orders
and Procedure Committee for report to the House on changes required to the
Standing Orders and Procedures of the Legislative Assembly;

(f) adopts for educational purposes -

(i) the code of conduct referred to in recommendation 22 and in particular
adopts item 10 of that code as a statement of intent by members of the
House; and

(ii) recommendations 16 and 3 1;
(g) requests the Premier to arrange for the gazettal of the Table of Precedence

referred to in recommendation 28 of the report; and
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(h) requests the Board administering the Parliamentary Superannuation Act 1970
to undertake the review referred to in recommendation 30 and report to the
Parliament on that review.

That is a very long motion but I thought it was important, given the work that had been put
into the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee, that the Parliament deal seriously
with all its recommendations. In the motion we have dealt with the significant
recommendations of chat committee in a way that will enable them to become part of the
practice and procedure of this House.
To remind members, the Parliamentary Standards Committee was established by former
Premier Dowding on 20 December 1988 - and I admit we are somewhat belated in
deliberating its contents. It was in response to very grave concerns expressed at the time by
the Government and National Party members as to the public perception of parliamentary
behaviour. I am sure we are all well aware of the contribution made by the former member
for Stirling, Matt Stephens. The committee as constituted was chaired by Hon Kim Beazley
senior and comprised the Presiding Officers of the two Houses of this Parliament, the former
deputy leader of the National Party, Mr Bruce Okely the former Clerk of this House, for a
short period his deputy and successor Mr Peter McHugh, and Associate Professor David
Black, who is not only a well known political commentator but also someone who has shown
considerable interest in the proceedings of this Parliament and the behaviour of its members.
Like many of the other members of the committee, David Black has extensive knowledge of
the history of this and other Parliaments. In tabling the report I thanked the chairman and
members of the committee at the time for their very thorough and impartial treatment of the
terms of reference. They have provided us with a guide which I hope we will follow in
debate today. Now that the repont has been read by all members, I hope, and given some
public exposure I am sure we will want to thank again all those who participated in the
committee, and rightly endorse the sentiments if not the detail in every case of the proposals
put forward.
I shall remind members of a little of the history of the report because it is pertinent to debate
today. The establishment of the committee followed a report of a Select Committee of
Privilege established to inquire into allegations of criminality which were made by a
member - and in the interests of making debate today as partisan as possible I will not name
the member. Following that report of the Select Committee the House censured the said
member for what was seen as an abuse then of parliamentary privilege. That raised the
question of parliamentary privilege and brought it into sharp relief. In the course of debate
on the question, Matt Stephens spoke of the great and exceptional powers of the Parliament,
and that should form the basis of our discussion today. He referred to the exceptional
privilege we enjoy as members of Parliament and our need to recognise it appropriately and
to protect it. He went on to talk about the need to protect those privileges and quoted Erskine
May in reference to speeches in Parliament. He said -

Speech and action in Parliament may thus be said to be unquestioned and free. But
this freedom from external influence or interference does not involve any
unrestrained licence of speech within the walls of the House.

I guess a lot of what came out in the Parliamentary Standards Committee, including the
recommended code of conduct for members, turns on that point: The very important
principle of needing to protect the rights and privileges; of members of Parliament so that
they can freely express points of view, information, and I guess political positions in this
House, without fear or favour but equally - and I guess with a corresponding responsibility -
the need to be careful about ignoring, if one likes, other rights that members of the
community and members of Parliament have. It does not, as suggested, mean unrestrained
influence or interference. It actually means that we have a double responsibility, given the
level of freedom that we enjoy. It is telling that Mr Stephens, who was a very highly
respected member of this House and still enjoys considerable standing in the community, felt
compelled to cross the floor on that occasion.
The tasks of the committee at the rime were threefold. I hope again that these issues will be
addressed in the course of debate today. Firstly, the committee was asked to review in
general terms the status, scope and necessary enforcement of parliamentary privilege. There
is not much point to insisting on parliamentary privilege if we are not clear about its limits, if
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we do not understand its coverage, and if we are not in a position to protect it. Secondly, the
committee was asked to examine whether persons impugned under parliamentary privilege -
as they sometimes clearly are - should have some redress through either the judicial process
or through parliamentary proceedings. That is again a question on which I hope we will get
agreement from members opposite. Thirdly, the committee was asked to consider a code of
conduct for educational and guidance purposes for members of Parliament
The motion before us today represents the Government's view of the practical stops that can
be taken to address all three questions - in order to make sure that we use our special powers,
immunities and privileges with care, but with the necessary strength to ensure Parliament is
protected from other institutions, organisations and individuals *who might seek to usurp its
powers. For the most part our recommendations accord with the Parliamentary Standards
Committee. It is important, given that we have a specific motion before us today, to go
through some of the questions in a little more detail. [intend to do that. The motion, for
example, says that the House request the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform to
prepare and introduce Bills to implement recommendations 2 to 8. I hope that members have
copies of the report before them, but in case they do not it is important to outline what is
provided for in those recommendations.
Recommendation 2 quite properly calls for the removal of a proviso contained in section 36
of the Constitution Act which limits the privileges, powers and immunities of this Parliament
to those enjoyed by the House of Commons. In most other respects we have cut loose those
ties and stand as a Parliament in our own tight. The recommendation of the committee was
that we should remove that proviso. Recommendation 3 follows from that and calls for a
consequential amendment to the Parliamentary Privileges Act, which defines the privileges
of this Parliament to be those enjoyed by the House of Commons in 189 1. We have probably
moved away from that. While we might want to ensure that the privileges are similar, we do
not necessarily want to link them in such a direct way. The Government supports the
committee's view that we should remove the limitations which represent a vestigial colonial
tie to the UK Legislature.
Recommendations 4 to 6 seek an amendment to the Parliamentary Privileges Act to ensure
that only a House of Parliament can initiate a prosecution for contempt, that the District
Court be granted jurisdiction to hear such matters, and that the sentencing provisions,
including penalties, be updated. These appropriately represent the right of Parliament to self-
determination in such matters. At the moment it is not clear that the Parliament is supreme in
these matters, and the committee spieed that it should be. Again. I hope members will see
the good sense in ensuring that Parliament remains the supreme body in these matters.
Recommendation 7 calls for the redrafting of the Parliamentary Privileges Act in
contemporary style, hopefully approaching plain English, which could make it a more
accessible and workable piece of legislation. One of the problems we frequently face in this
place is that in various areas of legislation, the legislation is not written in a language readily
understood by members of Parliament let alone by members of the wider community who do
not have the same level of famniliarity with some of the more arcane uses of speech contained
in legislation. As an aside, it is very important for this Parliament, particularly the party in
Government but anyone who is bringing Bills to this place, to attempt to ensure the
legislation is framed in as simple a manner as possible. I know from only too sharp
experience how difficult that can be to achieve if one is to ensure that there are no legal
loopholes. Some of the legislation passed in this House in previous years has not been
transparent to members of the community.
Recommendation 8 under the review of parliamentary privilege section calls for the
exclusion of members of Parliament from the operation of section 59 of the Criminal Code,
which creates the offence of failing to answer a summons or a lawful and relevant question
put by either House of Parliament or a committee of either House. This was obviously
intended to ensure that the attendance of members of the public called before the Parhiament
could be insisted upon, but in relation to members of Parliament it is at odds with the
principle that Parliament should have exclusive jurisdiction over its internal affairs. After
some research, I am aware of only one attempt to invoke that provision against a member of
this House. That was a move in 1976 by the chairman of a Select Committee, which was
inquiring into the statements made by Hon M.J. Bryce, to have the Attorney General initiate
such a prosecution against a member of Parliament. It was to the credit of the Parliament at
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the time that the motion was resisted by the House. A specific recommendation of the
committee seeks to ensure that such events will not occur again.
The report contains other recommendations pertaining to privilege, but these do not require
amendments to the Act. Recommendations 9 and 13 address the processes for dealing with
matters of privilege, including the establishment of a Standing Committee on Privilege, and
it is recommended that the Standing Orders Committee consider and report on that
recommendation. We need a mechanism which will work. The recommendation of the
Parliamentary Standards Committee is reasonable, but we must ensure that the day to day
operations of the Parliament are not stifled and that the Standing Committee on Privilege -
although a very good idea - will operate in such a way that members can have confidence in
its deliberations.
As I pointed out when I tabled the report of the committee, recommendation 18, which deals
with the expulsion of members from either House of Parliament, is unacceptable because of
the fundamental principle that voters in this State, not parliamentarians, should decide who
sits in Parliament; that is the nature of a democracy. In any event, the recommendation
appears to be unworkable, and this is one of the few departures I have from the report. For
example, either the expelled Legislative Council member would have to participate in a
recount process and automatically be re-elected, or a fresh election would have to be held to
replace the member in question. In either case, that would create difficulties, particularly in
the Legislative Council. For example, the second prospect could lead to anomalous results,
given that Legislative Council members axe elected on a proportional basis at general
elections. Therefore, under that recommendation the Australian Labor Party would have no
prospect of replacing a member from the Agricultural Region, and the National Party would
have no prospect of replacing a member representing the South West Region. I know that
some members opposite would not want to face the electorate on these questions, but that is
the only way to proceed. There is no comnmonsense reason for members to be ousted unless
they are disqualified by the reasons set out in section 32 of the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act - and for no other reason. Otherwise, a real risk would exist that the provision could be
used to oust members from Parliament for blatantly political advantage and not for having
been in breach of the Act.
An area in which members of Parliament have frequently been held in poor regard is when
they use the Parliament not as an opportunity to say things which might otherwise attract
writs or be libellous outside this place, and which in the interests of the community should be
said, but to make allegations - frequently without substance - without allowing any right of
reply. I have moved that the Standing Orders Committee be asked to develop a right of reply
process. Again, this is at odds with the report's recommendations. This process could
reasonably be based on the system adopted by the Australian Senate in 1988, although it is
possible chat the Standing Orders Committee could have other views if the Parliament sees fit
to pass that part of this motion.
I hope members are aware that that system provides that where someone has been impugned
in some way by allegations or statements made in the Parliament, the President of the Senate
may refer a submission from that person to a Committee of Privilege - which we propose
should be established here - which, subject to various safeguards for the protection against
equally frivolous counter allegations, can recommend to the Senate that the person's
response be taken into the Hansard. This would thereby allow the person - although without
a great deal of publicity, because these matters rarely attract such attention - to have a sense
that he or she had been heard and allowed to set the record straight, or to repudiate the
allegation made against that person in the Parliament.
That process must be constrained in various ways to ensure it does not provide a licence for
people under privilege to make allegations themselves which require a further right of reply
from the offended member. A relatively simple process is open to the Parliament to provide
at least a limited redress for chose people who are aggrieved through a fairly limited check on
members of Parliament - which is quite proper and should not be undermined. We have a
limited check on members' ability to make what may appear, and may turn out, to be
baseless, unsubstantiated claims against those who are ultimately the voters who confer on
members their right to high office. We ask the Parliament to consider that matter carefully.
Many members of the community would feel that they would be dealt with fairly if they were
given a right to reply, constrained as it may be, to allegations made in the Parliament.
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I am aware that the committee made other recommendations in this respect, principally
asking members to be on their guard against such allegations. However, my experience in
the Parliament is that that request is not always sufficient; although members generally do
not make allegations simply for the purpose of discomfiting members of the general
community. Most matters are raised following a process of debate on matters of substance in
this House.
On this matter the report concludes that limitations on such a procedure outweigh its
benefits. It is worthwhile indicating the arguments of the coniitee because I do not want to
be seen to be largely at odds with it. It said that the usefulness of such a measure - the right
of reply such as that I outlined - would be restricted by the media's propensity to accord
greater emphasis to the allegations than to the rebuttal. I agree with that, but it is not a better
situation if no opportunity is provided to a person who is maligned to make some retaliation
or to provide a correction.
I know that the Liberal Party, in its submission to the Parliamentary Standards Committee,
indicated that an aggrieved member of the public could achieve redress by persuading
another member of Parliament to raise the matter on his or her behalf. However, that would
not always be possible - although I understand the logic of the notion - particularly in the
case of a matter of a highly political character which would further excite debate in the
Parliament. All the reservations I have outlined - that is, those of the committee and the
Liberal Party - seem to be more attractive to those who want to enjoy parliamentary privilege
rather than to those who feel the brunt of it. That is the responsibility we face. Frankly, a
failure to deal with this question would provide cold comfort to members of the community.
It is an arrogant proposition that we should ignore it altogether, such an approach would
suggest that we are not answerable to the men and women who elect us. They would want us
to deal with the matter because they have a right to be respected by all of us, and they should
not be forced to shop around members of Parliament in the hope that one will champion their
case. Therefore, I support that deviation from the committee's recommendations.
Media coverage of such a reply is a more difficult and intractable problem. The nature of the
beast - that is, the Press - is such that a new allegation, if it is scandalous in some way or
would be defamatory our of the House, is hot property. In fact, some members of the media
encourage members of Parliament to make such allegations to provide a more entertaining
newspaper front page. I agree with the committee that, no matter how detailed or compelling
the counter argument against an allegation, in many cases it would not be noteworthy unless
it too contained some startling new elements. I do not know t remedy to that problem
which we all face inside and outside the Parliament. An allegation is easily made which
receives publicity, yet a reply is regarded as less significant and given far less attention than
the original allegation. I hope that the journalists' code of ethics contains a reference which
might remedy that situation, although to date I have seen no great enthusiasm for compliance
with that code of ethics.
I do not propose any attempt to direct or restrict the media in these matters; I fully support
the right of free speech and I am confident that when it comes to the crunch the majority of
journalists will understand that they have responsibilities to balance a story with allegations
and counter allegations, and that they take these matters seriously. The notion of reporting
all sides of an issue is sometimes honoured more in the breach than in the observance. I
hope that all members will read the code of conduct section in the report carefully and will
heed its recommendations in this Parliament.
I do not think that anybody - with maybe one or two exceptions - could stand in this place
and claim that he has never acted here in a way that he would feel confident of behaving in
the public arena, in front of a television camera, in his living room or local electorate. I am
sure there are moments, and I have not seen too many exceptions, where members in this
House have said things and behaved in ways which they have subsequently come if not to
regret, certainly to rn-examine. I suggest that anyone who stands in the Parliament and says
otherwise would probably not be looking straight in the mirror. The code of conduct has a
very real potential, if one takes it seriously, to ensure that the standing of members of
Parliament is improved and the conduct of business in this House is improved - both of
which are extremely important.
Section 10 of the code of conduct is particularly important. That refers to matters, whether in
06493-3
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the House or in Committee, of which members should take account. Section 10 refers to the
need for members to exercise their valuable right of freedom of speech in a responsible
manner - again underlining that need for balance I mentioned earlier. It takes into account
that damage can be done by allegations made in Parliament to those who are the subject of
allegations and furthermore to the standing of the Parliament. It is not just to the member of
Parliament that that damage is done but very frequently to the standing of Parliament. We
have heard the Houses of Parliament called cowards' castles and other less than flattering
names precisely because of a view in the community that it is possible for members to say
anything in Parliament without any constraint. The code states that we should take account
of the limited opportunities that other persons have to respond, even if we were to include in
the provisions some right of reply. Section 10 also clearly indicates the need for members to
perform their duties fearlessly and in doing that to have regard to the rights of others. That is
a fine line to draw and I know some members feel offended by the proposition that they
should be more moderate and careful in what they say. That suggestion sometimes leads to
the response that if they were to do other than go hell for leather they would not be doing
their duty. It is often a matter of balance and care being taken. The other point which is
most important of all, and this is true where the reference is made to members of Parliament
or to members outside the Parliament, is the desirability of ensuring that statements reflecting
adversely on persons are soundly based. Again I am aware that in this House from time to
time comments are made and descriptions are given of members which are less than
flattering. That is not something that I expect to change overnight but, on the other hand,
where specific allegations are made about individuals, about their comportment, behaviour,
financial or legal positions, they must be soundly based and very carefully drawn to the
attention of the Parliament. The other part of that section of the code asks the Presiding
Officer, whenever he or she considers that is desirable, to draw the attention of members of
the House to this code of conduct. I know that our Speaker spends a great deal of his time
doing precisely that in various ways. I certainly respect the way he has conducted himself in
relation to the behaviour of members of Parliament.
This motion deals with a number of miscellaneous matters, one of which I am aware is the
subject of a piece of legislation before this House, and I draw members' attention to that
specific recommendation. Recommendation 20 calls for the declaration of pecuniary
interests by members. It was a matter obviously considered sufficiently important by the
committee that it made a recommendation on this question. Its recommendation is not that
we should seek to avoid, or duck, or squirm under it, but we should declare our pecuniary
interests. At the moment I take the limited provision that is available to me to ensure that
Ministers declare pecuniary interests and any changes to their pecuniary position in order
that I can be well informed of their positions when matters are debated, particularly in the
Cabinet. However, in relation to the Parliament itself it is obviously important, not in the
frivolous way that has sometimes been suggested, for instance, that a fanner debating a Bill
which has any impact on the agricultural sector should declare a pecuniary interest. But in
other cases where clearly there is a possibility of a much more personal benefit to members
of Parliament as a result of a business they carry out or land they own or business that they
might currently be engaged in outside their parliamentary interests I believe, as the
committee does, that there is a very strong need to establish a register of members' pecuniary
interests. Although I expect pretty vigorous opposition to that from members opposite, it is
one of the ways members of Parliament can ensure that they are held in good standing. It is
not necessary for members of the public to snoop and pry.
Mr Cowan: Do you believe the public register of assets listed by the former Prime Minister,
Robert H-awke?
Dr LAWRENCE: I have never seen it. I honestly cannot express an opinion.
Mr Cowan: I recommend that you look at it.
Dr LAWRENCE: The legislation that we are bringing before this Parliament, and I hope we
will debate in the next week or two, will allow the Leader of the National Party the
opportunity to point to what he perceives to be the weaknesses of that legislation which
might allow people to make what are seen to be misleading declarations - if that is what the
Leader of the National Party is implying - and I would welcome that sort of contribution by
the National Party rather than a blanket resistance.
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Mr Cowan: You will get both.
Dr LAWRENCE: The Leader of the National Party cannot have it both ways; he either
opposes it in principle or he thinks the legislation is deficient, in which case the member
supports the principle and should seek in a proper way to amend the legislation. That is what
is called sitting on the fence in both directions.
Mr Cowan: You know how the numbers work in this place. It is not a question of sitting on
the fence at all.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am not accusing the Leader of the National Party of that. I am saying
the Leader of the National Party cannot take both positions simultaneously. He either
supports the principle of the declaration of pecuniary interests and seeks to make legislation
to do thai work or he opposes the principle. I respect people's right to do that.
Mr Macinnon: That is not what recommendation 27 states.
Dr LAWRENCE: No, it asks for the declaration of pecuniary interests by members. The
particular form of our Bill might not be one that members support - I recognise that - but I do
not believe it is easy to resist the recommendation of the committee that there should be
some form: of declaration of pecuniary interests. If members opposite have better
suggestions of how to do that, I for one would certainly welcome them because this is not a
matter on which we should seek to make political capital. It is the reputation of members of
Parliament which is at stake, not any one particular group within the Parliament.
Recommendation 29 is the last to which I wish to draw attention. That suggests
modifications to procedures, especially parliamentary questions. I know that question time is
probably the most vigorous time of day for debate and failure to debate issues in this House.
Mr Cowan: Not any more.
Dr LAWRENCE: I am trying to make a fairly constructive suggestion. As the Premier, I
should say to the Leader of the National Party that I particularly, and any former Premier of
either political colour, am subjected quite properly to close questioning during question time.
That is certainly not some Dorothy Dix construction to make a member look good. Frankly,
if a member of this House does look good, either in response to questions or in debate, he
should take some credit for that and not be criticised. It is important that that matter be
referred to the Standing Orders Committee and for my own part I am attracted to this
suggestion: An earlier question time might be had on those two days where at the moment it
occurs at 5.30 pm. For my own part, and I have not discussed this with members of my own
party, there is merit in having question time bought forward to perhaps two o'clock where
there would be wider community and media scnutiny of the issues raised in question time.
Mr Speaker, having outlined the principal elements of the motion before the House, and what
I think to be the reasons for all parties to support them, these are not issues that can be dealt
with by pointing fingers at individuals or by trying to rake over past performance and
behaviour. All members of this House should be well aware of occasions when others have
breached, for instance, the code of conduct that is outlined, when members have stepped over
the bounds of decency in exercising their right of parliamentary privilege, when members in
the excitement of the moment have forgotten what is a fact and what is the truth. As
members of Parliament we can address the question of how to improve these breaches - we
are not perfect, we do not live in Utopia, especially not in this place - and how we can
improve our performance. In doing so we can make this a place in which we can all feel
comfortable about being members, where arguments take precedence over point scoring,
where debate is based on fact, where personalities are less relevant than they are sometimes
seen to be in debate, where members of the public when they sit in the galleries here or read
accounts of proceedings in Parliament can go away feeling proud that we have a democracy
as open as ours, where members of Parliament comport themselves with energy, enthusiasm,
gusto - I am not saying that that should not be the case - even one would hope from time to
time with a little bit of wit and colour, and in the interests of the electors of Western
Australia and not sometimes, as appears to be the case, in their own self-interests or with a
limited political view of what can be achieved in debates in this Parliament. I commend the
motion to the House.
MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [2.50 pm]: The Opposition will
support the motion, but with some amendments. My deputy will try to contact the Leader of
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the House as soon as possible to give him a copy of them. The Opposition believes the
motion can be improved by certain changes to some aspects to which the Premier referred.
Parliament today is considering a topic which is, on the face of it, a worthwhile topic and
about which the Premier herself spoke: How we can best halt the decline in parliamentary
conduct. I applaud the Premier for seeing dhe motivation for this motion. However, I will
explain why the response by the Government is superficial and why it will fall well short of
achieving anything tangible. As the Premier indicated, the genesis of today's debate was an
announcement in December 1988 by the Government of the day when, on the eve of the
1989 State elections, the then Premier, Mr Dowding, decided a Parliamentary Standards
Committee should exist
Dr Lawrence: I am leaving the House to look at the amendments; it is nolan indication of
disrespect to the debate.
Mr MacKINNON: I am emphasising the Government's role in this matter because it is
relevant to what I am saying. For years we have bemoaned the reality that Parliament is in
decline while the Executive and its powers are on the ascendancy. Does it not strike
members as odd that a Government, under enormous scrutiny because of its lack of ethics,
wants to take the initiative to put another institution, in this instance the Parliament, under
scrutiny as a result of the Government's behaviour? Stranger still is the fact that Parliament
accepted that proposition. That says something about Parliament, its members and their
notion of themselves.
My opening observation is that this process is doomed if it is merely to be a method of
diverting attention from the actions of the Government. It is doomed if it is not to be led by
members of Parliament or believed by them. The reform or personal renewal of an alcoholic
cannot occur until he determines to take the first step. I will refer to this point repeatedly
throughout my speech. No-one else can do that for him. In the case of Parliament, unless
parliamentarians see the need for renewal or reform, the first steps towards improvement will
not occur, irrespective of the Premier's words and irrespective of any motion or legislation
which may be passed.
My second point is a condemnation of the Government in particular and, in part, everyone in
the Parliament. It has taken two full years to bring on this debate, which arises from the
Premier's tabling of the Beazley Committee report in May 1990. A two year delay is not
what I would call an indication of a matter's being given very high priority. The delay shows
how unimportant the Government and the Parliament view the tabling of that report. I
suggest that every member of Parliament should accept some personal responsibility for the
lack of urgency the subject has been afforded, myself included. One is entitled to wonder
why this mailer has been raised now. I see the member for Perth smiling. The Beazley
committee was announced on the eve of the 1989 elections. Has the report been resurrected
because we ane now on the eve of another State election? In all probability, that is the case.
Having said that, I turn now to the heart of the mallet. The loss of confidence in
Governments and Parliaments by the community has little to do with the Beazley committee
report. In fact, the Beazley committee was judged to have found -

... little support in the report for the popular catch-cry that standards were
declining ...

Those are the words of two of the committee members Bruce Okely and Professor David
Black referred to at page 419 of The House on the Hill, published only last year. They are
right in the sense that, from a public perspective, the decline in respect for public figures has
little to do with the Parliament and much to do with the behaviour of Government. I will
expand on that: Mr Okely and Professor Black noted that the Beazicy committee had instead
argued -

. .. that in the face of growing Executive and political party influence within
Parliament and greater media attention to the more sensational aspects of
parliamentary proceedings, any steps that would enhance the dignity and
independence of Parliament as an institution should be strongly supported.

It is interesting indeed that, during a debate on parliamentary standards brought on by the
Government and the Premier, I see only four members of the Government participating in
what the Premier herself has said is a debate of some urgency. At the end of her comments
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the Premier indicated the importance she placed on this matter. Government members'
absence speaks for itself and shows the shallowness of their approach to the matter. By
comparison, the presence of both the Liberal and National Party members indicates that they
treat this matter very seriously.
It would be a fatal error for society to see its disenchantment with Parliaments, Governments
or public life generally as the start and finish of the problem. We too will make that mistake
if we do. If society believes that, we are in deeper trouble than ever. The fact is that
declining respect for Parliaments, Governments and public life is an accurate reflection of a
wider collapse of moral behaviour and standards. In other words, the lack of public respect
for these institutions is accompanied by a wider lack of public respect for all societies and
institutions. I refer to the record of recent years of public respect and morality as seen
through the eyes of a young adult growing to maturity. He or she has seen the spectacle of
these things: A chief magistrate of Mnother State gaoled for criminal conduct; Premiers and
former Premiers standing disgraced and accused of improper conduct; a police commissioner
serving a gaol term for corruption; the present Queensland police commissioner defending
himself against allegations of impropriety; business leadens charged with financial fraud
almost daily; union leaders gaoled; sporting heroes found to be taking drugs and cheating;
and ordinary people by the thousands casually breaking solemn marriage vows. The list goes
on. Who is to blame when a young person on his or her way to maturity believes that
misconduct is all right if one can get away with it? Who can blame that young person for
believing that adults make the rules and then cunningly and cynically set about breaking
them? Arising out of all this is the belief, shared by many today when viewing the Royal
Commission's proceedings, that the law can be broken without penalty to the lawbreaker.
The belief in the notion of personal responsibility has broken down; that is, the notion that
no-one else is to blame for one's conduct. For example, the view is widespread that nothing
concrete will come from the Royal Commission by way of punishments for wrongdoers. I
hear it, and I am sure members of this Parliament hear it, almost every day.
Conditions like that are very much tied to the notion that if Tom, Dick or Harry does wrong
and he does not mean it, or even if he does, he does not think he should take the blame or
collect the punishment. It is always someone else's fault. That is a widespread belief among
members of the Government; that is, if ever Government members turned up and heard what
was going on in the debates in this place. Time and time again in debates in both Houses
Government members - particularly Ministers, of which there are thre in the House at the
moment - are often offended when it is suggested that they must accept some personal
responsibility for their actions. I note that one Minister who is present in this place has done
just that. Like the great trials at Nuremberg after the war, we are told all the time by Western
Australian Labor politicians, "We did not know." My real fear is the level of recognition of
the problem - of being, if you like, a political version of an alcoholic - that is missing not
only from the WA Inc losses but also from this current debate.
I will explain that for members opposite, particularly the member for Pilbara who is now
smiling and who may not recall the Premier's announcing on 13 March that the Parliament
would debate this matter. The focus of her Press release centred on how the conduct of
members of Parliament could be improved. She referred to the need for Parliament to be
carried out "with dignity and intelligent concern for the public interest". Does the member
for Pilbara recall that? I recall that clearly. Yet a few weeks later she used language in this
House that grossly offended the dignity and sensibilities of the public when she referred to
members of the Opposition as necrophiliacs.

Points of Order
Mr KOBELKE: The Leader of dhe Opposition has completely misrepresented what the
Premier said. He claimed that the Premier made accusations against members of the
Opposition. She referred to the Opposition generally and used language to refer to a
particular stance the Opposition took in a debate. She did not make any assertions against
any member of the Opposition.
Mr CLARKO: There is no doubt that at the time the Premier deliberately directed those
words at Opposition members. Although the point of order is something for you, Mr Acting
Speaker, to decide upon, the member for Nollamara is completely wide of the mark.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Marlborough): I do not intend to take the point of order any
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further. The Leader of the Opposition is clearly referring to a broader debate than that which
involved che Premier. He was simply making the point that parliamentary standards, in his
opinion, had not been met.

Debate Resumed
Mr MacKINNON: The incident involving the Premier, and the example that you, Mr Acting
Speaker, have just ruled on, are not isolated examples. They show up the very conditions
and hypocrisy that created the WA Inc scandals outside the Parliament and within the
Government. It is a strange new morality, like Mr Burke's discredited four on the floor
morality, which comes in two integrated parts: Firstly, to state for public consumption
soothing and reassuring concepts that take the high moral round - like our Premier - and,
secondly, actually to do the opposite. This strange morality is perhaps as old as time itself,
but it is being practised in this State with new vigour. The frightening thing is that the
Premier, by going down this path, is replicating the actions of her predecessors, especially
those of Premier Burkce. One has only to real the farewell speech to the Parliament by
Mr Burke to know how his morality applied. He openly told the Parliament, in self
congratulatory terms, that the Opposition had been wrong in saying that some high fliers had
been favoured as a result of their support for the Labor Party. In 1987 he told the Parliament
that the truth of the situation is that no special treatment had been accorded to any individuals
or businesses.
He then went on to say that his Government had been criticised by the Opposition for the
circumstances surrounding the Fremantle Gas and Coke purchase - shock, honror! - the sale
of the Midland abattoirs and the difficulties confronting the State Superannuation Board. He
added that every effort was expended to ensure that decisions were made properly and in an
impartial and scrupulously honest manner. Those platitudes are laughingly ironic now, but. I
repeat, that the four on the floor morality is still being practised today. It allowed the present
Premier to say on 13 March - with the support of all Ministers, including the Minister for
Fuel and Energy -that she wanted to debate parliamentary behaviour while, a mere three
weeks later, allowing herself the luxury of denigrating members of the Opposition as
necrophiliacs. If that seems a severely harsh judgment, I assure the House that I am not
alone in passing it. On 14 March this year the The West Australian editorial at page 10 made
this observation -

Although she made an unequivocal commitment to openness and honesty in
government ... she has made a habit of falling short on her pledge whenever the
political pressure goes on ...

Concessions she has made to the need for proper standards of accountability have
been grudging at best and sometimes made only at the point of a gun. The
appointment of the WA Inc royal commission she resisted for so long and the belated
inquiries into the link between Government agencies and the failed Robin Greenburg
finance group, Western Women, are obvious examples.

Before I leave the question of new morality I refer to an incident which occurred in this
Chamber only last week and which offended the Premier's own stated standards, but to
which she and all members opposite turned a blind eye. The incident involved her newest
member, the member for Ashburton, making his maiden speech. We all know that tradition
requires that new members should not engage in controversy or criticism of other members
in their maiden speeches. However, the Premier seemed more than at ease with the member
for Ashburton's sweeping aside of that convention and equally at ease with his tampering
with the truth.

Points of Order
Mr GRAHAM: I accept that the Leader of the Opposition is making a political point, but we
do not accept in this place a member of Parliament being accused of tampering with the
truth. There is absolutely no evidence that the member for Ashburton tampered with the
truth and the Leader of the Opposition should withdraw that remark as it is unparliamentary.
Mr PEARCE: To the same point of order in a different vein, the Leader of the Opposition's
address also contradicts the convention of the House that a member should not reflect on a
maiden speech.
Mr Lewis: That is not right; it is only during the speech.
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Mr PEARCE: It is absolutely the case because it also applies afterwards. If the Leader of
the Opposition wants to raise arguments of this kind about conventions, he should also
recognise that it is a convention that members do not reflect on members' maiden speeches.
If the Leader of the Opposition wants to uphold the conventions, he should do so himself.
Mr CLARKO: If the statement "tampering with the truth" were taken literally in this
Parliament, the Parliament would become silent. The word "lie" is a critical word and is
used by speakers here and in another place. The word "lie" is allowed in certain
circumstances but it is not allowed when it is a direct statement; for example, "That is a lie."
However, there ame occasions when "lie' is used, but I have never heard any other word used
which has the same meaning. For example, from time to time I like to use the word
"'mendacious". That is really synonymous with the word "liar". The determination that
"tampering with the truth" should with withdrawn would mean that we would all became
mutes. It has been used many times of late in this House. Members have also used the term
"telling pork pies" and the Speaker, whom I believe is very good in this area, has chosen not
to stop members from using that term. Therefore, if the use of the term "telling park pies" is
allowed, the use of the much more diluted "tampering with the truth" should be acceptable.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Marlborough): Neither of the paints of order raised by the
member for Pilbara and the Leader of the House is valid.

Debate Resumed
Mr MacKINNON: I was highlighting the point made by the member for Ashburton who told
the House that on election day for the seat of Ashburton he had gone jet skiing in Perth. That
is what he said.
Mr Lewis: Is that true?
Mr MacKINNON: Read it in the Hansard. I inform him that I last went jet skiing eight
years ago for the first and only time in my life. It is important that, if the member for
Ashburton makes the point, he should state the facts and not mislead the Parliament,
certainly not during his maiden speech. I inform the Premier for her benefit that she has once
again endorsed a lapse in the very standards she pretends to hold dear. There are many such
examples of parliamentary behaviour that the Premier has condoned or participated in.
However, I emphasise that her failure, for example, to answer recent questions frankly on the
legal expenses incurred by Brian Burke and paid for by the taxpayers on the Premier's
authorisation echoes the conduct of Mr David Patter when he denied that the Government
had underwritten the PICL deal. Both of them fudged the facts.
The Opposition supports the motion generally although, as I indicated earlier, it will be
moving amendments, copies of which are now in the hands of Government members, to
ensure the final product is a more adequate response. In the course of our total contribution,
other members will take up specific pants of the motion. However, in placing before the
Parliament and the public my list of solutions, which I now propose to do, I make clear one
point: No amount of superficial reform will make one skerrick of difference unless there is a
fundamental shift in attitude among some people in the Parliament. In the end we are talking
about behaviour, attitude and ethics. If one sees these as old fashioned or somehow prudish,
it does not alter the fact that, without a fundamental change in attitude, no amount of law
making will suffice. Laws do not turn bad people into good people. All the law does is
make the actions of bad people a little more difficult to justify.
Last year I was in India, the home of the great Mahatma Gandhi. While I was there
something he said many years ago stuck in my mind. He said that political life must be an
echo of private life and there cannot be any divorce between the two. That is a pawerful
reminder that when there is a divorce of the two we are left with the double standards and
hypocrisy that have been all too evident in Western Australia for years.
Of the 10 steps that I am about to outline as being necessary far a revival or a renaissance of
political life in this country and in this State, step one is perhaps the most vital; that is, a
demonstration of the willingness by all members and Governments to undergo that personal
renaissance. Without a genuine desire to clear the decks, all the strict new laws in the world
will not amount to a row of beans. However, a serious effort to improve private behaviour
will ultimately echo in the public arena. Step two is to seriously reform the process of
Parliament. With a change of Government, I will bring about a new era of funding and
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independence for parliamentary committees to ensure for the first time in our history that
they are capable of pursuing their objectives without financial or Executive Government
inhibition. An integral pant of parliamentary reform will be to schedule a third separate
session of the Parliament each year to scrip unnecessary laws and regulations from our
Statute Books. Ours will be die first of any Government in this State to ensure that the
parliamentary authority Bill proposed by members of the other place is implemented in our
first 12 months in office.
The third step will be to urgently address the most recent controversy from which we have
learnt that the staff of Parliament House are virtually left without rights and members of
Parliament are seen to be above the law. Nothing will do more to undermine public
confidence in us than for us to leave that position unresolved. Step four will be to take all
urgent steps needed to rid the Public Service of Labor's political army and to restore it to its
place as an independent, professional adviser to the Government. To do this we will put in
place a Public Service reform council into which the Public Service unions will have direct
input. Our principal and only aim will be to protect professional career servants from the
interlopers whom the ALP has injected into the system.
The SPEAKER: Order! I know I should not do this, but I feel very strongly about the
subject. I had a fond hope that when this motion was introduced it would be dealt with in a
way which benefited this Parliament and this Parliament alone. I have listened to the part of
the Leader of the Opposition's speech which began to politicise the issue. I accept his right
to do that. However, he is now, in my view, indicating to everyone in the public arena that
the Government has in some way infiltrated the ranks of parliamentary staff with its lackeys
or whatever the word was that he used to describe them. I hope chat!I am wrong because I
am responsible for the staff in Parliament House and their employment and I will not allow
anyone to interfere with that or suggest to me that people of a certain political persuasion
should or should not be employed here. I ask the Leader of the Opposition please to tell me
whether I am wrong.
Mr MacKINNON: I will read the third point again because, when you hear it Mr Speaker,
you will understand that I made no reference to the Parliament or to your position. I said that
the Opposition will take all urgent steps needed to rid the Public Service of Labor's political
army and to restore it to its place as an independent, professional adviser to the Government.
The SPEAKER: Order! In that case, what does that have to do with this matter?
Mr MacK(INNON Mr Speaker, I think the Public Service which supports the parliamentary
process is a very important part of the whole system of government. I am indicating that I
believe it is an integral part of restoring standards and respect for the whole system. We
cannot have one without the other. With respect. Mr Speaker, you are entitled to your view,
and I am entitled to mine.
The SPEAKER: Order! Thfat is true, but l am very keen - perhaps a bit over-keen - to get a
result in this debate. I see this debate as being one on parliamentary standards. We are
talking about parliamentary standards here, not what the Government may or may not do. I
think there is a difference.
Mr MacKINNON: In my earlier remarks, I said that we could not isolate parliamentary
standards or talk about them as though parliamentary standards and the way in which people
think about Parliament were divorced frm community standards. The two are entwined.
The way in which Parliament is perceived is part of the problem at present. Members will
recall that I referred to political leaders, police commissioners, magistrates and others around
this country ending up in positions of controversy, and that has led to that perception. When
an independent service is restored, much of the abuse of power experienced for the past nine
years will disappear.
Step five will involve the introduction of the accompanying citizens' charter. This charter
will express the Opposition's belief that power should emanate from individuals and that the
function of Government is to serve individuals, not to dictate to them. Implementation will
aim to achieve the highest levels of improvement in the Public Service and will involve all
Government departments and agencies recognising the right to service of members of the
public. The charter will bring about a more personalised Public Service, give the public the
chance to express its view on specific services, ensure advice is readily available in plain
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language, and include a requirement for agencies like Homneswest to publish a tenants'
charter. The underlying message in all this is to ensure that the citizen is accorded proper
respect and that the public servant is treated likewise.
The SPEAKER: Order! I am sorry, but if I allow the Leader of the Opposition to spread the
debate as far and wide as he is doing with the statement he has just made and then have
members who follow him talk to each of those subjects, the debate will not be about
parliamentary standards. I am prepared to listen to the argument from the Leader of the
Opposition because I do not want to stop members from talking on that subject. However, I
do want members to talk about parliamentary standards and not about peripheral matters.
Mr MacKINNON: Thank you, Mr Speaker. I have only a couple more points to make. Step
six is directed at the Parliament and it deals with the introduction of citizens' initiated
referenda. Parliamentary standards and the respect with which Parliament is held would be
improved if people had the ability, through the citizens' initiated referenda process, to make
comments about the decisions of Parliament. Currently they do not believe that is the case
and if CIR is no more than a safety valve, through which an increasingly frustrated and
alienated society can relieve the pressure, the measure will be worth it.
Step seven involves the question of the Official Corruption Commission. Thec power of the
commission should be strengthened to ensure that the respect with which Parliament is held
is also strengthened. Step eight goes to the point of the Opposition's amendment which you,
Mr Speaker, might say is not relevant. However, the motion refers to a code of conduct for
members of Parliament, and I support it. It is niot possible for the Parliament to say that it is
the behaviour of members of Parliament which relates to and reflects on the parliamentary
standards: A code of conduct relevant to Ministers of the Government is necessary because
their behaviour also directly reflects on the Parliament. The Opposition's amendment will
provide for a code of conduct for Ministers to be included in this motion and I hope it will
improve the public perception of the Parliament. Step nine relates to the policy on gifts to
Ministers and step 10 outlines the undertaking to legislate in relation to guarantees. Again,
these steps will improve the public's perception of this State Parliament
As I said earlier, no one single step is more important than any other. Even the
implementation of all 10 steps will not guarantee a corruption-free society, but as a package
they will play a crucial role. In the final analysis, step one - the attitude - is by far the most
potent weapon we have in our fight against corruption and in the campaign to improve
parliamentary standards. A personal commitment by all those in public life to examine and
reform their own pattern of behaviour is necessary. Like you, Mr Speaker, I am an optimist:
These objectives can be achieved and respect can be restored. Great institutions can once
again be respected. All we need is the will to do that.
I repeat that it is the Opposition's intention, in speaking to the motion moved by the Premier,
to amend paragraph (c) which refers to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee's
recommendation regarding the citizens' right of reply. The Opposition will also move an
amendment to paragraph (e) which relates to recommendation 27(a) of the Standing Orders
and Procedure Committee. One of my colleagues will speak to this. The Opposition is of
the opinion that steps have already been taken to give you, Mr Speaker, the power to
discipline members in line with the Beazley committee's request. The Opposition will also
seek to amend paragraph (f) by including a code of conduct for Ministers, including a code
of conduct dealing with gifts to Ministers, which is an important and integral part of the way
Parliament is perceived.
MR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Party) [3.25 pm]: Without dealing with
the timing of the debate of this motion and the consideration of the report and
recommendations of the Beazley committee, I advise members that a lesson can be learned
from its timing. I would like to deal with some of the issues involved in the motion that has
been presented to the House and which the Premier has asked the Parliament to support.
I do not think one member in this House would object to paragraph (a) of the motion, Like
other members of Parliament I was asked to appear before the Parliamentary Standards
Committee to give evidence in an informal way about some of the issues I regarded as being
important to parliamentary standards. From the outset I advised the committee that this
Parliament has an excellent set of Standing Orders and if members had abided by them there
would not have been the requirement for the Bearley committee or the need for some of the
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arguments which do arise. It would be stretching things beyond the limits of all practicality
to say that no matter how much we abide by the Standing Orders of this place the reports
which emanate in the media about the standards, conduct and the actions of members of
Parliament would not necessarily reflect accurately what occurs in this institution.
Nevertheless, the fact is that we have a set of Standing Orders which are quite
comprehensive and if they were followed there is no doubt that the debates which rage
publicly about parliamentary standards would diminish. That does not take away from the
fact that the committee's report and its investigation of the matters that were included in its
terms of reference are quite valuable in the Parliament's reinforcing those Standing Orders
which exist and ft-examining some of the Acts under which the privileges of this Parliament
have been established or under which the Parliament operates. I see nothing wrong with our
examining those issues and I do not see anything wrong with the periodic investigation of
those Acts or the general conduct of the Parliament. Notwithstanding that fact, I have
already expressed the view that if we were to abide by the Standing Orders more- closely we
would not need these investigations as often as they are sometimes demanded.
In framing this motion the Premier has called for the Minister for Parliamentary and
Electoral Reform to introduce legislation to address some of the issues which have been
raised in the committee's recommendations. Paragraph (b) of the motion refers to
recommendations 2 to 8 of the report. I certainly will not have time to go through each of the
recommendations in the 30 minutes available to me, but perhaps the most important of these
is recommendation 2 which deals with privileges conferred upon this place. We must
address the issue of its connection with the privilege afforded to members of the House of
Commons. When amending the powers of privilege that are conferred upon the House of
Commons, as recommended, we as a Parliament must make sure that we do not in any shape
or form diminish the power of privilege in this place. The recommendation by the Solicitor
General in the repont is not just a statement; in fact, he offered a reworded section of the
relevant Act. If we are to amend the Constitution Act, we must be very cautious. I speak
with some experience but not with great authority on this issue because I had the privilege of
serving as a member of the Constitution committee and every time the committee considered
the amalgamation of the Constitution Act and the amending Acts into one Act, it was almost
impossible to achieve the precise intention the committee wanted to achieve. it is one thing
to make changes to the Statute book, but it is another thing for those provisions to be
interpreted by the courts. It is important that people recognise that although it is easy to
agree on the need to alter the Constitution to remove any possible link between privilege in
this House and the privilege afforded members of the House of Commons, we must be
perfectly satisfied that in so doing we do not diminish the absolute privilege available to
members of this Parliament.
Some of the issues referred to in the request to the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral
Reform are simple procedures, and I am surprised they have no: been addressed in the past.
For example recommendation 5 calls for the term "misdemeanour" to be replaced by the
word "offence". I understand that people do not like to use the word "nmisdemeanour" any
longer and that is the reason for the proposed substitution. It is not a significant matter and I
suppose in considering Acts of this nature there is good reason to update them as much as
possible. The same applies to the recommendation relating to the jurisdiction of particular
courts over specific matters. The Solicitor General points out in recommendation 5 that the
District Court has jurisdiction over some matters which are referred to the Supreme Court
under other legislation. That change can easily be made, and I have no argument with it.
An inherent danger arises when attempting to redraft the Parliamentary Privileges Act in
wyhat is termed by the committee as "contemporary legislative style". Although it contains a
rider that this should be done without changing the intent of the Act, it will be found that
difficulties will arise in retaining precisely the original intent of the legislation. If members
of Parliament accept that the Parliamentary Privileges Act should be redrafted, [ hope they
will ensure that the new legislation achieves precisely the interpretation desired. I do not
think it is possible under any circumstances to redraft legislation, using different language,
while retaining precisely the same intent as the original legislation. Of course, the
interpretation of legislation is usually determined by the courts, but parliamentary privilege is
not determined by the judiciary, it is determined by this Parliament. We, as a body, shall be
responsible for the interpretation of privilege. I want to be assured that ample debate will
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take place on redrafting the Act in contemporary legislative style, and that we shall err on the
side of caution rather than fallow a party political line. It would be most inappropriate for
any Government to make any changes just because it had the numbers. Of course, I am fully
aware that this Government docs not have the numbers at the moment, and I address my
comments not only to the Minister but to all members. I would be very surprised if this
Government introduced legislation in time for it to be approved by the Parliament prior to the
next election. As an optimist, I anticipate a change of Government and I would make the
same comment to any incoming Government; that is, I would not like this issue to be put
through the Parliament on the basis only of a Government majority. It should be passed by
the Parliament with the approval of a majority of' members of all parties. That is very
important.
The other main thrust of the Premier's motion is to refer a number of issues to the Standing
Orders and Procedure Committee of the Legislative Assembly. Again, I have no objection to
the referral of matters to this committee for the simple reason that any such matters are
brought back to the Parliament with a recommendation and the Parliament determines the
final result.
I note that the Leader of the Opposition gave a list of matters that the Liberal Party wants to
amend. I support him strongly in his proposal for the inclusion of a code of conduct for
Ministers of the Crown. However, it is somewhat pedantic to worry about the other two
amendments simply because paragraph (c) of the motion proposes to refer matters to the
Standing Orders and Procedure Committee, which in turn will make recommendations to this
Parliament. I do not have any concern about the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee
being asked to examine the task of, rather than the need for, developing Standing Orders to
implement a suitable system of citizens' right of reply. The Beazlcy committee has already
established the need to address this matter, and there is no doubt that the Standing Orders
Committee should be given that task. There is not much point in our worrying too much
about whether we call it a task or whether we ask the committee to examine the need -

Mr Lewis: It indicates that it shall be done.
Mr COWAN: That is right. The committee merely makes recommendations to this
Parliament. Those recommendations are not binding on the Parliament, and the Parliament
must determine whether it will accept the recommendations of the committee. Therefore, the
Parliament can direct the committee that it "shall' examine a matter.
The Leader of the Opposition seeks to delete from paragraph (e) of the motion
recommendation 27(a). However, the summary of conclusions and recommendations of the
Beazley committee does not contain a number 27(a).
Mr Clarko: It is 27(i).
Mr COWAN: Yes. There is a 27(a) in the body of the report, but that becomes 27(i) in the
summary of conclusions and recommendations. The Leader of the Opposition has stated
correctly that this issue has been dealt with. The committee recommended that a change be
made, and the Parliament has already adopted that change. The Presiding Officer of the
House now has the capacity to take action with regard to the disciplining of members. I
agree also with the comments of the Leader of the Opposition in relation to the code of
conduct, or code of practice, for Ministers of the Crown.
In relation to paragraph (g) of the motion, I believe it will give the Clerks at the Table a
warm feeling to know that they should be listed on the official Table of Precedence. I hope I
am right in stating that they should be included, along with the Presiding Officers. If the
Table of Precedence is to deal only with the Presiding Officers, then that should happen, but
that will not make or break this State. There is nothing in that recommendation to which we
could object. It is just a matter of going through some formalities and cleaning that up.
The timing of the debate on this motion is an issue that should be considered. The Beazley
committee was established before the 1989 general election, and the report was delivered to
and tabled in the Parliament in May 1990. 1 know that most of us avoid reading official
reports, although we are obliged to read a great number. We are required to be informed
about the duties which we have to undertake, and I guess that the reading of official reports
falls into that category. Notwithstanding the volume of reading material which is put in front
of us, I do not think anyone can argue that we have any justification in leaving for such a
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long time the debating in this Parliament of the recommendations of this committee and the
taking of action by way of a substantive motion in this House to deal with the principal
recommendations of the committee.
The principal recommendations addressed in the motion moved by the Premier are, firstly,
the question of privilege: The Acts under which those privileges are conferred upon this
House; the need to examine those privileges; and the need to remove the ties that we have
with the House of Commons in relation to privilege, without in any way diminishing the
privileges which we enjoy. There is no doubt that the Parliament can look at the Standing
Orders, or the rules under which we operate, to see whether they can be improved. There is
no doubt that there is a requirement for better education, because notwithstanding the fact
that the committee reported that it found no evidence to suggest that there was a decline in
the standards of parliamentary behaviour or procedure, there is a perception that
parliamentary standards have declined markedly. We must do something about that.
However, if every one of these recommendations were implemented, if we amended the
relevant Acts of Parliament and examined and made changes to our Standing Orders, and if
we gave the Parliament greater resources to provide an educational base upon which we
could improve the concept people have of Parliament and its workings, I do not think we
would change the public perception of this place one iota. The reason is that all of the issues
addressed in this motion do not get to the heart of the problem associated with the public
perception of members of Parliament. I hope that the Speaker is listening, and that if I am
straying at all from the ruling that he gave earlier, he will tell me, if you do not, Mr Deputy
Speaker, I am sure you will. T'he public perception of parliamentarians is related not so
much to the function of the Parliament itself as it is to the operations of the Executive. I refer
to the way in which the Executive Government has used its powers without the Parliament in
any way being able to prevent the application of those powers. In this instance, this is the
issue at stake in Western Australia. Nothing in this report deals with the delegated authority
of the Executive Government, or with the way in which it makes a decision on the funding of
projects, the use of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, or the use of funds from statutory
agencies or bodies.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will respond to the invitation of the Leader of the National
Party to clarify the matter - and I know that he is nearing the end of his speech - perhaps for
the guidance of other speakers and in light of the Speaker's ruling. Returning to the report,
the reason for that ruling lies in the comments by the Leader of the National Party: Nothing
in the report addresses these matters. The terms of reference were restricted, or were
interpreted by the committee as dealing with primarily parliamentary behaviour and the
standards in this Chamber rather than the behaviour of parliamentarians, the Executive. the
Government or the Opposition. So. while it is a fair point in passing, I do not think those
matters should become the subject of debate on this motion. Those matters would be a
legitimate subject for another debate at another time but not, I submit, in the light of this
motion. Perhaps when we reach the amendment which will seek to take the matter further, a
broad interpretation may be given to the contributions to the debate.
Mr COWAN: Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker. You are quite right. No doubt, should the
amendment be accepted by the Chair, that would be an appropriate time to deal with the
issue. However, during the time available to me I want to make sure that I state the case.
The Beazley report, while addressing the terms of reference properly in most instances, was
not given a term of reference to deal with the subject that we have just discussed and about
which you have made a ruling. In that respect, it can be said that the Heazley report was
deficient. Again, this Parliament has a responsibility to do something about addressing that
deficiency. How that is done is open to the Parliament. I would suggest that we do not need
a committee to do that. We should deal with the issue here and now, as a Parliament, to be
sure that any delegated authority is jealously given. Where it has been given in the past it
should have been subject to greater scrutiny by the Parliament. This is a matter for another
debate.
My final point relates to paragraph (c) of the motion which calls for the Standing Orders
Committee to give citizens the right of reply. The committee did not make any firm
recommendation on that issue. It was somewhat ambivalent in its report, even though in
some situations individuals whose activities have been raised in this place and who feel they
have been maligned or had their reputations besmirched can ask another member of
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Parliament through the available procedures to raise the issue and defend them in this place.
That is one way to deal with the situation, but a more formal process would be more
appropriate. Such a system has been adopted by the Federal Senate. If we could adopt z
system that relates reasonably closely to the Senate system that would be appropriate. The
former Premier, Sir Charles Court, used that system when some remarks were made in the
Senate; he claimed he had been misrepresented. A committee in that place assesses
complaints. It determines whether a person has a genuine grievance and whether it will
allow that person the right of reply in writing in the Parliament. That system would be
appropriate here. That issue needs to be addressed.
I am pleased that our Standing Orders Committee will examine the situation and make
recommendations to this Parliament, because so many times people in this place use the
protection that Parliament affords them to make a comment and then take that comment no
further. People have been hurt by that process; therefore a need exists for some formal
system of redress. The system adopted by the Senate, in my view, is perhaps the best
approach. I hope that the Standing Orders Committee will take note of the situation and
make a positive recommendation to the Parliament.
In the main, the National Party supports the content of the motion. However, I must reiterate
that the motion does not go as far as we would have liked, particularly in relation to the
Executive. Nevertheless, we support the motion.
MR BRADSHAW (Wellington) [3.56 pm]: If ever the standards of parliamentarians
needed to be lifted, now is the time. I do not necessarily believe that our standards have
deteriorated to any great extent over the past few years. but certainly that is the perception in
the community. That perception is not necessarily as a result of what happens inside
Parliament; rather, it is because of events outside this place. Parliamentary standards cannot
be raised merely by the introduction of further rules and regulations. We need the will to
abide by the current standards, and members of Parliament have not possessed the necessary
will in the past. We can introduce as many rules and regulations as we like but parliamentary
standards will not improve unless we have the will as members of Parliament to maintain
high standards of behaviour. For instance, the law states that people cannot steal cars, yet
people continue to steal cars. We already have rules in Parliament applying to certain
standards but that does not mean that we will abide by the rules. The standards of behaviour
of members of Parliament outside Parliament should be improved, as mentioned by the
Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of the National Party. Events outside this place
over the past nine years have brought the image of parliamentarians into disrepute. I refer
specifically to the activities of WA Inc, and the way in which some former Government
members have told lies on certain occasions. I do not necessarily refer to current members of
Parliament.
I refer also to pork-barrelling in the electorates prior to elections. We had a recent example
in the Ashburton when the Government promised a swimming pool for the people of
Roebourne. That area may need a pool but that was not the appropriate time to make such an
offer. That sort of thing does not allow members of Parliament to be held in very high
esteem by the community. At election time political parties make promises and people find
that after the election those promises are not kept. That is one of the ways that the La4bor
Party and Labor Governments have pulled the wool over the eyes of the Western Australian
public. The Premier is trying to give the impression of lifting parliamentary standards. If I
believed she were doing that for the right reasons I would applaud her, but this is one of her
ideas for giving people in the community the perception that she is trying to lift
parliamentary standards. However, the legislation envisaged in part (b) was recommended
two years ago and it has taken this length of time to debate the issue in this House. I
condemn the Premier for being a hypocrite and for her deceitful displays over the last couple
of years as Premier.

Point of Order
Mr KOBELKE: It would seem that the language used by the member is most
unparliamentary, particularly that he should refer directly to the Premier with the words used
in a debate on parliamentary standards. I ask, Mr Deputy Speaker, that the words be
withdrawn.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not think those particular words fall under the normal
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umbrella of offensive language but I remind members that we are debating parliamentary
standards and in that context I cannot ask that the wards be withdrawn. I ask members to
observe reasonable standards of behaviour as we are talking about those matters.

Debate Reswuned
Mr BRADSHAW: I believe the Premier is a hypocrite and I will point out why. Eor a start
she defended WA Inc until forced to bold a Royal Commission. Anybody who did not
believe we needed a Royal Commission did so for reasons other than reality. The Premier
continues to defend past wrongs that have been done in Western Australia. The Government
takes this motion so seriously that only three members of the Government are in this House.
What this Government is doing is atrocious. It is saying that it wants to lift parliamentary
standards but only four members of the Government are present in this House.
Mr Lewis: There were only three a minute ago.
Mr BRADSHAW: Yes, one popped in.
The Premier is a hypocrite in the sense that she continues to defend past wrongful events and
continues to say, when she gets caught out, that in future the Government will be an honest
and open Government. That is certainly wrong. The Premier, by the use of words like
necrophilia. to put the Opposition down on the lowest level -

Mr Kobelke: You are upset because you didn't know the meaning of the word.
Mr BRADSHAW: I did because it came up when we were debating videos where
necrophilia and other words were used. I must admit that at the time I had to look up the
word.
Mrs Watkins: You have a short memory. Do you remember the former member for
Murchison-Eyre and all the nasty things he used to say?
Mr BRADSHAW: I would not say anything nasty. The Premier on occasions derides the
Opposition in a cynical way. Maybe she sees the Opposition as being in that field but in the
eyes of the public it is not the right way to go. The Premier should at least try to maintain the
standard that all members of Parliament are equal in the House. By putting Opposition
members down in the way that she does - and I am not saying that does not occur on both
sides of the House - and by bringing forward debate on this subject, the Premier is a
hypocrite. She has certainly been as bad as any member or past member of this Parliament.
Mr Kobelke: That charge would not stand up with any substance at all and you know it.
Mr BRADSHAW: I do not know what the member for Nollamara is talking about. I have
explained to members why the Premier is a hypocrite. I said if she were doing this for the
right reasons I would applaud her, but she is doing it to look good in the community. The
Labor Government has practised this deception on the people of Western Australia for nine
years and the Premier is trying to perpetuate that deception.
Dr Gallop: So we ar still in front?
Mr BRADSHAW: In the perception stakes, yes.
If members want to improve parliamentary standards - and I do not believe we really need to
in this House - I am happy to support the motion because the image of members of
Parliament must be lifted. However, before that occurs we need the will of members.
Part (b) of the motion requests the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform to
introduce Bills for the legislation envisaged in recommendations 2 to 8 of the report. The
first recommendation is that section 36 of the Constitution Act be amended by repeal of the
proviso whereby the privileges of the Houses of Parliament in Western Australia are the
same privileges as those of the British House of Commons so that the Houses of Parliament
in Western Austraia set their own standards and privileges. I do not see any problem with
that. Recommendation 3 is consequential to recommendation 2 in that the Parliamentary
Privileges Act must be amended so that it removes the link to the House of Commons.
Recommendation 4 deals with sections 14 and 15 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act
regarding the publication of false or scandalous libel on any conduct of a member of
Parliament so that the Attorney General could prosecute if the Houses of Parliament did not
decide to go ahead with any prosecution of those people or that person. However, the
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amendment would ensure that it was up to the House in which a person was being libelled or
maligned to make the decision whether that prosecution should go ahead or not.
Recommendation 5 refers to the submission of the Solicitor General to the committee in
which he drew attention to the term "misdemeanour" which has been replaced in the
Criminal Code with the term "offence or offences". He seated that an offence under section
15 would now normally be tried in the District Court and not the Supreme Court although
that court has jurisdiction to do so. That is a only a minor amendment and 1 do not see any
problems with it.
The sixth recommendation is that the penalties of the Parliamentary Privileges Act should be
amended to include penalties appropriate for 1992. If things were put into place in 1891 - the
penalties in those days would have been small in dollar terms - the penalties would have been
brought up to date. I have often wondered why Acts of Parliament do not include a section
which states that they should keep up with the consumer price index so that fines and
penalties are kept in line with modem day costs of living.
Recommendation 7 requires that the Western Australian Parliamentary Privileges Act be
drafted in contemporary legislative style without altering its provisions. It is time that Acts
of Parliament were written so that people could read them. 1 do not see any problem with
that. Recommendation 8 deals with sections 55 to 61 of the Criminal Code. The Criminal
Code actually concedes jurisdiction to the Supreme Court. The Parliamentary Standards
Committee believes that the Supreme Court should not have concurrent jurisdiction, in any
area, with the Houses of Parliament, particularly when misdemeanours or offences have been
committed. It has also been shown that section 59 of the Criminal Code could be used
against a member of Parliament; that is, the Supreme Court could request that a member of
Parliament be dealt with in the Supreme Court. Again, the committee feels that if a member
of Parliament acts in the wrong way it is up to that House of Parliament to deal with the
matter.
'he ability of members to stand in this House and make statements which reflect badly upon
someone outside was also addressed by the committee. Although the motion will allow
people the opportunity to put their cases forward so they are recorded in Hansard, I am
concerned about a recent example where the member for Peel was slanderous of a member of
the community. That person feels he has been hard done by as a result of the words uttered
in this House. The member for Peel was talking about fundraising activities by the Liberal
Party and was incorrect in his statements. He made Outrageous statements which should
never have been made in this House. I would like to read from a letter sent to the member
for Peel by Mr Chilla Porter who feels he has been aggrieved. Parliamentary standards have
been debated often in recent times and if members speak out in this House they should have
their statements right and not make allegations which are completely false or wrong for
political purposes, which was done the other day.
The SPEAKER: Order! The practice was beginning to develop in this House where
members criticised other members. Last week I drew this to the attention of members and
asked for the cooperation of members in all allegations of improper conduct. I said that it
would be improper to take any action or make any accusations against another member of
this House unless by way of substantive motion. I do not want to stop the member for
Wellington developing his argument, but he should do it in a way which does not imply
improper motives. He can move a substantive motion if he wishes to do so.
Mr BRADSHAW: I would like to correct some of the wrongs alleged in this House the other
day to put the record straight rather than deride another member of this House. The letter
states -

Your recent address to the legislative assembly referring to a range of matters
regarding Liberal party fundraising and my involvement was totally inaccurate.
It also borders on the bizarre for a member of the Labor Party at this time to assume
the high moral ground in lecturing the Liberal Party on how to conduct its own
internal financial affairs.
You have consistently made statements that are quite simply untrue. An example of
your inaccuracies is as follows:
Quote - Mr Marlborough
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"While he (Chilla Porter) was executive Director of the Liberal Party he continued to
run a company which was the major fund raiser for the Liberal Party. He did that for
many years."
Surely this is the flagship of your inaccuracies, the company trading as Controlled
Marketing did not exist during the period that I was General Secretary of the Liberal
Party of Western Australia.
Furthermore you incorrectly accused me of personally benefiting to the tune of 55%
of funds raised or disappeared into the pockets of. ... as you choose to put it.
Firstly any monies raised during this campaign period by Controlled Marketing was
done on a fee per hour basis not on a percentage basis. The exercise was in fact done
",at cost" to the Liberal Party.

Mr Kohelke: Is this to establish your credentials with a certain faction in the Liberal Party?
Mr BRADSHAW: I do not belong to any faction in the Liberal Party. The letter continues -

More importantly this slanderous comment made under Parliamentary privilege is
exposed as totally inaccurate by the fact that I was not a partner, silent or otherwise.
in the company trading as Controlled Marketing ac the time referred to. I received no
financial benefit.
Nor did I hold any shareholding or interest silent or otherwise in Controlled
Marketing during or prior to the period of the Barker Federal campaign.
These statements can be irrefutably verified.
This flagship statement is so slanderous and so inaccurate it leaves all else that you
have to say without credibility.
Parliamentary privilege is designed to protect free and open debate within the
Parliament. It is not designed to give representatives of the people the power to hide
behind inaccurate slanderous statements to pursue shabby political benefit for
themselves or their party.
A man of honour will not make statements under such privilege that cannot be
substantiated.
Your malicious attack has shown a blatant disregard for truth in favour of cheap
political gain.
If you are man of honour and have regard for the honour of your party you will retract
your statement and apologise to myself for this politically motivated comment which
you know you have no hope of substantiating outside the parliament.
Indeed it would seem that my only crime was that of being a member of the public,
who in the past held a position in the Liberal Party, during a time when the State
Labor Party desperately seek an escape goat to dull the scrutiny of the dubious ALP
dealings being revealed by the findings of the Royal Commission.
You further comment quote . .. "Working against him (Mr Barker) at the Stirling
division was a group of grubby greedy people who wanted to get their hands on
money".. .

... Chilla Porter had taken 55% of everything that was raised" .. .

Again your outlandishly defamatory statements were hopelessly inaccurate.
I was not a part of Controlled Marketing and could not and did not benefit in any
way.
The exercise conducted by Controlled Marketing was at cost Neither did they
benefit.
I joined Controlled Marketing on -

Mr Kobelke: Are you vouching for this or are you just painoting the letter?
Mr BRADSHAW: I am parroting the letter.
The SPEAKER: I advise the member that is against the Standing Orders.
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Mr BRADSHAW: I am quoting from Mr Porter's letter. I have sufficient faith in him to
believe chat what he says in this letter is true and that some of the comments made by a
certain member of Parliament were untrue. The letter continues -

Our company continues to expand interstate with interests in South East Asia. We
are a major employer. All this has been achieved during Australias worst recession.
We are justifiably proud of what we have achieved.
You clearly have made no serious effort to enquire the correctness of your
defamatory comments. Earlier years produced tough straight down the line Labor
members who would check their facts carefully and then proceed with what they
believed in. The late Mr Burke Senior is one such person who comes to mind.
It is sad to see the Labor party descend to the level of your recent performance only
possible under parliamentary privilege. Your outrageous accusations in cowards
castle under parliamentary privilege, constitute defamation of the worst kind.

Mr Pearce: Why did he admit he got nearly $5 000?
Mir BRADSHAW: I have nearly finished quoting from the letter.
The SPEAKER: Order? I am telling the member that he has now finished because I will not
allow members in this House to read a letter from someone outside the Parliament referring
to this place as coward's castle. We are talkting about parliamentary standards and it is not
appropriate to talk about Parliament in that way.
Mr BRADSHAW: Thank you for your indulgence, Mr Speaker.
What the member for Peel said in this House last week was wrong. We are talking about
parliamentary standards and as Mr Porter pointed out in his letter the parliamentary privilege
has been breached. It is there for a purpose, but it should not be abused. In this case it was
abused.
Mr Pearce: Why did Mr Porter tell the The West Australian that he got $5 000 from the
fundraising? Mr Barker's assessment was that he had raised only $8 500. it confirms the
figure put forward by the member far Peel.
Mr BRADSHAW: I am teling the House what I have been told. What the member for Peel
said was not true.
Mr Pearce: It is not what Mr Porter told The West Australian.
Mr BRADSHAW: Why did Mr Porter write to the member for Peel in this way if that were
not the case?
Mr Pearce: The West Australian asked him what money he received from the fundraising.
He initially said that he could not say without checking the record. flat means he got
something.
Mr BRADSHAW: The Leader of the House is twisting the point. He is saying that
Mr Porter received a certain amount of money. I do not know what amount of money he
received. The fact is that the member for Peel said that Mr Chilla Porter was a director of the
company running the campaign. It was not true.
Mr Pearce: You are not denying that the company got the money. Are you saying Mr Porter
was not in the company?
Mr BRADSHIAW- I do not know what the company received.
Mr Pearce: Mr Porter said the company got 50 per cent. If you put the figures together you
wilt see that is the case.
Mr BRADSHAW: I am not talking about whether a company received $5 500. [ am talking
about someone's reputation being maligned by a member of this House, and this debate is
about parliamentary standards. The point is that this person had no association with the
company at that time, but his name was bandied around as though he was associated with it.
However, the Leader of the House is saying that he received $5 500.
Mr Pearce: He is associated with the company now, isn't he?
Mr BRADSHAW: He is.
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Mr Pearce: The company fundraises for the Liberal Party and apparently gets 50 per cent
commission.
Mr C.J. Barnett: Do you know that?
Mr Pearce: On the basis of the figure that he gave The West Australian. He tried to disguise
the figure -
Mr BRADSHAW: As far as I know chat is not true.
Mr Pearce: - by being evasive about how much the company raised. If Mr Porter's figure
for what the company received as commission was right, and Mr Barker's assessment of
what was raised was correct, the figure comes out at around 50 per cent.
Mr BRADSHAW: I have already pointed out -

Point of Order
Mr MINSON: This sort of discussion regarding a private individual outside this place is the
very reason we are having this debate today. Mr Speaker, I ask you to direct the Leader of
the House and ocher members of the Government to desist from that line of comment.
Mr Pearce: What hypocrites you are.
The SPEAKER: I ask the Deputy Leader of the Opposition whether he would like me to
implement the rule which he is asking me to implement evenhandedly or whether it should
be applied to members of the Government only.
Several members interjected.
Mr Clarko: We are talking about the level of debate in this place and the Leader of the
House is not giving us a chance.
The SPEAKER: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition's point is not well made, but it is
timely.

Debate Resumed
Mr BRADSHAW: The Leader of the House is trying to twist what I am saying. He is trying
to put the member for Peel in a good light and to make the Liberal Party look bad. A
person's reputation was maligned in this place and dhe allegations made were completely
untrue. It is up to the member for Peel to make a public apology.
Mr P.1. Smith: The member for Peel said that Controlled Marketing received 55 per cent.
Mr BRADSHAW: Did che member listen to me quoting from Mr Porter's letter?
Mr P.J. Smith: I am referring to Hansard.
Mr BRADSHAW: What I am saying was in Hansard. Mr Porter's letter states -

While he (Chilla Porter) was executive Director of the Liberal Party he continued to
run a company which was the major fundraiser for the Liberal Party.

The member for Bunbury said that the member for Peel did not say that. He is a clown.
Mr Pearce: Words like "clown" do not fit well in a debate about parliamentary standards.
Mr BRADSHAW: I cannot help it if we have fools on the other side of the House who
cannot read Hansard properly and want to misquote from it for political reasons.
Mr P.J. Smith: He never said that Chilla Porter got the money.
Mr BRADSHAW: I read it out. I give up on the member for Bunbury; he is hopeless. We
are talking about raising standards in this House and members opposite are hypocrites
because they are prepared to break all the rules and to lower the standards in this House.
A Government member: Which you would never do.
Mr BRADSHAW: Never. The standard of debate in this House has not altered a great deal
over the years.
Mr Taylor: They have become very bad. Once upon a time we had proper debates. In the
short time I have been here the standard of debate has deteriorated remarkably and that is not
due to my presence.
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Mr BRADSHAW: Until members of Parliament are willing to lift their game as far as the
standards of this House are concerned they and die Government will not be held in high
esteem by the community.
MR HOUSE (Stirling) [4.28 pm]: When people read the record of this debate in Hansard
they will be of the opinion that it was printed by Prosh.
Mr Pearce: I edited that newspaper once.
Mr HOUSE: I can believe that when I consider the contribution to this House by the Leader
of the House.
I want to pay a compliment to the former deputy leader of the National Party and member for
Stirling, Mawt Stephens, who was a member of the Parliamentary Standards Committee
which prepared and submitted this report to the Parliament in 1989. It is interesting that it
has taken dtre years to bring the report to the Parliament for consideration. It is unlikely
that more than half a dozen members of the Parliament had read the report until last week: I
venture to say that fewer than 10 members had read the summary of that report. I make that
comment because I have noticed many members thumbing through the report in the last
couple of hours, obviously to acquaint themselves with its contents. Having spoken to
Mr Stephens about the report and having read it I know it contains many points which we
could well and truly recognise. Members of Parliament come to this place with the best of
intentions. We should bear in mind that the intention of the majority of members is to make
Western Australia a better place in which to live and to ensure a better future for our children
by improving the lot of the people we represent and formulating good legislation. If we kept
those points in mind we would have a different attitude to this Parliament.
One of the reasons we sometimes have a problem with debates in this Parliament is that the
Executive Government has become so powerful and overriding of the Parliament that we
have developed a real frustration about what we can achieve through meaningful debate in
this place. As a result our emotions tend to overflow and we become a bit angry when we
cannot change the decisions of the Executive. Members should bear in mind that the origins
of free speech and the establishment of the Parliament's authority over the King involved a
long, hard battle before the Parliament was established. It seems to me that we now face a
long, hard battle to establish the supremacy of the Parliament over the Executive, the very
issue that has made us so annoyed and frustrated when we have come to this place to debate
issues from time to time.
in my short time in this place I have seen the majority of decisions of the Executive carried
out by the Parliament because the Executive dictated that they would be so carried out. All
of us, including members of the Government who at the time happen to disagree with
decisions made by the Executive, know that people come into this Parliament and argue for
the decisions of the Executive and vote for them when in their hearts they do not agree with
them. Many members of the Opposition and backbench Government members would say
this if they were honest. That is the frustration of the Parliament. This should be a place
where we argue about things that are important to us, and the Government should be
cognisant of those arguments. You and I both know, Mr Speaker, that that is not the case and
that this does not happen, because the Executive makes decisions and often announces them
publicly, leaving us caught in a net where the Parliament does not have the authority to
overcome that decision because of the rigid party system. Members need to stop and rethink
this establishment's ability to be the supreme body in this State. We all acknowledge that it
is the supreme body and that the vote here is important. However, we all know that the
Executive has a great deal - probably too much - to say about what happens in this place.
That is something members should recognise clearly. They should consider how that balance
can be changed so that the system is not as rigid as it is now.
Dr Gallop: We have one of the most powerful Parliaments of the western democracies.
Mr HOUSE: And one of the most powerful Executives of the western democracies.
Dr Gallop: That is not true.
Mr HOUSE: No matter what the Minister argues with me publicly, he knows that the
Executive holds sway over the Parliament because of the power he, as a member of that
Executive, holds over the backbench members of his party in the Parliament.
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Dr Gallop: There is a thing called the Legislative Council which this Government has never
controlled.
Mr HOUSE: Thank God for the Legislative Council! T he people of Western Australia are
pleased to know that it exists as well. The other important matter to rae as a member of
Parliament is that too often we all fall into the trap of demeaning other members of
Parliament. One of the ways of ensuring we have a lack of credibility in the public arena is
for people to demean members of Parliament and their status and therefore demean the office
of Parliamnent and the Legislature itself. It is interesting when one listens to news bulletins
and commentators from the Press, radio and television, or to comments from budding
politicians and executives of parties, how on many occasions they demean the members of
Parliament in a general sense. They are not often specific about those members but rather
generalise about members of Parliament. Sometimes members fall into the same trap when
people are talking to us about members of opposing parties and running them down. We
sometimes find it easier to agree with what is being said than to argue for the status of the
member involved and the individual cause about which we are talking.
Mrs Watkins: We would never do that to you because you are such a nice person.
Mr Pearce: That fixed you up. Raising parliamentary standards works!
Mr HOUSE: That has not fixed me up; it has made me wonder. Members should recognise
the fact that we should argue issues and principles as strongly as we can but divorce them
from the individuals involved in making those decisions and from the place they hold in our
society. To be elected as a member of Parliament is an honour and a privilege and too many
of us demean that honour and privilege because we find it easy to run down the status of
politicians and therefore the standard of debate and decision making in this place.
I think that in Western Australia we have also tended to become more confrontationist. The
Parliament has become a place of confrontation and not one where we easily debate issues
from a relatively unaggravated state of mind. Unfortunately it is all too easy, I guess, for
some of us - me in particular - to become a bit agitated. I think a lot of us fall into that
category without thinking about the consequences. A lot of that sort of attitude stems from
some of the things we see in our homes nowadays. I am horrified when, like many
politicians, I go home late at night after I have been to a function or a late sitting of
Parliament to see the things that my children and other children are watching on television.
The general levels of violence that so many people find acceptable are the sorts of things we
saw on television reports from Los Angeles involving police officers beating somebody they
believed had committed an offence. That conduct is repeated time and again in films that are
supposed to be entertaining. One sees that level of violence, and worse, come into our living
rooms repeatedly. Such programs tend to create a more confrontationist attitude in all of us
and to leave a view in our minds that such conduct is acceptable, normal and rational
behaviour. That sort of belief then spills over into the Parliament and the law courts, and
many other places where the decision making process is taking place. I would like to think
that we will take some cognisance of that issue and do something about it.
Like others, I believe that the Parliament's power is absolute. The privilege of Parliament
should remain. We should recognise that we have made mistakes in the past and will
probably make them again in future. However, debates such as this one provide us with an
opportunity to review our standards and the way in which we operate. We should all give
some thought to trying to improve those things knowing that from time to time we may not
meet the standards that we set ourselves but that we are at least trying to attain those
standards. We in this Parliament control our own destiny. It is we who ultimately control
things. It is no good our introducing new legislation to set rules for ourselves when we know
in our heart of hearts and our minds that we already have ultimate control over our destinies
and can do something about these things ourselves. I believe strongly that the absolute
power of Parliament must remain. We must create an environment in this place that makes
the public realise that we are doing something about standards to make this a place more
respected by all members of the public.
DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform) [4.39 pm):
The deputy leader of the National Party referrd to some of those privileges that are
associated with the job of being a member of Parliament. He was talking specifically about
the legal privileges associated with Parliament and its history and also, and importantly - and
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I agree with him - he focused on the privileges of being a member of Parliament; the
privilege of having a particular type of job in our community. The very fart that I use the
term "type of job" I think understates the nature of our contribution to society, because it is
my view that being a member of Parliament is not simply another job; in fact, it is really a
vocation. It is a very complicated vocation that involves being, firstly, a local member of
Parliament representing a particular district, in the case of those of us who are members of
the Legislative Assembly, working for that electorate, asking questions on behalf of the
individual constituents and groups within that electorate, and fostering the economic, cultural
and social life of that electorate. Secondly, it involves being a member of the parliamentary
institution itself, participating in the debates that occur in the Parliament and participating in
the committee system - through either Select Committees set up from time to time or
Standing Committees that deal with some of the major issues of Government in our State.
Thirdly, being a member of Parliament for some members involves being a part of a
Government, a part of the Executive. That, of course, is the parliamentary system of
Government we have inherited from Britain, where the members of the Executive are also
members of the Parliament. That system is the best of those available to us, in reply to those
who would want to separate completely our Executive and our Legislature; because I think
having members of the Executive who are parliamentarians brings with it a certain humility
and a certain closeness to what is going on in the community that does not occur where the
Executive is not subject to that link with the Parliament. The complexity of the job of being
a member of Parliament, a local member serving an electorate, a parliamentarian, and for
some of us a member of a Government, is a very difficult task and those who take on the role
of parliamentarian should consider it as a vocation rather than just a job.
However, the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee - which is one of the better
contributions that has been made to the whole question of Parliament, not only in this State
but in many other States - asks us to consider our role as members of Parliament within the
Chamber itself, within the Assembly, within the Council and within the committees, and to
look at the way we carry out that role within the Parliament. It asks us to look not so much at
our role as members representing particular electorates as at our job as members in the
Parliament. Our role in representing our electorates is an important function that requires an
analysis. When many people speak in disparaging terms about members of Parliament very
little attention is paid to the role of members of Parliament in their electorates, and members
of Parliament within their electorates are key agents for progress in their communities if they
are doiog their job properly. But this report did not address that function; nor did it address
the link between the Executive and the Legislature. There has been much debate, and I think
there will be continued debate, about that issue. It should be debated and changes could be
made in respect of the relations between the Executive and the Legislature, and we on this
side of the House have proposed some of those changes in recent days to try to ensure, for
example, that the Legislative Council is a H-ouse of Review and carries out that function
rather than seeing itself as a House which makes or breaks Governments. However, that is
another issue.
This report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee asks us to focus on our job as
members of Parliament participating in the parliamentary Chamber and in the committees
and to try to improve the way we perform that function. It is interesting that the reason many
political commentators in Western Australia have been interested in this debate is that they
saw it as an opportunity for members of Parliament, free from many of the traditional
associations they have, to come forward into the Parliament and reflect upon their job. We
are able to do that only on rare occasions. Usually we carry out our job and debate one
another about the issues of the day; rarely do we reflect upon the job that we have as
parliamentarians within this Chamber. I think the reason commentators have been looking
forward to this debate is that it gives us an opportunity to do that.
The first issue [ want to address is the timing of this debate. The Leader of the Opposition
claimed that this Government should be condemned for the time that has been taken for the
debate to come into this Chamber. That criticism should not be directed at the Government.
if there is a criticism to be made it lies with the whole Parliament and the way in which it
allocates its time and makes decisions about what it will debate. In this Assembly we are
very fortunate to have a tadition which has been endorsed mnd carried out which allows for
private members' business on a Wednesday. The performance of this Assembly and the time
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it allocates for private members' business - Opposition business and in recent dines business
of the Independents as well - shows that we have a very strong tradition of Opposition time
in this Parliament. At any time in the last 18 months Independencs, National Party members
and Liberal Party members could have put this report on the Notice Paper and could have
made it the subject of debate in this Parliament through their own choosing.
Mr Wan:. That is passing the buck.
Dr GALLOP: It is not passing the buck. If there is to be criticism of the time that has been
taken to debate this subject, the criticism lies wit us all in the time we allocate to
parliamentary debate in the general sense of debating the nature of our job, as opposed to the
party political debate that goes on from day to day. That is a criticism neither of the
Government, nor of the Opposition; it is a criticism of all of us because we chose -not to make
that a topic of discussion. It is really a very thin argument for the Leader of the Opposition
to criticise the Government for not bringing on this debate earlier, because at any time in the
last 18 months this issue could have been debated.
My second point is that the context of the debate about the Western Australian Parliament
should be made very clear. We have a very powerful Parliament. The notion that the
Western Australian Parliament is a weak institution that merely cowers beforre this so-called
all-powerful Executive is wrong. We have one of the most powerful upper Houses of any
Parliament in the Westminster system: in fact, it could be argued that it is the most powerful
upper House, and it is a feature of that upper House's history that whenever a Labor
Government has been in power we on this side of the House have never had the numbers in
the Legislative Council.
Mr Court: Do you think that House has done a good job in the last few years?
Dr GALLOP: I do not think it has, and one reason it has not was stated very clearly to the
Royal Commission by a former Leader of the Opposition, Hon Bill H-assell. He said very
clearly that one of the reasons the Legislative Council has not done a good job is that its
members were so embarrassed about the electoral system that elected them that they felt a bit
disinclined to contribute as fully as they could have to the debates of the day. He said that on
many occasions even the Liberal Party was put under pressure to restrain itself in debate.
That point needs to be made: We have a very powerful Legislative Council.
Secondly, we have a powerful Legislative Assembly. I preface this set of comments by
saying that I know there is debate from time to time about the number of days on which
Parliament sits, but the long history of sitting days in this Parliament shows that there has not
been an enormous change within Western Australia over that period. There has also been
some debate about question time, and that pops up from time to time. Let us put those two
issues aside for a moment and focus on a fundamental issue; that is, the amount of time
available in this Parliament to the Opposition and Independents, and quite rightly, to pursue
matters of importance. Historical analysis of this Parliament - and I do not say this because
the Leader of the House is present - will record that the current Leader of the House, the
member for Armadale, has provided every opportunity to the Opposition for participation in
the Parliament. Great credit goes to him as a parliamentarian and a Leader of the House for
providing that opportunity.
The context of today's debate is that we have a very powerful Legislative Council - probably
the most powerful Chamber in the Westminster system.
Mr Court: Is that good or bad?
Dr GALLOP: It is a fact! Second, we have a very powerful Legislative Assembly in the
opportunities it provides to the Opposition to conduct its business.
Mr Lewis: Rot!
Dr GALLOP: If members opposite think otherwise, they simply do not know anything about
other Parliaments. They should go to the Queensland Parliament and talk to its members
about its operation; they should go to New South Wales to find out how that Parliament
operates. This Parliament has a great tradition. The Legislative Assembly has at great
tradition, and this has been developed in recent times in encouraging Opposition
participation in this process. Questions arise from those facts: If this Parliament has so
much power in the context of the Westminster system, how do we use that power? How do
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members of Parliament use the power and privilege to debate matters? How does the.
Legislative Council use its power to raise issues of public importance? We are conducting
this debate because many members of the community, including political commentators,
believe that the power is not being used well. An enormous privilege is part of being a
member of Parliament, and it was determined that that power and privilege was not being
used well. A committee of inquiry was established.
Mr Court: Do you believe that all the revelations about WA Inc would have emerged if we
did nor have that privilege in the Parliament?
Dr GALLOP: The Opposition will never acknowledge one thing about the Royal
Commission; that is, that the commission was established with enormous powers to analyse
this issue. Some delay occurred in setting up the Royal Commission, but that was for very
good reasons as the head of the Australian Securities Commission has pointed out on more
than one occasion. It is incumbent on all members of Parliament to allow the Royal
Commission to finalise its proceedings and to report unhindered. However, the Opposition
will not allow that to happen. The Western Australian Opposition is unlike the New South
Wales Opposition, where the Leader of the Opposition will not debate a matter in the
Parliament if it is before the Independent Commission Against Corruption, Could the
Western Australian Opposition follow that rule? No; as soon as something is said at the
Royal Commission, without the person involved having the opportunity to provide a counter-
argument and balance, Opposition members use the privilege of the Parliament to add to the
agony which some individuals must suffer as a result of the Royal Commission. Members
opposite have no principles. They are unlike the Leader of the Opposition in New South
Wales who allows debate on a matter only after the ICAC has finalised its report on the
matter. That is what should happen in this Parliament. However, this Opposition cannot
resist the temptation to debate a matter.
With the enormous power and privilege of this Parliament we established a powerful and
privileged Royal Commission to look at government in Western Australia, This action
carried with it consequences for both sides of the House. We placed three very good people
in charge of the commission. Why do we not let them do their job? It is because the
Opposition cannot resist the temptation to intervene.
In the context of a powerful Parliament, we question how the power and privilege have been
used. This report has offered a set of recommendations to improve Parliament's operation.
The Premier clearly argued for a number of propositions which flow from that report. Ir is
incumbent on us as members of Parliament to approach this issue by saying, "We are
members of Parliament reflecting upon our vocation as parliamentarians. We are asking
ourselves: How can we improve the processes of Parliament so that it operates better?" The
only proper way to do this is to follow the course set by the members of the committee. The
committee comprises current and past members of this Parliament, former members of the
Federal Parliament and some political commentators. The committee considered the
institution of Parliament generally and suggested how it could be improved.
Today we had a rest. The Premier passed that test as she considered the issue independently
of the interests of the party she represents in the Parliament. She considered the issue from
the point of view of improving the Parliament, as she attempted to free herself from other
interests. She asked about drawing valid conclusions from the report. Commentators have
looked forward to today's debate because they thought members of Parliament would change
and discuss their job and parliamentary privilege; it was thought that members would
comment on Standing Orders and how they can be improved. In moving this motion the
Government indicated how Parliament could be improved through legislative changes
regarding privilege. Firstly, we challenged the outdated notion that if things were changed in
the House of Commons, we should go along with it. It was good to see the Opposition come
to the parry on that fundamental point which denies the sovereignty of Western Australia to
pass its own laws.
Secondly, the motion suggests that the recommendations of the Parliamentary Standards
Committee be referred to the Standing Orders Committee to determine how we should
conduct our affairs. Thirdly, the motion suggests that we seriously consider citizens' rights
of redress. Fourthly, the motion suggests that we consider a code of conduct as a way of
judging our behaviour.
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Mr MaczKinnon: Is it for Ministers?
Dr GALLOP: For all members of Pariiament-
Mr Macinnon: You will support our amendment then.
Dr GALLOP: Does the Leader of the Opposition support our financial interests legislation?
He speaks with total hypocrisy.
The final issue arising in the motion is that of educating citizens about Parliament. It is to
the credit of the Parliament, especially the Speaker and the President, that we now have a
much stronger education process than that of the past for people who come to this
Parliament. The Premier used the opportunity to discuss these issues by proposing some
concrete ideas about what could be done. However, the Leader of the Opposition was a
disappointment, and he continues to be completely disappointing.
Mr Lewis: Go on, reflect on individuals again.
Dr GALLOP: I am reflecting that the Leader of the Opposition did not address how we can
improve the Parliament.
This motion has my full support in considering parliamentary privilege; the reference of the
committee's recommendations to the Standing Orders Committee; the code of conduct for
parliamentarians; and, education regarding the Parliament. Those are the matters on which
the Parliament will vote. I support the motion but I will not support an Opposition which
throws away this opportunity. What did the Opposition do in moving an amendment to the
motion? It used this platform to attack the Premier. Members opposite have no sense of
humour or understanding of the English language. They did not understand the way in which
a word was used - as a form of irony; as a form of criticism - by the Premier during the
debate. They are humourless individuals who lack understanding of and sensitivity to the
English language. They have no idea how to contribute to a debate like this. They have no
notion of what it is to be a parliamentarian. Members opposite have used this debate as a
platform to attack the member for Ashiburton and to raise separate issues about the way in
which government may have been conducted in this State. Commentators often ask why this
Opposition simply cannot make any headway in this State. The reason is chat it does not
address the issues of the day. The issue of the day is Parliament and the way it operates. The
Opposition has not addressed the issues in the Parliamentary Standards Committee report.
Finally, we are debating Parliament's role, its place in the community and the raising of
standards and respect for Parliament. Yet what did the Leader of the Opposition introduce
during his debate? He introduced the concept of a citizens' initiated referendum. If there is
ever an argument concerning parliamentarians passing the buck, it is that- Parliaments which
have that system pass the buck. They do not consider the public interest or try to define the
interests not only of the majority but also of minorities and future generations, who cannot
vote because they are not there at the time. The role of a member of Parliament is to chink
about minorities and future generations rather than just the sum total of individual interests at
any one point which can always be recorded in a simple vote by a referendum. The essence
of a parliamentarian's role is to take a broader view and consider, define, defend and fight for
the public interest. The Leader of the Opposition had a chance during this debate to reflect
on the way our Parliament operates.
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Dr GALLOP: The Premier cook the opportunity to present specific proposals about the way
Parliament operates. The Leader of the Opposition gave a very general discussion of
"1morality" in politics; and a very poor one at that. During the rest of this debate we should
focus on the Parliament's procedures, privileges, and Standing Orders and the way in which
we should educate people to improve its performance. The Government has accepted that
challenge. We should see where the National Party stands on these issues.
MR CLARKO (Marrnion) [5.03 pm]: I will concenrte on parts (d) and (e) of the motion.
Part (d) begins by requesting chat the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform, who
has just sat down, should bring a Bill into this Parliament which will limit the expulsion of
members to that which is in the Constitution. Under the Constitution one is disqualified if
one is an undischarged bankrupt, or is convicted of a felony or treason. Another section of
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the Constitution relates to people who are bankrupt in a different way - to people of unsound
mind being disqualified from being a member of Parliament - and to people who have been
absent from this House for one session without approval of the Parliament.
When I first read the motion I had difficulty working out whether it referred to just expulsion
and not disqualification because much has been said about disqualification in relation to the
famous sausage sizzle case, as members are aware. Under the Parliamentary Privileges Act
members have the capacity to expel members from this House. I would appreciate the
Government's explaining whether the essence of this section of part (d) is that only that
which is in the Constitution will be the basis for expulsions or disqualifications. Will the
Government seek to take away from the Electoral Act that portion which relates to the
sausage sizzle? Will it want in future to have as the basis for expulsion only those points I
mentioned a moment ago; that is, undischarged bankruptcy, felony, treason, perhaps unsound
mind - I am not sure whether that aspect fits - and a member who is absent for one session?
That must be clarified and the fact that it is not clear is part of the weakness of this motion.
It would be preferable if the Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform had put our a
small paper - he has done that quite well regarding some other matters in the past couple of'
years - which indicated the matters for which one can be expelled now and those matters
proposed for the future.
Dr Gallop interjected.
Mr CLARKO: This matter is very convoluted. No reference is made to the sausage sizzle or
where a person could be disqualified for not sitting in this House for one session. The
motion refers to disqualification, which word is used as though it has a similar meaning to
expulsion; yet it does not deal with that matter. No statement is made in the motion whether
the Privileges Act which allows this House to expel members will be taken away. If the
Government were supportive of this House's no longer having the power to expel, it would
have been helpful if it had said that and provided some reasons to both members and the
community of Western Australia that the Government wanted to limit expulsion to those
points stated in the Constitution and delete the others. If the Government wanted to take out
reference to the sausage sizzle that would no doubt cause a little pain, as it should.
Mr Pearce: Why should it? The Opposition had only to take the case to the Court of
Disputed Returns.
Mr CLARKO: The Government always falls back on the costly legal position because it still
has money in the leader's account. Some of that $6 million is waiting for people to use it in
matters lie this. Under section 182 of the Electoral Act bribery specifically includes the
supply of food, drink or entertainment after nominations have officially been declared. That
is what occurred in the northern suburbs. The truth of the matter is that the Government has
not acted, nor has it asked its officers to act. When the Opposition returns to Government, it
will look into that matter, even though it may require only a retrospective exclusion. The
Government has the money in Mr Burke's account. From which of the three accounts would
it rake money? How much of the $6 million is left? Is it the Government's money, or is it
not? That is one of the issues which should be looked at. Clearly the Government would not
object to the inister's introducing a Bill which proposes new arrangements for the
expulsion of members. The Opposition will be happy to consider it and debate it on its
merits. However, as was referred to earlier by the Premier, if a member is expelled from the
Legislative Council now the opportunity would not arise for that person to do what John
Wilkes apparently did three times. He was expelled from Parliament in Britain and he
subsequently stood at three by-elections and won on three separate occasions. A person in
the upper House who lost his seat by expulsion may find that Hon Kim Chance or someone
like him got the seat under the new rule. I am not arguing that that is necessarily a big hole
in the argument. However, I believe it was debated at a committee meeting and merits
further discussion.
Paragraph (e) refers to a number of recommendations to which I wish to refer. However, I
will have to be brief because of my limited time. Recommendation 9 states -

That each House of the Western Australian Parliament give serious consideration to
the establishment of a Standing Committee on Privilege, its membership to be as
small as possible and chosen with a view to the inclusion of Members with some
experience of and a strung commitment to the parliamentary process.
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I am surprised that the committee thinks it can find in this Parliament people who do not
have a very fierce dedication to their party position. It is much more intense in Australia
than it is in the United Kingdom. The House of Commons has a neutral Speaker.
The SPEAKER: We have a neutral Speaker here, also.
Mr CLARKO: Yes, but in a different way. The Speaker in the UK is neutral in the sense
that he is not opposed by the major parties at election time. The system in the UK is also
different in chat it does not push it as hard in a Collingwood versus Carlton way as we do. I
remember the Deputy Speaker of the Singapore Parliament telling me after he had watched
our proceedings chat it was unique for him to hear the Speaker call for aider. He said that he
had been in the Singapore Parliament for many years and had never heard the Speaker call
for order.
Mr Bradishaw: It does not have an Opposition!
Mr CLARKO: I think there is one member or maybe two.
NEr Gordon Hfill: There are now four Opposition members.
Mr CLARKO: It is growing. I believe there is a problem with the establishment of a
Standing Committee. The Parliamentary Standards Committee knew about it because it
refers continually to the situation in other Parliaments including the Commonwealth of
Australia in which, in the previous 43 years before a Standing Committee was set up, the
committee that dealt with such matters had dealt with only 27 matters and, in the 38 years
following its establishment, 55 matters were dealt with, roughly twice the number. The
report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee states that that was not so and that the
proliferation of items that went before that committee was not necessarily a consequence of
the establishment of the Standing Committee. I believe that the committee is in a fairly weak
position in relation to its recommendation on the Standing Committee. In Western Australia
recently there have been three Committees of Privilege: Malcolm Bryce was involved in one
in 1976, Ian Lawrence in 1986, and George Cash in 1988. The thre ad hoc privilege
committees set up to consider the complaints came back with minority reports based on a
party position; therefore it has been suggested that we should discontinue that procedure.
Looking back, I do not believe that three cases in 12 years did much harm to the WA
Parliament, although it did not do much good. However, the proposal to establish an
alternative Standing Committee on Privilege has greater fault than the ad hoc committees
which probably have the weakness of being formed in the heat of the moment and therefore
make decisions which do not represent the so-called greater good of the Parliament.
However, I would not oppose a trial period if that were proposed.
Recommendation 13 states -

That Parliament, whilst exercising its undoubted rights to determine privilege matters,
consider ways which will ensure that persons brought before it are afforded every
opportunity to be dealt with in a way that does not deny them justice.

I do not think anyone could object to that principle. The real question is, however, how
much support they should be given. Quite a bit of material is available on an outside
institution acting as an adjunct to the parliamentary Committee of Privilege and in some parts
of Australia, including the Australian Senate and in Queensland, benefits have been gained
from using a specialised person in contrast with a specialised body to which I referred a
moment ago. In those cases, retired judges obtained the evidence relating to matters under
investigation. Therefore, there will be no dispute about giving such a person the opportunity
to be dealt with in a way that does not deny him or her justice. However, the form will
require consideration by a committee.
The committee declined to comment on the setting up of a register of members' interests but
stated that an MP should declare a direct personal pecuniary interest before speaking or
voting and state the nature of that interest. I was surprised when the Premier said today that
the report supported the setting up of a register of members' interests. The recommendation
seems to suggest the opposite. I have long been interested in the subject of pecuniary
interests, I October 1988, the report of an inquiry that reviewed the adequacy of pecuniary
interests provisions of the Local Government Act included 11 recommendations. I agree
with all of them except two. Recommendation 7 states that a councillor, having declared a
pecuniary interest, is entitled to address the meeting but is excluded from the debate and
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vote. The councillor should leave the room unless there is an exemption. I do not believe in
that principle. In my view. anyone who has a pecuniary interest should declare it and retire
from the forum where the debate is taking place. He should not take part in the debate in any
way, including making an introductory speech, or sit and watch his colleagues vote on the
matter. This Government made that double change when the recommendation was
introduced by former inister Carr for whom I have a high regard. First, the
recommendation was amended to read that, if the committee decided a person could
participate, he would be able to participate in the debate and then watch the way his
colleagues voted. That was later amended so that the person could participate but not be
present when the vote was taken. I believe that a person who has an interest should not be
present at all. I was surprised that this committee, for which I have a lot of respect, wants a
member only to declare his or her pecuniary interest before he or she can speak and vote.
That is amazing.
Mr Taylor: Our Standing Orders include a provision relating to pecuniary interests.
Mr CLARKO: I know. Standing Order No 2, which is set our on page 12, says very little
except that a member must declare a pecuniary interest unless it is a general interest. A
member of this forum or any other institutional type of forum who has a pecuniary interest
should declare that interest and no longer participate in the matter. Therefore, the
Parliamentary Standards Committee is incorrect in that recommendation. Recommendation
25 states -

That each House be urged to ensure adequate opportunities for at least two
Opposition Members to serve on the panel of Deputy Chairmen and preside over
debates in the House.

In my opinion, deputy chairmen should be paid. That is the first time that 1 have said that
publicly. They should receive some extra emolument such as the Whip and the Chairman
and Deputy Speaker receive. They spend an enormous amount of time sitting in the Chair
and are entitled to be paid for that. I have not held that position, but was Deputy Speaker and
Chairman. Those people carry the debate many times for a variety of reasons without
remuneration and are entitled to payment. I urge that they be paid. It has been the practice
for a long time to have one member of the Opposition as an Acting Speaker and it is only a
matter of degree whether there are one or two. I believe we are very fortunate in having the
member for Albany - whom I like to call the Prince of Wales - with his experience of
environmental matters. He is an outstanding deputy chairman.
Mr Pearce: At least he gets to sit in the Chair. I can remember when we were in Opposition
that we had a deputy chairman who was allowed to sit in the Chair only once in six years.
Mr CLARKO:. Was that the Leader of the House?
Mr Pearce: No, it was not.
Mr CLARKO: I compliment the member for Albany on what he has done, and also for his
contribution to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee. I once served on that
committee with him: I am aware that he was a major contributor then, and I am sure he still
is.
With regard to members nominating and seconding candidates as the Presiding Officer and
the recommendation that it should not be done by members of the Executive, I do not think it
is of any moment. I do not think it matters at all. Pant of the argument, presumably, is that
the Executive is too powerful and that it could control all these positions and so on. I suspect
that in the Labor Party these office holders are elected.
Mr Pearce: We elect everyone.
Mr CLARKO: If that is the case, this recommendation is not particularly relevant and I do
not think anything much will be gained by insisting that members of the Executive not
perform this function. It is all about perceptions and I do not chink much of the modern view
of perceptions- People keep telling me not to do this or that because a certain view is abroad.
That is why people are earing snow peas and dreadful things such as capsicums. George
Bush made the mistake of saying publicly what he thought about a certain vegetable and a
few days later 100 tonnes of that vegetable were dumped on his front lawn.
I refer now to recommendation 27(a) in the motion, which is recommendation 10.27(i) in the
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report. This states that it should be possible to discipline members who misbehave without
the need for an immediate vote of the House We have already resolved that problem in
Standing Orders N4os 73 and 73A. Standing Order No 73 covens the situation where the
House is totally out of control, and Standing Order No 73A covens the situation in which a
person has been named three times in one day. That person may be required to leave the
Chamber on the direction of the Chair. The introduction of those Standing Orders overcame
the problem envisaged in this recommendation. It has already been stated that the Liberal
Party will move an amendment to delete this matter from those to be referred to the Standing
Orders and Procedure Committee because it has already been deal: with. On the other hand,
if this matter were referred to the committee, I am sure it would know how to nreat it.
I refer to the final recommendation 29, which is covered in section 9.3.2. of the report. It
refers to Select Committees comprising members who would minimise partisan conflict. I
do not know whether many members would be capable of filling such positions. The
recommendation also refers to those members having "appropriate expertise". Of coure, all
committees should seek members with appropriate experience. It also states that these Select
Committees should have an even' number of members from the Government and the
Opposition, with the chairmanship to be decided by rotation or lot, and that the chairman
should be given a casting vote. If I remember correctly, these recommendations originally
came from the institute of public policy. I am not sure how much can be achieved in dealing
with these details. When the Liberal Party was in Government, I was once the Chairman of
the Public Accounts Committee, as it then was, and at that time in Tasmania - and I think in
Victoria - the chairman of the public accounts and expenditure review committee was always
a member of the Opposition. I have seen no evidence to indicate whether that is a good thing
or a bad thing.
Mr Pearce: It works if you can miust the members not to be political. I have not forgotten a
former member for Scarborough, in the days of the Tonkin Government, who, just before the
election, made a statement that the State was broke and used his position as Chairman of the
Public Accounts Committee to justify the truth of that. The statement was totally untrue at
the time.
Mr CLARKO: I can recall two Labor Party members, one of whom served on the Public
Accounts Committee at the same time as 1, who dealt in information that the committee
heard in a confidential manner from the State Energy Commission. I know the two
members, but I do not want to embarrass them and I will not name them.
Mr Watt: I was there also.
Mr CLARKO: The member for Albany was a member of the committee at the same time.
This is certainly not the debate in which to name such people, because we want to create a
better system, and an improved public accounts committee system is highly desirable.
It is also proposed that an Opposition member chair investigative committees. I am not too
sure there would be some great magic in that. The committee makes the point that we should
significantly increase the number and scope of Standing Committees to increase the work of
members of Parliament and, presumably, by such work develop in them a greater love of
Parliament. As one of the longest serving members in this place, I ask the Parliament to
please not give me any more work. Members of Parliament today have more work than they
have had at any time in the 18 years I have been a member, and it is extremely difficult to
keep up with die tremendous amount of material with which we are faced. I have a keen
love of Parliament and the parliamentary process, but giving me more committees on which
to serve would certainly not achieve anything. In fact, it might make matters worse.
It is finally stated with regard to recommendation 29 that the divisive issues centred on
abuses of privilege should be removed from the operations of ad hoc parliamentary
committees. The situation would be improved by the establishment of a Standing Committee
of Privilege. That returns us almost to the beginning. I said earlier that I was not sure a
Standing Committee would be the solution, but it is important that Parliament retain - what I
loosely call - its privileges. I have found in the past IS years that die abuses which have
taken place from time to time have been very much storms in teacups. With a good Speaker
and responsible members, although occasionally people might say things that would be better
left unsaid or they might deliberately say things for partisan purposes, I do not think it does
any harm in the long run. When extreme cases arise, a Privilege Committee can be set up
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under the existing rules. I do not believe the code of conduct will achieve any of the goals
the Premier talked about when she first camne to this place. The Premier has easily slipped
into the same bad habits that most members in this place have.

[Questions without notice taken.]
Stting suspended from 6.01 to 730 pm

MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [7.3Opm]: I address my remarks to paragraph (f) of the
motion which states that the House should adopt for educational purposes the code of
conduct referred to in recommendation 22 of the report of the Parliamentary Standards
Committee. I will also be putting on the record some background information which
members of Parliament will probably not have and which will leave them to ponder whether
there has been a transgression of the proposed code of conduct. That matter relates to a
decision by the Premier on the payment of legal representation for those appearing before the
Royal Commission. I refer directly to the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee
at page 83 under the heading "Improving the Public Perception of Parliament" and the
subheading "The Media and the Public Perception of Parliament" which states -

A further difficulty is that in State politics in particular it is likely that many reporters
in the press gallery will have only a limited knowledge of the political history and the
political system of the Parliament they are reporting. Thbe onus is on both Parliament
and the representatives of the media alike to do all they can to rectify this situation.

It stares further on page 84 -
In turn the representatives of the media must accept that there is a considerable
responsibility arising from the important part they play in determining the public
perception of Parliament. The Committee believes strongly that while the media are
nor responsible for what is said in Parliament they are very much responsible for the
manner in which it is presented to the public.

Further on it refers to the code of ethics of the Australian Journalists Association and
continues -

There would seem to be all the criteria necessary to govern how Parliament should be
reported ...

The second example cited in the report is as follows -

They shall report and interpret the news with scrupulous honesty by striving to
disclose all essential facts and by nor suppressing relevant, available facts or
distorting by wrong or improper emphasis;

The report also states -

They shall do their utmost to correct any published or broadcast information found to
be harmfully inaccurate.

It states finally on that page -
Only by Parliament and the media accepting their separate and mutual responsibility
in this regard will any real progress be made.

On pages 71 and 72 of the report an abbreviated code of conduct covering behaviour in die
House is set out. I draw members attention to point No 9 which states -

Members should do everything in their power to protect and enhance the reputation
of the Parliament, and for this reason they should not:
(a) recklessly, wilfully or knowingly mislead the Parliament by any act -or

omission;
The SPEAKER: Order! A number of people on my left, particularly those who are not
listening to the debate, are disturbing the debate substantially. I ask that they cease doing
that.
Mr STRICKLAND: I now place on the record some information which is not common
knowledge and which is related particularly to the Royal Commission and the terms of
reference on the investigation into the bribery allegations at the City of Stirling. Several
reports on this matter were put before the City of Stirling. I refer to item F17 which was sent
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to me and concerns the Corporate Planning Budget and Finance Committee report of
29 January 1991. The item is headed "Legal representation of die City of Stirling Western
Australian Government - Royal Commission" and states -

The Royal Commission will have powers set out in die Royal Commissions Act
1968, a copy of which is available for inspection. Relevant to die issue of legal
representation of panics appearing before the Commission is section 22.

That report further states -

The significance of this section is that a Council not legally represented may not be
given the right to cross-examine evidence that affects the Council. However there
will be six Counsel engaged to assist the Commission. Part of the task of these
Counsel will be to cross examine witnesses to help clarify the import and accuracy of
evidence.

The point being made in that report is that it is important and necessary to have some legal
representation. Further on the report to councillors, under the heading "The Council
Position", states -

The Council could find itself wanting to
deny
explain
defend
allege
provide
complain

in respect of information which is before or could be brought before die Commission.
It states further on -

The corporate body's greatest hazard is the smear that could attach to the City from
unsubstantiated allegation- A smear once made leaves pervading doubt in the mind
of those who hear it about the soundness of the body smeared. Smear has a profound
effect upon public perception. The Commission's proceedings will receive wide
media and public attention and it may occur that as between controversy fact and
truth, controversy receives more vigorous projection to the public mind. Counsel
representing the City on a watching brief could help to mitigate this effect.

That report is indicating to the council the position it must consider. A further report to that
finance committee dated 10 December 1991 states -

In furtherance of the above aims legal advice will be required in the following
areas ...
(b) advice and support to Councillors, officers: and employees (should they so

require it and whether past or present) who are called before the Commission
in relation to matters direcdly relating to that person's official capacity as a
Councillor, officer or employee and it should be made quite clear that the
City's legal assistance will not be extended.

Part (ii) of die report states -

in those cases where an allegation is made against any person which allegation raises
a conflict of interest (or the potential for same) between that person's interest and the
interests of the City.

The report indicates that the counsel representing the City of Stirling would represent the
corporate body of the city. In doing that counsel was representing the corporate interest of
the councillors and not their individual interests if an allegation were made by one councillor
against any of the others.
On 10 January the banristers and solicitors hired by the city wrote to the Ministry of the
Premier and Cabinet, to the attention of Mr Peter Ward, and in part the letter states -

Our instructions do not extend to represent any person whose personal activities or
whose activities outside their Council duties are under investigation. Although we
are not specifically aware of any, some officers, employees or councillors may
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choose to have separate representation and these people would not fall within our
instructions.

I consider that to be a fair letter to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet. Further on it
states -

The City on behalf of itself and its officers, employees and Councillors would seek
reasonable assistance from you under the rules of assistance which are in place.
The City has specifically requested us to take a sensible approach to the Commission
and to give representation and assistance only when such is warranted or is necessary.

Further on it states -

When die terms of reference gets under way fornmally we would anticipate:
(a) advising and assisting Council officers, employees and Councillors to give

their evidence and to present their documents (if any);
(b) present the City's position in relation to any specific enquiries being followed

by the Commission.
A formal request was made in that letter as follows -

...would you consider providing assistance to the City, to defray its costs, on the
following basis:
(a) for the assistance of legal advice to Council - $175 per hour or a daily rate of

$1500 per day, if one legal representative is required, to a maximum of $2250
per day if two or more persons are required; and

(b) to pay for the cost of transcript; and
(c) to pay to any Councillor, employee or officer and amount equal to the out-of

pocket expenses (if any) incurred by them in relation to the Commission (ie
Bank photocopy charges; travelling etc)

All of the above to be properly documented.
In other words, it was a letter of request for assistance to pay for the legal representation of
the city, not the councillors as individuals, and to cover out of pocket expenses only fir
things like photocopying which might be required by them in relation to the Royal
Commission. On 30 January the following letter was sent from the Premier to Mr de Kerloy,
the barrister representing the city -

While careful consideration has been given to your application the circumstances do
not conform with the existing guidelines for legal assistance.
Accordingly, I regretfully advise that State funding will not be provided for legal
assistance on this occasion.

In other words, assistance was denied. I refer now to a letter dated 31 January from the city's
solicitor to the Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet which was again addressed to the
attention of Mr Peter Ward and it related to the inquiry as follows -

Certainly our instructions are that the allegations are emphatically denied and each of
those Councillors wish to make a statement to the Commission denying the
allegations.
In those circumstances we do not write to you seeking further additional aid in
respect of these four. Rather we renew our request for the aid we sought in our letter
of the 10 January.

The letter is very clear to me; the city was requesting aid for the city not for individual
councillors. To continue -

The matter is now becoming one of some urgency as resources do have to be put into
the proper representation of the City . .

Further on the letter states -

Could you be kind enough to make all due enquiries in respect to our application and
give us a favourable decision as soon as possible.
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I do not consider that to be an unreasonable request to review the situation. About that rime
the names of former councillors of the City of Stirling had been raised in the Royal
Commission and on Thursday, 6 February an article in The West Australian under the
heading "Legal funding rides 'unfair"' stated -

Two of the Stirling City councillors accused of bribery complained yesterday that it
was unfai they could not get Government funding to pay for lawyers at the Royal
Commission ... they had not been given advance notice that their names would be
blackened at the commission.
Both said they were not in a position to pay for their own lawyer.

The situation is that three of the former councillors of the City of Stirling involved in this
inquiry are pensioners. One of the former 13 councillors happens to be dhe current Minister
for Police. I advise members that Hon George Cash and I were also former councillors of
that local authority. Basically, the councillors involved were elected officers of the shire and
they did not receive any payment. Some of them had very limited financial means and
indicated they were concerned that they did not have any legal representation and they could
not afford it. Following the Press release of I I February a further letter was sent from the
city's solicitor to the Premier with respect to funding of the City of Stirling and its
councillors and it states -

It is also as a direct result of the Commission that the individual rights of the
Counciors names have been put at risk. Any fair view of the evidence covered only
concludes that there is no basis for the allegations but representation was obviously
needed for the Council lors to help the Commission establish that part.

In addition the letter stares -

Our request for funding had been for an amount of $2,250 per day, in addition to the
cost of transcript and in addition to out of pocket expenses for Councillors and
Officers.

On 11 February the city and the Mayor of the City of Stirling approached the Premier
requesting that the city's application be reconsidered. On 6 February an article on the front
page of The West Australian headed "Dying wish widens bribe claims" revealed that the
names of other councillors had been raised at the Royal Commission. This time, instead of
the names of the former councillors associated with the Liberal Party, there were the names
of those councillors who it was claimed were members associated with the Labor Party.
On 28 February a letter was forwarded to me by Mr Constantine of the city and it states -

I attach herewith two copies of papers you requested including a copy of the City's
application to the Government for financial assistance and the Premier's reply.

Further on it states -
The City of Stirling specifically asks that you make no representation on this matter
on its behalf.

The city was anxious that the issue should not become a brawl in the public domain, I
honoured the city's wish.
I now reach an interesting situation. On 7 April the member for Applecross asked a question
of the Premier of which some notice had been given. He inquired about the financial
assistance that had been given to Brian Burke and asked whether it was correct that
expenditure to date had exceeded $1 million. The Premier said on that day -

Only today I indicated also, after seeking advice, that it would be appropriate under
the circumstances to provide legal representation for those City of Stirling councillors
who are now subject to the Royal Commission's inquiries. That request came to me
on two separate occasions. Initially, I said no because it did not fit Within the strict
meaning of the guidelines, but discretion is provided and, after taking further advice,
it seemed fair under the circumstances to provide legal representation also to those
members, including Mr George Cash, who was not a member of Parliament at the
time.

The Premier continued later -
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Everyone who has made application has received the same treatment, regardless of
political colour- and, in the case of the City of Stirling councillors, my initial advice
was no, but subsequently, on re-examining the matter, they were given access to legal
representation in the interests of fairness.

The next day an article appeared in The West Australian headed "Legal aid for Stirling City
councillors". I believe a similar heading appeared in the local paper. The immediate
impression coming from those headlines was that Stirling City councillors were receiving
legal aid. The article stated -

The State Government will pay the legal fees of the Stirling City councillors involved
in the royal commission.
Premier Carmen Lawrence told the Legislative Assembly yesterday she had initially
rejected a request to give the councillors access to legal representation, -

That was after careful consideration -

- but after getting advice, and acting on her discretion, concluded it seemed fair to
help.

What is the problem? I rang the city solicitor and asked him whether he would give me a
copy of the letter he had received from the Premier detailing that change of mind. He did not
have a copy. I believe the answer was made public as a move to deflect the Opposition's
question about the large sums of money being spent on legal representation of people
appearing before the Royal Commission. The public are very angry about that as tens of
millions of dollars are involved in the Royal Commission.
Mr Pearce: You wanted it
Mr STRICKLAND: I do not baulk at that fact. The point is that the media listened to that
answer given by the Premier to the Parliament and articles appeared implying that City of
Stirling councillors had had their legal expenses paid. I do not know of any Stirling
councillor other than Hon George Cash who has applied for legal aid. I always intended not
to apply because I believed that if one had no problems and nothing to bide why should one
hire lawyers? The situation at the Royal Commission was interesting. The first thing that
happened was that, without warning anyone, a Federal member of Parliament swanned into
the commission and disclosed some names. Nobody knew that that was to happen. A
technical problem then arose for the commissioners as to who was representing the
councillors.
In the first instance the city's solicitor was able to stand and say, "I am representing the
council and, corporately, the councillors." Each of us then had to be contacted and be asked,
'This allegation has been made. Are we entitled to represent you and make a statement?"
That problem was sorted out. The Federal member involved is commonly referred to by
legal people as 'Lo~uie the fly".
Later one councillor made allegations against another. That created a dilemma because
individual councillors did not have legal representation present at the Royal Commission. As
many members know, unless a person has legal representation on the spot at the Royal
Commissions to ask questions or have a witness called back into the stand they cannot give
evidence or answer when allegations are made. Matters are then left in the air. Even counsel
for the commission has indicated strongly that the commission believes these matters were
totally unfounded and unsubstantiated. Therefore, people must just bear the smear involved.
Mr Pearce: That has happened to a lot of people at the Royal Commission.
Mr STRICKLAND: I accept that. However, the thing that gets up my nose, and the nose of
other councillors, is the code of conduct involved and people being reasonable and fair
minded and not giving an impression that money had been spent on legal representation for
the councillors.
Mr Pearce: Have you applied for representation?
Mr STRICKLAND: No.
Mr Pearce: Are you going to?
Mr STRICKLAND: No, because I have not had legal representation.
0649)-d
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Mr Pearce: That is for you to decide. Hon George Cash applied for legal representation and
the application was sent to the Solicitor General in the normal way who recommended
against giving it as it did not fit the Government's guidelines. A second approach was made
after which the Premier and Cabinet overrode the Solicitor General's opinion and approved
assistance for Hon George Cash. If the member wants it he can get it in the same way.
Mr STRICKLAND: I will examine what has been said by the Leader of the House. Two
councillors said that it was unfair that they did flat have legal representation when all those
allegations had been made. I have a copy of the Premier's response to the city's solicitor.
She replied -

However, after giving further consideration to your request and weighing up the
various factors, I have decided that limited legal assistance is now warranted.

The letter continued later -
Furthermore, assistance will be limited to representation an days when evidence is
given by past or present councillors or officers of the City and for cross-examination
of witnesses where evidence is material to the interests of the City and its officers to
the councillors being represented.

That sounds great. The letter is undated. I rang the legal people at the City of Stirling at the
time and was told they only got the letter in the dying stages of the hearing; in fact, either on
the last or second last day of the inquiry. That meant that the decision was made that there
was no legal representation, compensation or payment for legal representation right up until
the end - "It's all over, red rover. It's too late." Allegations had been made, witnesses had
been called and gone and the opportunity to cross-examine them, and had passed. I did not
know that anyone was to make allegations against me. It was never my intention to have
legal representation. However, two councillors were concerned and were quoted in the Press
as saying they thought it was unfair that representation would be unavailable to them. I
believe that an unfair perception has been conveyed to the media about this mailer which
printed that statement which has been left in the public domain. I have a copy of the City of
Stirling's account for that reference which is, after deducting a $26 travel cost, about $47 000
for legal representation. That was a significant sum, but it was peanuts when compared to
the millions of dollars that have been spent at the Royal Commission in other ways. I will
put the whole matter into perspective. A late decision was made on this matter of a request
for assistance, which was at first denied. Whether more councillors became involved from
both sides of the Parliament and that had any bearing on the mailer, I do not know.
Mr Pearce: No, it did not.
Mr STRICKLAND: The Leader of the House might know. The Premier made the decision;
perhaps she could tell us.
Mr Pearce: She discussed it with the Cabinet.
Mr STRICKLAND: The fact is that the decision was held off and was made only right at the
end when the inquiry was virtually finished. That effectively denied the councillors the
opportunity for representation. It is no good getting representation when it is all over.
Mr Pearce: Hon George Cash was actually represented.
Mr STRICKLAND: The situation of Hon George Cash is excluded. I am talking about
seven councillors -

Mr Pearce: But you did not apply. Mr Cash applied.
Mr STRICKLAND: I was one of those councillors - I am quite happy to admit that.
Mr Pearce: You cannot expect to get it if you do not apply for it.
Mr STRICKLAND: Those people were elected, they were unpaid, some of them were
pensioners, and they were just left hanging out to dry. I would question that behaviour and
those ethics. I cannot feel that the right thing was done by those councillors, because that
legal representation was needed at the appropriate time, during the hearings. Of course, the
media perception that was portrayed was interpreted as a smear on those people. I will leave
the House to ponder whether, when this matter was dealt with by the Premier, she knowingly
misled the Parliament.
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Mr Pearce; She did not mislead the Parliament.
Mr Court: She certainly has.
Mr Pearce: She has not.
Mr STRICKLAND: There is a perception in the community that the legal expenses of
councillors have been paid and, as far as I can ascertain, none of those councillors applied
apart from Hon George Cash.
Mr Pearce: All of those: who applied have been paid.
Mr STRICKLAND: Hon George Cash has been paid, but none of the others has. The funds
were never even asked for, and they were never paid. In response to a question in the House
die Premier implied that payments would be made but it was done in a time-frame which was
beyond any useful purpose in any event. Each and every one of us in this House, as
individuals, must look to our ethics and conduct and I think that conduct demeaned the
position of the Premier.
MR DLOFFWITCH (Geraldcon) [8.02 pm]: I must admit that when I first looked at this
motion to debate the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee I wondered why it
was being moved when so many of the young people in my electorate do not have jobs.
Mr Pearce: Your leader called for this debate. I have held off this debate for two years
because I thought there were more important things to debate, but your leader called for it.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: Rather than the motion moved by the Premier today I would have much

pere to see a motion that would do something to help people in this State to get jobs.
Mr Pearce: So would 1.
Mr BLOFFW1TCH: Therefore we have a great deal of agreement on that point. However,
when I read through the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee I began to realise
for the firt time, as I am a relatively recent member of this Parliament, some of the awesome
responsibilities that are laid at the feet of members of Parliament. I also read with a great
deal of interest the history associated with the powers and responsibilities that axe given to
us_
After reading the report I was particularly impressed that the Parliamentary Standards
Committee had looked at the matter with what I consider to be a very sensible attitude, and I
do not have many problems with the recommendations it put forward. I have some
questions, of course, because in several cases the recommendations have been somewhat
ignored. For instance, the Premier's motion proposes that we emulate the Senate's system of
citizens' right of reply. I am sure a good deal of sensible debate will occur on both sides of
the House with regard to that, but [ note with interest that after considering all the facts the
committee recommended that the status quo be maintained and that that not be introduced. I
will certainly listen with interest to the reasons why we will take that line.
Mr Pearce: The reason is simple: The committee is absolutely right in theory in wishing to
protect parliamentary privilege. However, its members do not have to sit here day after day
and listen to the abuse of that privilege and the way in which innocent citizens are maligned.
We believe those innocent citizens should have a right of reply.
Mr BLOFF WITCH: I said before that there is an awesome responsibility on members of this
House, and that refers not just to members on this side of the House, but equally to members
opposite. Having sat here for 12 months I can tell members that I am as unimpressed with
members from the other side of the House violating that privilege as occasionally I am with
members ftrm my side.
Mr Pearce: In that case you will support our proposition.
Mr BLOFFWITC-I In that case I will support the recommendations of the Parliamentary
Standards Committee, whose members I am sure spent a great deal of time considering the
matter.
While I will be supporting it, another thing which concerns me is paragraph (h) of the
motion, which requests the board administering the Parliamentary Superannuation Act 1970
to undertake the review referred to in recommendation 30 of that report. Recommendation
30 suggests that if a member of Parliament decides to finish early - that is, he does not serve
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his Nill term - the superannuation scheme should contain a mechanism which in some way
penalises him and compensates die State for the fact that there may be a by-election.
Mr Pearce: Isn't that read the other way around? The Act at present could be seen to contain
an incentive for people to disappear part way through their parliamentary term, and the
suggestion is that the superannuation arrangements should be revised to remove that
incentive.
Mr Lewis: Your ex-Prenier Burke and ex-Depury Premier Bryce rorted that system.
Mr Pearce: That is just untrue.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: As I read and understand it, and I have spent some time looking
through the Parliamentary Superannuation Act, there are certain provisions -.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Pearce: He left a year early.
The SPEAKER: Order! It is most unlike the Leader of the House to interject while I ant on
my feet. Just by way of assistance to the member for Geraidton, the frst interpretation by
the Leader of the House is correct; he can ignore the second.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: As I understand it, the request is that we look at some mechanism to
encourage people to serve their full term. I am not opposed to that. However, I have same
reservations, as I am sure any fair minded person would. A member's superannuation fee is
akin to a member's wages, and I would be as aghast that someone wished to tamper with his
wages because he finished early as I would be that they wished to tamper with his
superannuation. The scheme provides that a member must complete seven years and also
attain the age of 55 years in order to be entitled to the benefits of the pension fund. I have
heard many criticisms from the public that our pension fund and superannuation are far too
generous, even excessive. However, not very many superannuation funds require a person to
serve seven years in order to receive any benefit from the employer. Therefore I am sure
that, after having run the gauntlet of two elections and having been successful, and I would
hope having contributed to the Parliament in whatever way he can, a member of Parliament
is probably entitled to it. However, those sorts of things are not up to us. We have a board
comprising two members from this House, two members from the upper House, and an
independent chairman which makes decisions regarding what is fair and equitable. I would
not be very happy if somebody were to tamper with superannuation to which I felt I was
entitled. I am sure that the board will look at this matter hard and well.
Mr Shave: They must reduce the qualifying period!
Mr BLQFFWITC-: I am sure the board will look at many such options, but the example
must be shown by us in this standard. T1he current schedules are more than adequate and do
a reasonable job. I am sure that many members who missed out on their superannuation
during their first two or three years in this place will feel that it should be changed.
Several members interjected.
Dr Alexander interjected.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The member for Perth too!
As the Legislature, creating the law, we form the highest court in the State. That was
indicated in the document, That is an awesome responsibility. Therefore, we must look at
our standards to gain more respect within the community. Certain things have happened in
the past, such as those involved with the Royal Commission, which have done nothing to
improve our credibility. My leader today referred to a stipendiary magistrate, a
commissioner of police, a judge, and various other people in the Eastern States who had been
convicted of corruption. It is little wonder that we are held in such low esteem,
Mr Pearce: It has not happened here. Fair go.
Mr BLOFFWITC- The Royal Commission has not finished yet.
Mr Pearce: True; but it has not happened here.
Mr BLOFFWITCH: The report of the Royal Commission will be interesting. However, I
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will be glad when it is over because we have a great deal of rebuilding to do within this
Parliament, and the only way to regain public respect - as with anything else - is to set an
example. Until we adopt better standards, that will not happen.
One aspect of the report stuck in my mind: The committee made a determination to ensure
that matters of privilege and standards remain within the Parliament's hands. That is
certainly necessary, as the system works in a responsible way. I hope the Government will
support that notion, and I ask it to reconsider its letters and to follow the recommendations
drafted by the committee. Regardless of whether the Leader Of the House suggests that the
recommendations are theory, a great deal of work and thought has gone into them. I endorse
the section regarding superannuation, and I ask the board to take my points into
consideration - that is, that a person's superannuation fund is basically as sacrosanct as his
wages. I am not in favour of tampering with such things.
Mr Pearce: I understand what you are saying, but the proposal is not to tamper with it except
to remove the circumstances of somebody holding a higher office from which they are
disposed, or when a Premier needs to stand down, etc. Under the superannuation scheme the
recipient's superannuation entitlement diminishes if that person retires immediately.
Mr Watt: It is a complicated formula.
Mr Pearce: Yes. The committee looked at a way in which a person in such a position could
retire immediately without a diminished benefit. This would provide a member with an
incentive to retire rather than sit out his or her time in the Parliament. It would be productive
to give such a person an economic incentive to quit midterm.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: Thie Leader of the House probably has a better understanding of that
thanL1
Mr Pearce: The member for Albany agrees with my point.
Mr BLO)FFWITCH: It appears that a complicated formula applies regarding the ratio which
would apply in those circumstances. I see no significance in that. I clearly read in the report
that this should be treated as a disincentive to members. I hope that this matter will be
looked at.
MR LEWIS (Applecross) [8.16 pm]: This debate concerns the old saying that people have
privileges, but with those privileges go responsibilities.
Mr Pearce: Is that something that you have learnt recently?
The SPEAKER: Order! That is most unkind.
Mr LEWIS: I can see that the Leader of the House is spoiling to liven up the debate.
The SPEAKER: Not at all.
Mr Pearce: I am happy to have a quiet and quick debate.
Mr LEWIS: I am more than happy to accommodate the Leader of the House. I have been
sitting quietly today listening to the debate.
Mr Pearce:. I thought it was an unusual day in the Parliament.
Mr LEWIS: I am disappointed that over the past half a dozen years that I have been
privileged to be a member of the State Legislature -

The SPEAKER: Order! I ask Government members to be quiet; my friend is speaking.
Mr LEWIS: - the public view of members of Parliament has been diminished. One wonders
why parliamentarians - or politicians as we are known - are held in such low regard. I go
back when my interest first developed in politics, which was in my early youth when I had
great regard for people such as Menzies, John Tonkin, David Brand, and in my later years,
Sir Charles Court. These were people of great calibre who projected a standard within the
parliamentary system which the public generally looked up to. The public had great
confidence in these people as they were seen to have integrity and were people they could
miust and upon whom they could rely. I am disappointed that today, the public regard
politicians as one step lower than, say, used car salesmen.
Mr Macinnon: Or surveyors.



Mr Bloffwitch: I should take a paint of order.
The SPEAKER: Has the member for Geraidton made a step up or down?
Mr LEWIS: I do not want to reflect on those vocations, but that is how I see the situation.
This public perception is as a result of the standards which have been embraced as the norm
within the Parliament.
The SPEAKER: Order! The people on my right have taken absolutely no notice of my
request. They should either tone down the volume or have their conversations somewhere
else. I cannot believe it is the National Party visitor!
Mr Pearce: He is over here sucking up to the Government.
Mr LEWIS: The situation is a reflection of the perceived standards by the public of the
performance and the behaviour of people within the Parliament; not necessarily the Western
Australian Parliament, but particularly the Federal Parliamient. f1 said to the Leader of the
House that he was a lickspittle, a scumbag -

Mr Pearce: No-one would believe it:
Mr LEWIS: - that he returns to his own vomit -

Mr Pearce: No-one would believe that.
Mr LEWIS: That may be so. However, the point I am trying to make is that -
Mr Macinnon: Who used those words?
Mr LEWIS: Was it not the so-called Labor Prime Minister of Australia; the person who
upholds the traditions of Parliament; who is supposed to set the example for our youth and
for parliamentarians of Australia who used those disgraceful terms? I am seen as rather a
rank sort of person. However, those worts do not come to my mind when I want to describe
someone. It is well known that the Prime Minister does not say anything without thinking it
through and feeding it to his minders. He carefully rehearses most things he says. He has
made those statements in criticism of the Federal Opposition. That is where the example
comes from. Even in this Parliament the moment the Premier - the so-called white knight,
the person who takes the high moral ground, who wants to be seen as holier than thou - is
under a little pressure, she refers to all the members of the Opposition as necraphiliacs and
insinuates that they are interested in the debate because of its the salacious nature. In other
words she implies the only reason the Opposition is interested is the petty smut. Then she
reflects on the so-called sexual preferences of members of Parliament.
Mr Gordon Hill: That is not true.
Mr LEWIS: That is absolute fact. One must be judged -

Mr Gordon Hill: You should read Mansard.
Mr LEWIS: If the Premier wants to take the high moral ground and be pure and say that
everyone must lift their game, she must set an example.
Mr Read: She has never said that.
Mr LEWIS: I will quote exactly what the Premier said a week or so ago.
Mr Pearce: You did not stay a statesman for very long.
Mr LEWIS: [ want to show this motion for the double standard and the political stunt that it
is.
Mr Pearce: We rook bets about how long you would stay a statesman.
Mr LEWIS: It is nothing but a political stunt to enable the Premier to distance herself from
the nefarious, dastardly and bad deeds done by former Australian Labor Party Premiers of
this Government. That is a fact.
Mr Maclcinnon: The member for Applecross is trying to indicate that one must mean what
one says.
Mr LEWIS: That is exactly right and one must show by example.
Mr Pearce: Start with yourself.
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Mr LEWIS: I want to show up this scam; this public deception. I understand "The 7.30
Report" put on the record tonight that this motion is nothing but a political stunt and a
deliberate attempt to try to place a perception in the public's minds that the Premier and the
ALP are holier than thou.
Mr Pearce: They are holier than thou.
Mr LEWIS: With your lickspittle and your dogs returning to their vomit -

Point of Order
Mr P.J. SMITH: The member for Applecross is stating chat Government members have used
words like lickspitdle and dogs returning to their vomit.
Mr LEWIS: I am not saying that anyone from this Government has said that; but their leader
in the Federal Parliament has said that and far worse.
Mr Pearce: He seems to be something of a role model for you in that regard.
The SPEAKER: I am not sure what the point of order is, but people have made their points
of view so we should get on with the debate.

Debate Resumed
Mr LEWIS: I reiterate the hypocrisy of the Premier and how she gives the perception of one
thing and says another as indicated in Hansard of 29 April -

Unlike members opposite, we want to see a solution to the problem. We want to see
the allegations that are being made against members of Parliament on both sides of
the House properly addressed - not salaciously entertained, as is the case by some
members opposite.

Is that not an implication that some members of the Opposition are interested only in the
debate because of the petty smut and the sexual innuendos that go with it? Is that not what
the Premier said?
Mr Pearce: That is what she was complaining about. We think that is not up to the standards
that the Parliament accords.
Mr LEWIS: She is accusing the Opposition of being interested in the debate only because of
its salacious nature. The hypocrisy of the Premier with such statements! To continue -

On reflection I can think of no worse vehicle for undertaking that investigation than a
Select Committee of Privilege. The first question would be who would sit on such a
committee. Which one of us here, given the way the matter has been conducted in
the media, could confidently predict that having been selected to be a member of the
committee some allegation would not then be made against us? Who could
confidently predict that? I have already heard in the corridors of Parliament today
several names mentioned as being unsuitable because it is believed they have certain
sexual proclivities.

She is promoting -

Mr Pearce: She is saying she heard it.
Mr LEWIS: No; she is promoting the suggestion that members of Parliament, whether in the
Council or the Assembly, are not suitable to sit on a Select Committee to investigate the
matter. She was reflecting on their integrity and referring to their so-called sexual
proclivities. She is the one who stood in this Parliament, holier than thou, and suggested,
"Tut tut, the behaviour in this House is a bit beyond the pale." I suggest to the Leader of the
House, the Premier and ocher members of the Government that the only way they can lead is
by example. If they are true leaders and lead by example, other people will follow. They do
not have to protest their innocence, say how pure they are or pass rules on how to act and
behave. A very old saying stares that rules and regulations were made for the obedience of
fools and guidance of wise men. If this Parliament must fall into line and accept rules and
regulations and if members of Pprliament do not understand the responsibilities that go with
their privileges, perhaps they should not be members of this Parliament. It is important to
read the report of the committee. That report was written by some eminent people who have
had long experience with the Parliament and are very professional.
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I wish to discuss tonight the issue of members of Parliament maligning, defaming or
accusing members of the public under the protection of the privilege of Parliament with that
person having no right of recourse to the Parliament. The committee's suggestion of what
should happen in those circumstances conflicts directly with paragraph (c) of the Premier's
motion because the committee found in its deliberations that the responsibility rests with the
members and with the privilege committee of the Parliament. If there were a senious
transgression, the natural course for the Parliament to adopt would be for members to
recognise that transgression, form a committee and examine the allegations. It would then
take the necessary action to preserve the good name of the person who was defamed. I am a
little annoyed that the Leader of the House has gone missing. Perhaps he could not bear to
sit here and listen to these home truths.
Members of this Labor Government have been the exemplars of parliamentary performance,
certainly in the half a dozen years that I have been in the Parliament. I remember that the
tactics of Brian Burke and Peter Dowding were to belittle members of the Opposition. They
would put us down and try to make people who made reasonable and valid points in this
Parliament feel small and insecure. -When the Opposition stood up to the bullying tactics
adopted by Burke, the whole of the Labor Party came behind him, won the debate and sat the
Opposition down. If the public perceive that parliamentarians' behaviour is not up to
standard or if they are not held in the high esteem in which they have been held in the past.
the blame rests with this Government which has been running the State for the past nine
years. It rests with the performance of Burke, Dowding, Parker and other members who
deliberately lied to the Parliament, something that has been borne out by evidence to the
Royal Commission. When people realise that a member can lie to the Parliament and get
away with it, they should no longer scratch their beads and wonder why we have high
juvenile crime rates in this State, why there is anarchy in society and why people no longer
respect the law. The responsibility for that can be thrust home to the exemplars, those people
who were supposed to set the example, the leadens, former leaders and senior members of
this Government who treated the law with contempt. They are not honest, and had
absolutely no respect for the traditions or conventions of this Parliament.
Two years have elapsed since the report of the Parliamentary Standards Committee was
brought down. We, are now nine months from an election and the Premier is trying to shore
up the Government's stocks by telling the people chat it is leading this fight to try to restore
good faith and respect for parliamentarians. However, she forgets that it was this
Government that was the exemplar for setting the standards over the past nine years. The
public will see it for the political stunt it is because the Government has no credibility.
Mr Maclinnon: Not unless it changes its attitude.
Mr LEWIS: That is true.
Dr Gallop: You called for this debate last week. You can't have it both ways.
Mr LEWIS: I am very pleased the Minister has now entered the debate. I listened to him
with great interest. I wonder how the Minister attained such an august position as President
of the Australian Labor Party in this State. Perhaps it is a gauge of the quality and credibility
of the ALP.
What comes through in this report from these learned people is that the Government is trying
to reinvent the wheel. It is trying to find a new sense of proprietary and proper conduct. It is
trying to rewrite the rules and to enforce rules. However, each and every member of the
Parliament should know the rules and their responsibilities and should guard them; every
time they open their mouths they should be cognisant of what they are saying and the effect
that those comments may have. In the main, the report has found that people do not decide
willy nilly to deliberately bag someone in public. In my experience there have been only
three or four occasions on which that has occurred. When such statements have been made,
particularly by Opposition members, they have been made in the context of the debate and,
in the course of events, founded on that which was firmly believed by the person making
those statements. I am annoyed at the hypocrisy of the Government in its support of the
member for Peel last week referring to a letter written by a failed Liberal candidate for
election. I am not reflecting on that person. However, the member for Peel maligned people
who have no association with this Parliament and who go about their business in the best
interests of their political beliefs. He accused lay people of the Liberal Party who have no
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ability to defend the allegations of deception and fraud. When the letter refuting those
comments was read today by the member for Wellington, the member for Peel was not in the
Chamber. I go back 12 months to the time when that same head kicker -

Withdrawal of Remtark
Mr GRAHAM: The member for Applecross has just called the member for Peel a head
kicker and he should withdraw that comment. There is no evidence of that and I do not
believe it is acceptable in a speech about parliamentary standards.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is an interesting paint. I am not convinced it is an
unparliamentary expression because it is regularly used in common parlance these days. If
the member for Peel were in the Chamber he could tell us how aggrieved he felt by that
description but, knowing the member for Peel, I am not sure he would be offended by it. The
fact that we are debating parliamentary standards makes us sensitive to the words being
bandied about, and I ask speakers when discussing parliamentary standards not to breach the
standards we are tryig to raise.
Mr LEWIS: I am happy to withdraw the comment because the member for Peel is too short
to be a head kicker anyway.

Debate Resumed
Mr LEWIS: I remember the member for Peel coming into this House and quite scurrilously
attacking the family of the Federal member for O'Connor, Mr Tuckey.
Mr Read: What did Tuckey say in the Federal Parliament which led to that?
Mr LEWIS: I do not defend Mr Tuckey, but the member for Peel had no right to attack the
family of Mr Tuckey.
Mr Read: Mr Tuckey attacked the family of somebody else.
Mr LEWIS: I can remember quite clearly when the Leader of the House came into this place
and attacked the former President of the Liberal Party, Mr Simpson. I can remember the
former Premier of this Government, Brian Burke, employing private detectives to snoop on
members of the Opposition so that he could bring some smut and the results of those
investigations into this Parliament and throw them at the Opposition in his bullying way.
The standards in this Parliament in latter years can be sheeted home to the performance of
former Premier Brian Burke and the way he operated. He was a bully in the extrme.
Mr P.1. Smith: What about Sir Charles Court?
Mr LEWIS: Sir Charles Court had dignity, and he conducted his affairs in this House with
absolute propriety.
Mr Read: He guillotined debate quite frequently.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member for Applecross to resume his seat.
Several members interjected.
THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The background noise was such that the member for
Applecross could not hear me asking him to resume his seat. I realise that once we start
talking about parliamentary standards everybody has stories about who has behaved worse
than someone else but I suggest we keep those for another place, particularly when
interjections reach that level when nobody can be heard.
Mr LEWIS: If parliamentarians were genuine -

Mr Graham: You are the shadow Minister for inventive Press articles.
Mr LEWIS: The member for Pilbara should grow his moustache again so that his mouth
does not move. If members of this Parliament am faithful to this office they do not need a set
of rules. They know what is right and proper, and they conduct themselves according to
those unwritten rules. With regard to paragraph (c) of the motion, indeed now and again
people are maligned. However, in the majority of cases when that happens it is done in good
faith and without deliberate forethought or an attempt to bag somebody who does not have
the opportunity to sue a member of this House. That is how Opposition members view this
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matter. I do not know of any occasion on which a member of the Opposition has come into
this House and deliberately attacked members of the public with the intention of putting them
down, defaming them or maligning them, knowing that they have no recourse. Of course,
the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee should look at how such wilful maligning and
defamation can be dealt with if someone goes over the top. However, I do not believe a set
of written rules is necessary. Indeed, the report of these learned people states exactly the
same thing.
A member of the public who has been maligned has some recourse, as stated by one of the
previous Federal speakers on this matter, in the Federal Parliament. The person maligned
may write to the member asking for an apology, If that is not forthcoming, the person can
petition the Speaker and the Parliament asking for a withdrawal. If that is not forthcoming
that person can put the facts before the media and the media have a responsibility, according
to their ethics, to give the other side of the story in such cases. The Liberal Party has no
objection to these matters being referred to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee,
but if the Government does not accept the decision of that committee after it has investigated
the matter, will it want to pursue it by virtue of a direction from this Parliament to the
committee?
MR WAIT (Albany) (8.50 pm]: I will address paragraphs (b) and (f) of the motion.
Paragraph (b) deals with parliamentary privilege, and arises out of the incident that occurred
when Hon George Cash was a member of this House. I suspect that when the Government
appointed that Committee of Privilege at that time, it was hoping that the committee would
produce a different result.
Mr Lewis: That was a political stunt too. We were recalled on 23 December.
Mr WAlTP: Yes. The member for Applecross obviously shares my point of view.
I was very pleased, as I am sure also were most members on this side of the House, with
what the committee determined in relation to parliamentary privilege, because it reaffirmed
the need for a proper system of parliamentary privilege. The committee found that there was
a finin constitutional and legal basis for the rights, powers and immunities commonly referred
to as privilege and enjoyed by both Houses of the Parliament of Western Australia. The
committee recommended that the Western Australian Parliamentary Privileges Act be
redrafted into contemporary legislative style without, unless otherwise recommended in the
report, altering its provisions.
I find it particularly interesting that the committee gave an example of how section 1 of the
Parliamentary Privileges Act 1891 might be reworded, as recommended by the Solicitor
General, which was as follows -

(1) Subject to the Constitution Act 1889 and the Constitution Acts Amendment
Act 1899 and sub-section (2), the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of Western Australia and the Committees and members of those
Houses shall have and may exercise any privilege immunity and power of, or
exercisable by, the House of Commons of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom its committees, and members respectively at the commencement of
this Act.

(2) The privileges immunities and powers conferred by the following provisions
of this Act are in addition to sub-section (1), save that in the event of
inconsistency between sub-section (1) and any of the following provisions as
to the nature or extent of any privilege immunity or power or as to its mode of
exercise the following provisions of this Act are to prevail.

I do not know if that means anything to you, Mr Deputy Speaker, but to me that is a good
example of the reason that the committee recommended that that section be rewritten into
what I would call a common language style.
The Premier referred in her speech to the difficulty of drafting and to how parliamentary
language can be difficult to understand. With your indulgence, Mr Deputy Speaker, I will
read a poem from a book called People Versus Power, written by Hon Sir Kenneth McCaw,
QC, which refers to the difficulty of drafting, and states -
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I'm the Parliamentary Draftsman,
I compose the country's laws,

And of half the litigation
I'm undoubtedly the cause.

I employ a kind of English
Which is hard to understand:

Though the purists do not like it,
All the lawyers think it's grand.

I'm the Parliamentary Draftsman,
And my sentences are long:

They are full of inconsistencies,
Grammatically wrong.

1 put Parliamentary wishes
Into language of my own,

And though no one understands
them
They're expected to be known.

I'm the Parliamentary Draftsman,
And my meanings are not clear,

And though words are merely
language

I have made them my career.
I admit my kind of English

is inclined to be involved -
But I think it's even more so

When judicially solved.
I'm the Parliamentary Draftsman,
And they tell melit's a fact

That I often make a muddle
Of a simple little Act.

I'm a target for the critics,
And they takenme in their stride -

Oh. how nice to be a critic
Of a job you've never tried!

That probably sums up the opinion that most of us have had at times about parliamentary
drafting, and the last couple of lines probably sum up the job that members of Parliament
have.
It is interesting that parliamentary privilege has been developed and won over a long period,
and not particularly pleasantly in some of the periods of history that have led up to the
development of our system of privilege. From the time of the Magna Carta, eight Speakers
have been beheaded for their sins. It probably reached a crisis during the reign of King
Charles the First.
Mr Trenorden: Whom did he do in?
Mr WATT: I do not know whether he did anyone in.
Mr Trenorden: He lost his own head.
Mr WATT: He was beheaded in 1649, but in 1628 an event took place in the House of
Commons whereby a Bill was passed which had the effect of denying the King the right to
impose direct taxes on the people, and gave that right to the Parliament. The King was
naturally less than pleased about that. He subsequently made it known that he wanted the
Sergeant at Arms to hand over five members of the House of Commons - John Hampden,
John Pym, Denzil Holles, William Strode and Sir Arthur Hesilrige - because they were
opposed to his wishes in the matter. We are probably familiar with the story of how the King
eventually asked the Speaker to move over and he took the Chair. He asked the Speaker
where those five members were, and the Speaker made the famous quotation, "May it please
your Majesty, I have neither eyes to see nor tongue to speak in this place, but as the House is
pleased to direct me, whose servant I am here and I humbly beg your Majesty's pardon that I
cannot give any other answer than that to what your Majesty is pleased to demand of me."
The King replied, "Well, well, it is no matter. I think my eyes are as good as another's." He
then scanned the Chamber and added, "Well, since I see all the birds have flown, I do expect
from you that you will send them to me as soon as they return hither'; and of course the
Speaker did not. That was at least part of the evolution of the process of parliamentary
privilege. Parliamentary privilege is valued by all members of Westminster systems of
Parliament, and I hope they will continue to do so.
Paragraph (f) of the motion refers to the code of conduct. I suppose that 1, like most other
members, feel a trifle reticent about speaking about this because I am reminded of the verse
from the Scripture that states, "Let he who is without sin cast the first stone." I do not think
any member is without sin in regard to this matter. Nevertheless, it is a matter that we all
need to address. I am intrigued that the committee has suggested that a code of conduct be
adopted for educational purposes. I am not sure whom the committee had in mind to be
educated, but I would have thought that the things that are in the code of conduct
recommended by the committee ane in the Standing Orders anyway. It is not clear to me how
this code of conduct will be used for educational purposes. Does it mean education of the
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public in their understanding of how the Parliament works or does it mean educating new
members when they arrive here? It is not spelt out. I am not altogether sure what it means. 1
am not sure that a code of conduct -

Mrt Bloffwitch interjected.
Mr WATT: The Minister for Parliamentary and Electoral Reform is present. I do not like
the termn "reform" because reform by definition suggests that there needs to be improvement.
The matters that come up are not necessarily improvements. Perhaps the tide should include
the words 'parliamentary change" rather than reform. That is another matter.
Mr Clarko: Does the member think that the code of conduct contained in the report adds
anything of significance to what we already have by way of Standing Orders and similar
practices?
Mr WAT: Really it replicates the Standing Orders. That is my point. We could have all
sorts of things. We could have a code of conduct and Standing Orders. We could have
Committees of Privilege and, as we already have, the prerogative of the Speaker ruling with
an iron rod, if he chooses. We can have our conventions of parliamentary practice, we can
have Erskine May's sound advice and experience, we can have rules of proceedings, and
anything else we might like to add. However, none of those things will make any difference
unless members individually and collectively want change to occur. That is the matter we
should address. It is no good committees telling us what we should be doing; it is no good
the Premier coming on all pious about what we should be doing, because unless we have the
will to change our habits and attitudes in this place, nothing will happen. By its very nature,
the Parliament is a confrontationist sort of place. We come here with very firm and
diametrically opposed ideas. Therefore it is obvious that same of the argument will be
volatile because of those strongly held views; it is natural that there will be a fair bit of
tension in some of the debates.
From the same book as previously referred to, from a publication called Modern Eloquence.
volume 12 of 1923. under the heading "Political Parties in Operation". Reverend John
Herman Randall states -

A famous American lawyer-statesman. Chauncey Depew. was approached by his
political adversary, who asked 'Can we not carry on this campaign without any mud-
slinging?' Depew: 'That's a good idea. If you will refrain from telling lies about the
Republican party, I will promise not to tell the truth about the Democratic party. Will
you agree?'

Mr Clarko: You could change the names of the parties to suit our situation.
Mlr WATT: Yes. It summed up the situation between political opponents. A good analogy
of what we are about here would be a football match. When players run onto the field they
are very single minded about the object of the exercise, and that is to kick goals and win the
match. When we enter this Chamber we are single minded about what we want to do. The
object is to win. After nine years in Opposition it is a very demoralising situation because
we have not kicked many goals. Some players run onto the football field and play the game
very hard and very rough; same of them flout the rules. By contrast, others run onto the
football field and play the game in a hard but fair way. It is the same here; players on both
sides play the parliamentary game. On the football field the umpires are supposed to be in
control. They decide how far they will allow the players to go before they blow the whistle,
apply the rules and perhaps inflict the penalties. It is the same here. We have the Speaker
and it is his job to determine how far play is allowed to go before he blows his whistle. A
few years ago I thought seriously about making a presentation to the Speaker of a set of red,
green and yellow cards as used in soccer matches. However, I could not find a sports store
which sold the cards, so the idea was wasted.
So much of what we are concerned about here is to do with control of the Parliament from
the Chair. Also it has a lot to do with members' attitudes. In 1974 when I first came to this
place there was an entirely different attitude. As remarked by the member for Mannion, not
many of the members elected in 1974 remain today. In those days, members from both sides
mixed much more than they do today. When Parliament rose, it was not uncommon for
members to have a drink together, or a cup of tea together during the day. Members from
opposite sides would even have a meal together. That certainly does not happen today.
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Also, in those days we had a lot of constructive discussion in the corridors about what was
taking place. However, the unwritten law was that corridor discussion was never brought
into the Chamber. That was to the advantage of both sides. Often we would get a better
understanding of what our opponents were doing, and perhaps in the spirit of constructive
debate one could use that in a positive rather than a negative way. Unfortunately,
Brian Burke changed all that. He began to repeat in this place the things that were said to
him in confidence in the corridor conversations. I cannot remember the incidents but it is
well known that happened a couple of times in short succession. He broke down that
convention, which meant that members of opposing parties were no longer willing to confide
in each other in the corridors. That is sad.
Earlier, the member for Applecross alluded to the deterioration in standards in this place; he
suggested that Brian Burke had something to do with that. However, Brian Burke should
take only half the blame because Peter Dowding should take the other half. It is considered
in the upper House that Peter Dowding was responsible for the lowering of standards theme.
Mr Graham: One of the all time famous quotes in Western Australia's political history is
that Peter Dowding came to the upper House and introduced politics to it.
Mr WATT: Perhaps I should not say it but the member is a Johnny-come-lately, and his
statement has been made many times in both Houses of Parliament. Certainly the statement
was made long before Peter Dowding arrived. It is a statement that one keeps up one's
sleeve for the appropriate moment. There is nothing new about that. The member should not
get excited about it.

Mr Graham: I am not getting excited. I merely made a statement.
Mr WATT: I do not wish to criticise without offering a suggestion about where
improvements can be made. I do not think that point was covered in the Beazicy report. I
read the Beazley report from cover to cover when I first got it and made some notes in
anticipation of the debate. That was a couple of years ago and I do not know where the notes
are. I disagree strongly with the Minister who tried to in some way blame the Opposition for
not bringing that matter on for debate. The Opposition is not the Government. It is not our
job to bring these things on for debate in private members' time. The Opposition has plenty
of other issues to debate. The motion that the Premier has moved states that
recommendations 2 to 8 require some legislative changes and others require changes to
Standing Orders; that is not the Opposition's job. I remind members that the Government
had a majority on the Parliamentary Standards Committee which comprised three supporters
of the Government, one Liberal member and one National Party member. I realise that you,
Mr Deputy Speaker, are in a slightly invidious position because you were one of the
members of the Standing Orders Committee and at the time the report was brought down you
were a member of the Labor Party. It would be helpful to have more parliamentary
committees involving more members doing a number of jobs and inquiring into all sorts of
things, not necessarily Select Committees but Standing Committees and ad hoc committees.
If they were properly resourced and were composed of members from all sides of the
Parliament working together, partisan and independent, there would be a number of positive
advantages. The first committee of inquiry I was appointed to related to the fishing industry.
I was pleased, impressed and surprised at the level of cooperation that existed between
members of the committee. For many years I worked on the Public Accounts Committee and
dhe same thing applied for most of that time.
Mr Strickland: I fully endorse your remarks because when legislation gets to this place it is
too late. We must put legislation together outside.
Mr WATT: It breaks down preconceived attitudes that we have toward one Mnother.
Mr Strickland: As a member of a committee one has an open mind and takes a position after
listening to the evidence. When one is in this place one comes in with a closed mind with a
position already fixed and then one uses arguments to justify one's position.
Mr WATT: That is right. Membership of a committee also establishes a level of
camaraderie that is brought into the Chamber. I can remember on a number of occasions
when I have been of a mind to slip a bit of a barb into somebody opposite during a debate,
but because I had established a friendly relationship with that person from working on the
Public Accounts Committee, for example.!I had been disinclined to do that. Very positive
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benefits would flaw from our having more parliamentary committees. They certainly
produce a greater understanding of each other's positions and develop a willingness to seek
and identify areas where bipartisanship can operate. I am sure too that these committees
genuinely seek to establish a degree of unanimity in their report to Parliament because
generally, members of those committees go out of their way to avoid minority reports.
Much of the responsibility rests with the office of the Speaker. We all know that the Speaker
has a fairly difficult position. He is expected to be, and by tradition under the Westminster
system of Parliament is required to be. independent, fair-minded and impartial if he is to be a
Speaker in dhe genuine Westminster mould. Unfortunately Australia does not have a genuine
Westminster system operating in its Parliaments. In truth it is almost impossible for
Speakers in any of our Parliaments in Australia to be completely impartial. A few years ago,
when I was trying to become the Deputy Speaker when the Liberal Government was in
Parliament, the Premier at the time, who was not Sir Charles Court, but who will remain
nameless, told me that he would not consider me for the job because I was not hard enough
on the Opposition or easy enough on our own crowd. I took that as a compliment but I was
very annoyed by it. I am afraid that is what is expected by political leaders. It does impose
on the Speaker's ability to be impartial because he knows from where he comes. He knows
that he needs the numbers and the endorsement of his party to hold his job. Somehow or
other we must demand more of the Speaker not only in terms of impartiality but also by
giving him the backing of the Parliament both Government and Opposition. Only if both of
those things are done will it be possible for the Speaker to do the job. I know, because I have
sat in the Chair in which the Deputy Speaker is sitting now, and on many occasions I have
wished I could take some particular action but I knew it would be difficult. One does not
have to be very smart to know that at times when a Speaker is trying to bring a House to
order - and it does not matter who is in Government - and Government members are
misbehaving, it is almost impossible for the Speaker to control that because if he were to
name a Government member there would be uproar. In the past, members of the
Government were named just as easily as members of the Opposition. I am told that before
my time it was always understood that if a member from either side were named, the motion
for suspension that is then moved by the Leader of the House was automatically supported
by all the members of the House. We all know that members are never suspended after being
named once. Speakers practically plead with members who have contravened Standing
Orders to withdraw. apologise or do whatever it is they want them to do, and only after the
third or fourth try, when the member has made it clear that he is determined to go home early
that night will he be named and the motion to suspend is moved. When this circumstance
arises we should all automatically support the motion for suspension. In Opposition it sits
very uncomfortably on members to oppose a motion for suspension when it is as clear as day
that the member should be suspended and in some cases has wanted to be suspended. They
are some of the areas in which we need to take a close look at ourselves and impose harsher
standards because without a genuinely impartial Speaker in the Westminster sense as I have
talked about, I doubt that we will ever see a situation where genuine observance of
parliamentary standards would be achieved.
I will comment briefly on part (h) of the motion which the member for Oeraldton discussed
earlier and which relates to recommendation 30 in the report. It is recommended that a
review be undertaken of the rules governing the Parliamentary Superannuation Fund to give
more encouragement to members to serve out the full parliamentary term for which they
were elected at a general election. I may have prompted that section in the report because I
did make a submission. I reiterate what I was trying to do - that is. when members are
elected for a term in Parliament, unless there are genuine reasons, such as ill health or some
other extenuating circumstance, members should serve out their term. I would not be at all
unhappy if some penalty were imposed on people who wanted to opt out simply because of
some whim of their own that takes them away from the Parliament.
MR P4. SMITH (Bunbury) [9.20 pmJ: The member for Albany has covered the ground
very well in going through the history of Parliaments. I agree with him that Parliaments have
changed. The old Westminster system with of the dignity of arriving in the afternoon from
one's job, debating into the evening and going to the bar for drinks have gone. Perhaps our
system is becoming more like the ancient Greek tradition where members stood, debated and
took abuse. If members could not stand the heat they got out of the kitchen. That was a time
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when standing up to express one's views was an ordeal and people had to be strong and
determined in their ideals. To some extent that attitude still applies. We do not mind the
abuse but we object to personal abuse. The aim is to try to bring down the self esteem of the
person on his feet. Ministers in particular, are asked difficult questions, they are interrupted.
made to think on their feet which can lead to mistakes so that Opposition members make
them lose their confidence. That is an unfortunate way to carry out the debate but the reason
it is done today, more than in any other time in our history, is that members of the Press, who
sit in the gallery, control what happens in this Parliament. They sit in the gallery waiting for
a story; they look at each one of us, judge how we perform and choose their favourite head
kicker.
Mr Lewis: You are not allowed to use that word.
Mr P.J. SMITH: I told that particular member what the member for Applecross said and he
was not impressed because he said he was tall enough. Members of the Press look for the
people who perform, who perhaps keep them amused or alert, because they sit there for at
least eight hours a day and most of what is debated in here does not inspire them at all. The
things printed and shown on television show that they are looking for sensationalism.
Members relate to and perform to that.
Debates in this place am not like the normal school debates in which two sides of an
argument are put, each side puts its point of view clearly and fluently and the winner is
judged. Although it is not as one sided as it once was, there is normally only one winner in
this place: The Government wins and the Opposition loses. All members take sides and
exaggerate their side of the argument. It is always the other side that is bad. One member
may tell one side of the story and other members use every means and opportunity possible
to denigrate his argument. Members try to reduce the confidence of the other side by
questioning whether it has the facts or the right philosophies. Of course, members cry to
communicate that what the other side is saying is not true and that it does not have the
answers. The media and Press then translates that to the public and it is the public who
judge, from what they see and read, which side they will support when the next election
comes.
One problem faced by Government backbenchers is that they must sit and listen to long and
often repetitive speeches fromt Opposition members. That is the way the system is set up. It
is the Government's job to govern, to introduce legislation and have it passed as quickly as
possible. There are many occasions when the Opposition supports the Bills of the
Government; however, on many occasions it is the Opposition's job to hold up legislation for
as long as possible so it can check the facts or to get across the point it is trying to make to
try to change public opinion. I find that usually each Opposition member stands up and says
basically the same thing. Often, each member will divert to the sport of the day and the
weaknesses of the Government's proposals are brought into members' speeches, sometimes
by points of order. On this side one tends, after having made a few interjections, to give up,
sit back and listen or go to one's office and listen because one has heard it all before and
there is not much point in making an interjection or taking a point of order. That frustration
experienced by members on the Government side leads to retorts in order to break the
boredom.
That boredom also results from our not being given the opportunity to say something because
the Opposition dominates the debate. If a member wants to say something towards the end
of the evening he is subject to the glares of the members of the Opposition and the
Government because they feel it is past bedtime and they want to go home. Due to that
pressure backbenchers often cannot make the points that they would like to make on behalf
of their constituents and other electors, and they do not get their point of view in the
Hansard. If they want to make a point they must contact the media in their own electorates
to express it. People often ask why I did not make a particular point in Parliament, and the
answer to that has to do with what we are debating today. Most of what the Government has
included in this motion will answer those questions.
In the nine or more years I have been in this Parliament I have seen many changes, most of
which have been for the better. When I first came here I was shocked by the interjections
and the way Parliament was conducted, however, perhaps I have become numb to that or
perhaps I understand more about the conduct of business in this place. I do not know.
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Whenever I show school children or adults through Parliament I am forced to convince them
that the behaviour they witness in Parliament is appropriate. it is very difficult to explain
that to those people.
The member far Albany referred to the difficulties of being an Acting Speaker. In the past
few years the Speaker has kept more dignity in the Parliament, and has done that by using his
sense of humour. He is firm and, to a degree, fair, even though it always appears that the
Opposition receives a more difficult time than the Government. I agree with many of the
things the member for Albany said. However, in recent years more dignity has been
established in this place and the Speaker is not prepared to tolerate some of the things that
are said. In the past four or five years the behaviour in the House has calmed down. Perhaps
that is one of the reasons he was targeted by recent slanderous comments. That is part of the
Aussie syndrome of attacking somebody who is doing a good job. If a person is too strong
he must be brought down to everyone else's level.
I make only one point about the report. It seems that I am one of the few who made some
comments to the Parliamentary Standards Committee on the proposed citizens' right of reply.
At page 35 of its report questions like "Should citizens have the right of reply and how can
that be done?" are asked. The committee in its wisdom concluded that the Parliament of
Western Australia need not adopt any formal means of redress because it believed enough
redress was available already. The second part of its recommendation was that an important
part of the process of political education undertaken by the Parliament should be concerned
with improving awareness of those avenues for redress already available. I do not know how
that could be done. If a person's name is mentioned - either in passing or directly - it may
not be reported publicly until days or weeks after. The redress that is explained in the report
requires a swift reply. My suggestion was that the citizen should be able to have a statement
read in Parliament. That could be similar to the letter read by the member for Wellington
earlier today where a person believed he had been misrepresented and that the facts had not
been explained. In those cases perhaps people should have the right to go to a member of
Parliament and he would be responsible for that statement, check that the statements are
correct and ensure that we do not have one supposedly misleading or incorrect statement
followed by another, so that we finish up with only a series of statements going backwards
and forwards.
Perhaps a member of Parliament could be responsible for championing the cause of a
member of the public. He is in a position to ensure that a member of the public receives an
apology from the Parliament. I agree with some form of education, but I do not know how it
could be implemented. We have enough problems educating people about the operations of
Parliament and of Government without having to run a campaign for one person out of
30 000 who is maligned in this place and feels he does not have the right of reply.
I support the Government in its efforts.
MR MINSON (Greenough - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.31 pm]: Most of the
points I wanted to refer to in this debate have already been raised and I will not retread that
ground at this time of night. At the conclusion of my contribution I will move a substantial
amendment to the motion.
We do not need to change the procedures of this Parliament; all we have to do is to abide by
the existing Standing Orders. While sitting in this place I have browsed through the Standing
Orders on several occasions and almost every eventuality is covered in them. We do not
need to alter them or the Statutes.
I have said a number of times in this place that we cannot legislate to make people good and,
similarly in relation to this debate, we cannot legislate to make people have good intentions.
If a member comes into this House specifically to denigrate another member or someone
outside this House not a great deal can be done by way of legislation to stop that from
happening unless the Presiding Officer enforces the rules of this House which are in the form
of the Standing Orders.
It is interesting to note that the Leader of the Opposition in his opening comments to his
contribution quoted Gandhi as follows -

... political life must be an echo of private life and there cannot be any divorce
between the two.
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At the commencement of volume one of the report of the Standing Orders Committee there
is the following quote from Chifley -

Hon Members should nor forget that in the life of a democracy it is important that the
public should respect, not necessarily a party, but the Parliamnent.
Everything we do to destroy that respect deals a death-blow to democracy itself.

Both those quotations are worth bearing in mind.
The behaviour of members in this place does, to a certain extent, reflect our basic standards.
I have been led to believe that standards in this place have dropped. However, in the three
years I have been here there has not been a deterioration in standards and, if anything, they
are slightly higher than they were when I first came here. It is rue that a couple of key
players have left this House and that may account for the slight change.
A number of incidents have been mentioned throughout this debate and I will not recount
them. Certainly, some of the comments made by the Premnier have been quoted and there is
no question that she portrayed herself as living in a glass house and, therefore, she should not
throw stones.
Mr Lewis: There are no windows.
Mr MINSON: It is a fairly draughty house.
I will refer to three incidents which highlight some of the problems experienced in this
House. I will not mention names because it is not necessary. The first incident involved a
shadow Minister who, after having visited a school in my electorate, wrote a personal letter
to the relevant Minister drawing his attention to a situation at that school. I was very
disappointed to hear the Minister to whom the letter was addressed read out the letter in this
Parliament and then proceed to denigrate the contents of it and, therefore, the member of
Parliament who wrote it. Not only did he denigrate the member, but also the school to which
the letter referred and the staff of the school by implication. It also drew attention to the
headmaster. I the tree years I have been in this place that is one of the issues which sticks
in my mind as being unparliamentary.
Most members wI remember the second incident to which I will refer because it related to a
son of a member of the Federal Parliament who is not known for his genteel attitude in
politics. However, the incident referred to his son, who is not connected to politics in any
way and, as such, is a private citizen of this State. The comments made at the time did not
contribute to the debate and it brought this House into considerable disrepute. I spoke to the
Speaker about it and he said he was sorry that he did not pick up what was being said
otherwise he would have called the member to order.
The third incident concerned me and it involved the reading of part of a newspaper article.
The complete article was not read and the member proceeded to denigrate it, but without
quoting the article in full it entirely altered the meaning of the article. When members of this
House behave in that way they bring disrepute to this place and it lowers the standards.
Unless we, as members of Parliament, attend to this we will get what we deserve.
The Standing Orders provide for the debate on the issues I have mentioned to have been
brought to a halt and I guess to a certain extent it reflects on whoever was occupying the
Chair because he did not pick up the implication of what was being said and did not bring the
member on his feet to order. I was disappointed in those three incidents, If I can look back
over three years in this place and pick out, without hesitation, three issues as salient issues
there are probably others which could be brought to light by members.
We really do not need to do anything about the existing Statutes or the Standing Orders
because they already provide for the Chair to bring members into line. It underlines the
importance of having a member in the Chair who knows the Standing Orders and who is
prepared to listen intently to the debate.
Before moving the Opposition's amendment I will bring a few points to the attention of
members for their consideration. Some of the following points were covered in part by the
member for Albany. First, the Westminster style of Government in the form in which we
have adopted it is gladiatorial by nature; it is confrontationist. I guess no member here has
not experienced the feeling in this Chamber associated with that style of Government.
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People have strong feelings when they come into this place. Therefore, it is not surprising
that they sometimes say the things they say. I believe that members are quite restrained on
some occasions. It is all very well for some commentators to sit in the gallery or in front of
their television sets and pour heaps on members of Parliament, but when one is on the floor
of this House and something is said with which one disagrees violently after one has already
spoken and therefore will not have an opportunity to correct or attack it is no wonder that
things are sometimes said that are regarded as unparliamentary.
Mr Clarko: Is it not true that the sears in this Chamber are the distance they are apart so that
two members of Parliament with drawn swords cannot reach other? That shows how
adversarial this place is.
Mr MINSON: Yes, but they now take our swords before we come into this place. Secondly,
no right of reply exists during debates and questions. Again, it is all very well for people
outside this place to denigrate the behaviour of members and say that they should not make
loud interjections and so on. However, the fact is that if a member is to get his point across
and on the record then he must sometimes interject strongly and loudly to ensure that
Hansard picks up what he says. I know that not many people make a habit of reading
Hansard, but the fact is that unless a member follows that course of action his or her
comments will not be recorded. I do not suggest for a minute that a member needs a right of
reply for every single happening in this place. However, if people are looking at a reason for
strong interjecdions being made sometimes I suggest that that is it.
The third matter is the structural layout of this place. 'The front bench on each side of the
House is exactly opposite the other. As the member for Marmion has pointed out, the
benches are just far enough apart so that members with drawn swords cannot reach each
other. When a member stands in this place to address the Parliament he or she does not
address the Parliament but merely those on the other side of the House the whites of whose
eyes he can see. It has always seemed strange to me that the higher up the political ladder
one goes the further to the front one comes and the more of the back of one's head the
members behind see. In fact, a member does not address the Parliament when spealdng,
merely a select group opposite.
I know that Standing Orders say that one must address the Speaker. However, one addresses
people on the other side of the Chamber- In East Java recently I found it interesting when
visiting the Parliament that the Speaker sirs at the front and that the seating is aranged like a
theatre in a half round and not in the way this Chamber is laid out. A member goes to the
front to address the Parliament when making a speech. T'he seating is semicircular so that
the person speaking addresses the Parliament from the front. If someone is to make a speech
to the Parliament that is what they should do in this place. If we really want to have sensible
debates, probably one of the first things we should do to achieve that is rearrange the seating.
Members are not supposed to read notes when making a speech. I notice that, as a result, the
desks at which we sit axe set at a low level. I am becoming a little long-sighted, but not that
long-sighted. It is difficult to deliver a good speech unless one is particularly fluent. I took
notice when a former member. Bill Hassell, spoke as he was a particularly eloquent man. I
heard him stand here for an hour one night and, after saying, "Mr Speaker, I have 10 points
to raise," without referring to any notes proceed to expand on those 10 points in order
without missing a beat. Probably no member of this place could now do that.
I suggest that not only should members go to the front of the Chamber to address the
Parliament, but also a suitable rostrum should be provided on which to place their notes
while making that speech so that those of us who are more average in public speaking are
able to make a decent speech to this Parliament. With a bit of practice members may
improve. I see members shuffling notes laid out on their desk in front of them when making
speeches. However, they lose them or forget where they are, which is not conducive to
delivering a good speech. However, I do not expect to come in next Tuesday and find the
seating in this House changed and Standing Orders amended so that we can do this; I am
simply mentioning this approach to the House as a positive suggestion.
Fourthly, although many people wax eloquent - mostly those outside this place - on how
standards have dropped I point our that over the past 15 to 20 years a considerable change
has occurred in the style of journalism prevalent in this State and the rest of Australia. It is
much more aggressive now. Members must contend with a style of television interview
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which simply did flog exist 15 or 20 years ago when interviews were much more genteel.
The sort of sensible interviews that took place then are no longer aspired to by the
interviewers; in fact, the more abusive they can be the more successful they are. Their object
seems to be to reveal every member of Parliament as either inept, stupid, or a liar. Although
that may be true of a few members, it is not true of most of them.
It is a matter of disappointment to me char the style of television and radio interview now
used often tends to be aggressive and negative. I suggest that 15 to 20 years ago members of
Parliament were not subjected to that sort of pressure and were not shown up in the light they
are now. In the days of the so-called great statesmen like Abraham Lincoln, parliamentarians
had the luxury of sitting in a closed room where they could gather their thoughts and write
and rehearse their speeches before delivering them. No public address system existed and no
television representative ready to rip them to shreds was present during the time they gave
their speech. I suggest that perhaps those people have been put on pedestals they maybe did
not deserve and chat if they were placed in the situation in which we operate today they
would not show up quite as well as history would have us believe they did. The member for
Albany suggested that perhaps die Speaker should be an independent person. That
suggestion has merit. I think that the present Speaker has conducted himself and the
Parliament in a quite fair way since I have been here. However, I have heard stories of
Speakers who, in the past, have been quite partisan. I acknowledge that really theme is no
way around that unless we make the Speaker an appointed officer, perhaps a retired judge or
something like that.
Finally, frequently in question time questions of a Dorothy Dix nature are asked which are
deliberately provocative and designed to denigrate somebody or some parry. To expect
people to sit here and say nothing and not have a right of reply is unrealistic. Any member of
the public, the Parliament or the Press who thinks that half a dozen questions a night of that
style can be asked and who expects all members of Parliament to remain silent really must
have his head in the clouds.
I reiterate that everything we need to fix the problems we have in this place is already in the
Standing Orders. Although we have moved and discussed all sorts of things today we may
well find that, having done all that, we have not raised the standard of debate in this place. I
have put before the House tonight a few suggestions which, if acted upon, I believe would do
more to raise the standards of debate and behaviour in this place than would fiddling around
with committees, Standing Orders and so on. However, I do niot expect to come in here next
Tuesday and find it all different. Nevertheless, I think this debate has been a useful one and I
am pleased to have had the opportunity to put on the record some of the things I have.

Amendment to Motion
Mr MJNSON: I move -

Paragraph (c). line I - To delete the words "task of' and insert the words "need for".
Paragraph (e), line 1 - To delete "27(a) and".
Paragraph (f) - To insert after subparagraph (ii) the following -

(iii) The following code of conduct relating to Ministers of the Crown -

Code of Conduct:
(1) Ministers acknowledge that being a Minister of the Crown in

the Western Australian Government confers no special rights,
only special responsibilities.

(2) Ministers - having been selected on their known integrity of
behaviour - will uphold and exercise the highest standard of
personal behaviour and integrity at all times,

(3) Ministers will also ensure that the highest standards of
propriety in the conduct of public office should be upheld and
should be seen to be upheld at all times.

(4) Ministers will devote their time to carrying out their public
duties. Upon taking office, Ministers will cease to actively
participate in conducting any profession or business except
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look after their investments which are subject to declaration as
provided under (5).

(5) (a) Ministers will ensure that no conflict exists or appears
to exist between their public duty and private interests;

(b) Ministers will declare on the required farm a detailed
balance of their assets and liabilities, including miusts,
rental and hire agreements and adjust their declaration
annually showing their income during the pust year,

(c) such declarations should include similar information on
assets, etc. of a Minister's spouse and children who are
minors;

(d) these declarations cannot be used to deprive Ministers
and their families of their right to privacy and will be
held confidentially by the Auditor General personally;
and

(e) upon justified accusation against a Minister
(Justification to be established by the Official
Corruption Commission, or like body) the Premier
should have access to the declaration file and decide
upon necessary action. If the Premier finds the
Minister in default of integrity of behaviour, the
Premier may ask for the Minister's resignation.

(6) If paid by Government sources, Ministers will table in
Parliament all details of travel and allied costs, including the
costs incurred by members of their family while accompanying
the Minister. Such tabling is to take place no more than thre
months after each official trip.

(7) No Minister shall enter into any contract for supply of goods,
construction or consultancy involving financial gain with
his/her departments or agencies within a one year period of
having vacated ministerial office.

(8) Ministers will not participate in direct fundraising for their
political party.

(9) Ministers will have to abide by a strict code of conduct in
relation to the acceptance of gifts;

and the following policy on gifts received by Ministers -

Gifts received by Ministers:
(a) Gifts received are to be regarded as State property;
(b) all gifts, other than token gifts, are to be declared to the

Department of the Premier and Cabinet;
(c) gifts are to be moved by the Minister to custody of

Premier and Cabinet as soon as possible;
(d) valuations by accredited valuers are arranged by

Premier and Cabinet (for customs entry purposes, the
value of the gift is equivalent to the overseas wholesale
price; gifts received from Australian sources are valued
at the Australian wholesale price);

(e) gifts may be transferred to the recipient on request
where the assessed value does not exceed $250 if
received from official sources (i.e. Government) or
$100 from other sources (industry or private);

(f) where the assessed value is greater than the above
limits, the recipient may pay the difference and retain
the gift;
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(g) if a recipient wishes to retain a particular gift but is
unwilling to pay the difference between the limits and
the assessed value, Premier and Cabinet can arrange for
it to be loaned to the recipient for display in
Government premises. (The gift, however, remains
State Government property -and would have to be
returned to the department when the Minister no longer
holds office); and

(h) the Department of the Premier and Cabinet is
responsible for the disposal, display or storage of all
official gifts.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Edwards): Do you want the amendments put separately?
Mr MINSON: There is a behind the Chair agreement on that, Madam Acting Speaker.
DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [9.58 pm]. I was not aware of a behind the Chair agreement
applying to the first iwo pants of the amendment moved by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I propose that the matter of a code of conduct for members of Parliament be
referred to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee for detailed consideration and
recommendation, and report back to the Parliament by Tuesday, 25 August. I will move that
as a separate amendment, and I will explain my reasons for doing that.
Mr Macnnon: I suggest the member for Perth move that all three amendments moved by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition be referred to the Standing Orders and Procedure
Committee. I understood that was what would occur.
Dr ALEXANDER: We are operating on different assumptions. I assumed that the first two
amendments would be put to die vote and that the third amendment would be referred to the
Standing Orders and Procedure Committee.
Mr Pearce: We would be happy to support the proposition that all amendments moved by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition go to the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee for
consideration.
Mr Macainon: We are happy with that, if you are happy with it.
Dr ALEXANDER: If that is the case, that is the simplest way of dealing with the matter.
However, I am not sure how it will work. Will these matters be referred to the Standing
Orders Committee for detailed consideration and report back to the House on Tuesday,
25 August? A report back date is essential. If we refer more matters to the Standing Orders
Committee, a danger arises chat it will continue its deliberations for the rest of the year and
the matter will not be resolved during the life of this Parliament.
The question of a ministerial code of conduct is an important point raised by the Opposition.
I see a great deal of merit in it; however, it should apply to all members of Parliament in one
way or another. I understand that the Government has proposals of its own, of which I have
heard but not seen. I suggest that these proposals could also be considered by the Standing
Orders Committee, which is a balanced committee comprising Government, Opposition and
Independent members.
Mr Macinnon: Are you sure that all members are balanced?
Dr ALEXANDER: Not necessarily; but I am, of course! Therefore, this should create a
chance for the committee to consider the matter properly and from all points of view. The
committee should work in the light of the report which has been debated today, which has
been a matter of agreement. It has taken two and a half years for that report to be debated in
the Parliament, and it contains a great deal of good material, some of which has not been
referred to today.
The report refers to the code of conduct operating in Victoria which deals with some or the
matters raised in the Opposition amendment. For example) it deals with conflict of interest,
pecuniary interests and other matters of that sort. If we were to introduce such a provision
regarding Ministers of the Crown, we would have to consider what other members of
Parliament should be doing in that respect. For some time I have thought about the conflict
of interest provisions under which we operate in this Parliament; they are loose compared to
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local government, and I have had reason to complain about that from time to time. Members
of Parliament should be operating under a similar code to that operating in local government.
When constituents have brought me token gifts from time to time - usually in the Perth
electorate it is a locally produced wine - I wonder what should be done with it.
Mr Catania: Drink it!
Dr ALEXANDER: I wonder about that, even though the member for Balcarra may be sure
what he would do.
Mr Catania: That would not happen in my case.
Dr ALEXANDER: Not unless it was a local grape! Although members of Parliament would
not receive gifts of the worth of those given to Ministers, officially or otherwise, this
question should also be considered by the Standing Orders Committee. To some extent all
members of Parliament are doing a service to the community and a potential arises for
inappropriate arrangements to be made between members and individuals in the community -
that is the case whether the member is a inister or a backbencher.
Mr Bloffwiwch: There is a fine line.
Dr ALEXANDER: It is a fine line and a code of conduct would help clarify the situation in
the minds of members and the public. Given the cynicism of members of the public
regarding members of Parliament, it goes without saying that the general view is that most
members of Parliament would be on the rake if they could be. Unfortunately, this cynicism
has reached the Stare and Federal sphere, if it were not present before: in the past it applied
only to local government.
It is up to the Parliament to address this matter by considering a code of conduct, and the
Opposition's proposal is a move in the right direction. However, it should be broadened to
include all members of Parliament. With that in mind, I suggest that the Standing Orders
Committee report by Tuesday, 25 August as that is the first day of the spring session of
Parliament. This provides enough time for the Standing Orders Committee to conduct its
research, although a great deal of background research has been concluded. The committee
can consider the proposals from the Opposition and the Government, and any other proposal
which may be presented to it. In that case it can present a comprehensive report to the
Parliament by that date.
The ACIlNO SPEAKER (Dr Edwards): Order! Before the member for Perth moves his
amendment, I clarify what will happen: I will seek that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
withdraw his amendment so that the member can move his amendment.
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Amendment to Motion
Dr ALEXANDER: I move -

To add after paragraph (h) the following -

That the matters dealt with in paragraph (f) be referred to the Standing Orders
Committee for detailed consideration and recommendation, and for report
back to the House by Tuesday, 25 August 1992.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [10.08 pm]: On behalf of the
Government, I happily second that proposal by the member for Perth. The issues raised by
the Opposition are worthy of consideration by the Standing Orders Committee. We on this
side of the House would have a preference to cover all members of Parliament when
determining an appropriate code of conduct; however, I accept that by the nature of the
proposal, it refers primarily to Ministers and shadow Ministers; alone. That is a matter the
committee can work out at its leisure rather than the House defining it on the run this
evening.
MR CLARKO (Mannion) 110.09 pm]: I foreshadow that I shall move an amendment to
include paragraph (d) in the appropriate place in the amendment. It has been agreed to by
various sectors of the Parliament - I am sure they will agree to my amendment - so it can be
considered by the Standing Orders Committee as well. We must be clear on the elements of
expulsion which are to be deleted, which was not indicated in the debate today. Also, rules
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governing the disqualification of members which are to be changed or eliminated must be
clearly defined. In addition, the Parliamentary Standards Committee report we have
considered today did not make any recommendations along that line; therefore, the Standing
Orders Committee is the appropriate body to consider this matter. Its membership is
balanced with representation from all parties, and it will have a good opportunity to examine
this question and make recommendations to this House.
MR MacKINNON (Jandakot - Leader of the Opposition) [10.10 pm]: I would have
preferred that the motion was accepted in its initial form. However, I support the amendment
moved by the member for Perth in the spirit of the debate, in cooperation and in the attempt
to achieve a result. I am pleased that the member for Perth has prescribed a reasonably short
reporting time. I hope, however, that the Parliamentary Standards Committee will look at the
matter objectively. I have no concerns about the code of conduct which relates to the
ministerial section - not the gift section - to which I would like to speak firstly. It relates
directly to Ministers and indirectly to the Leader of the Opposition, who in the treatment of
the Parliament and certainly in the way he is paid, is seen as equivalent to a Minister. I see
little point in the same code applying to shadow Ministers. They axm not in a decision
making position. I see no relevance in the majority of those matters relating to them. They
will be referred to in the code of conduct relating to Ministers, which will be adopted tonight.
The suggested code should relate to Ministers of the Crown and to the Leader of the
Opposition. As I have said many times before, I have no concerns about complying with the
same code as, and being seen to be the same as, a Minister. Certainly, I am on the record as
indicating that details of travel expenses should be tabled quarterly and I would be happy to
abide by that condition. I think differently about gifts. The point made is a good one and
should relate to all members. I do not see a problem with that matter. Rarely in Opposition
does one receive gifts. In Government, one does from time to time. I understand the
Government has a policy and I hope the committee will look at that, together with the
suggestions I have made, and reach a position of some commonality.
I conclude on a discordant note, which may be not appropriate in some respects, but it is one
about which I feel strongly. I amn very distressed. We have had a debate today and have
agreed that the only way this Parliament will achieve any formn of change in standards is if a
real commitment is made by members. The Premier spoke and walked out virtually
immediately afterwards and has not been here since, until a moment ago when she walked in
and out again. That distresses me because I thought the Premier meant what she said. I took
her at face value, despite the fact that in my speech I referred to the point that she said one
thing and did another. I thought that now this debate had been brought on we would have a
whole day to address the issue and see the beginning of a new era. I do not think we have
seen that today. As I said, at one stage during my speech three Government members were
in this Parliament. There has rarely been a Minister here throughout the time and that makes
me wonder.
I refer to today's The West Austratian. Rarely do I publicly criticise that newspaper and its
reporters, for whom I have great respect. However, the reporting of that newspaper today
made no reference to that fact. If we are to see an improvement in standards in this
Parliament a commitment of members from both sides is needed and the media must report
the facts. Otherwise, the incentive will exist for people to continue to do what they were
doing: to play funny games; and to come in here and say one thing and do another. I do not
like that at all. I meant what I said today in the Ifirst point of my 10 point plan that to restore
the standards in this Parliament, members' attitudes must change. That attitude must come
from the top. Hence, I have been in this Parliament almost consistently all day for what I
consider is a very important debate. I have been pleased at the quality of the debate overall.
The member for Bunbury made a very good contribution. I sincerely hope that following
this debate and the report from the Standing Orders Committee as a consequence of our
reference, some changes, not only in the Standing Orders but also in the attitudes of members
and the way in which we approach debates in this House, will occur.
I repeat what I have said often, and what I have said to the Premier - perhaps she should
listen to the advice occasionally - namely, that I do not want to see scale, sterile debates. I
have not called her names tonight. I have disagreed very strongly with her position and
criticised her for not being here. I did not call her a sleazebag; that sont of comment adds
nothing to the debate and does nothing for the way the public perceive the Parliament and
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members of this institution. I sincerely hope that when the debate ensues and when the
report comes back we will see more commitment from the person who is supposed to be
leading the debate; that is, the Premier.
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Premier) [ 10. 17 pm]: We started this debate today in
what I thought was a reasonable mood. An amendment was moved which will now be
referred to the Standing Orders Committee for examination. I made it very clear at the outset
that I thought this should be debated in a bipartisan way arid in a way which did not poke
fingers at any panties or individual members of this House. Despite what the Leader of the
Opposition said, I have been paying close attention to the debate and I remind the Leader of
the Opposition of the wonders of modemn technology. The fact that members need not spend
every moment in this Chamber does not mean that they may not take the deliberations of the
Chamber seriously. Indeed, sadly, on a number of occasions today I heard allegations and
names being called across the Chamber in a debate which should have done otherwise, I am
proud to say that that name calling did not come from this side of the House, but from the
other side. I heard the member for Bunbury described in terms that any member of the
public would call unflattering. I am surprised that the Leader of the Opposition indicated -

Mr Macinnon: What was that?
Dr LAWRENCE: I think the words "clown" and "fool" were used by the member for
Wellington. They are precisely the comments we do not encourage, should not encourage
and should not tolerate. I am, franly, somewhat amazed at the comments of the Leader of
the Opposition and that he dares, in such a pious way. 10 suggest his members ane not at fault
in this matter. I said at the outset that the whole of the Parliament and its members,
irrespective of their affiliations or positions, should take this matter seriously.
The Leader of the Opposition in supporting the amendment which has now been amended
further, suggested that he was not interested in taking it seriously, that he clearly wanted to
score political points, and his reference to a code of conduct to single out Ministers - I admit
that it is important that they adhere to the strictest code of conduct - without reference to his
own members or himself and his shadow Ministers defies imagination. Members of the
public will view it in the same way. Any member of this House should be subject to the
same standards and responsibilities as any other member. Additional responsibilities apply
to Ministers, to die Leader of t Opposition and to his shadow Ministers. Unless (he
member for Applecross believes he has no prospect of sitting on this side of the House, he
has the same responsibilities in many respects as Ministers. He has the same capacity,
particularly in the lead-up to an election, to be subject to the pressures, the inducements and
the blandishments of members of the community as Ministers have. It is the height of
inconsistency for him not to recognise that responsibilities also attach to members on his side
of the House.
However, that aside, generally speaking the debate has tried to address the report, the motion
and the issues that concern us all. I think it is important that when the Mansard is read,
members of the public who feel inclined to do so will conclude that there is for the most part
support from all members of the Parliament on this question. Generally speaking, members
did not try to score political points, stray from the debate or use the opportunity to point the
finger yet again at their colleagues in this place. We do want vigorous, energetic debate and
we need strong exchanges. People should be put under pressure - particularly Ministers - to
ensure they are up to scratch. However, that should not amount to personal abuse. The
Leader of the Opposition may well sigh and puff about this matter but it is not something on
which he acquitted himself well today. I have pleasure in supporting the amendment moved
by the member for Perth because I think it will subject this question to a more careful
examination thani that which we heard from the Leader of the Opposition today.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Edwards): As there is some confusion about the amendments
before the Chair, I will leave the chair and have brief discussions with the Leader of the
Opposition, the Leader of the House and the member for Perth so that the amendments can
be dealt with properly.

Sluang suspended from 10.27 to 1036 pmn
The ACTING SPEAKER: It has been resolved that the member for Perth will seek leave to
withdraw the amendment moved previously and he will move a fuirther amendment agreed to
behind the Chair that covens all other amendments proposed this evening.
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Dr ALEXANDER: I seek leave to withdraw the previous amendment standing in my name,
with a view to substituting a further amendment.
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
Dr ALEXANDER: I move -

That the motion be amended by inserting after paragraph (ht) the following words -

That the following be referred to the Standing Orders and Procedure
Committee for detailed consideration and recommendation, and for report
back to the House by Tuesday, 25 August 1992 -

Paragraph (c), line I - To delete the words "task of' and insert the words
"1need for";

Paragraph (e), line 1 - To delete "27(a) and";
Paragraph (d);
Paragraph (0) - To insert after subparagraph (ii) the following -

(iii) The following code of conduct relating to Ministers of the
Crown -

Code of Conduct:
(1) Ministers acknowledge that being a Minister of the Crown in

the Western Australian Government confers no special rights,
only special responsibilities.

(2) Ministers - having been selected on their known integrity of
behaviour - will uphold and exercise the highest standard of
personal behaviour and integrity at all times.

(3) Ministers will also ensure that the highest standards of
propriety in the conduct of public office should be upheld and
should be seen to be upheld at all times.

(4) Ministers will devote their time to carying out their public
duties. Upon taking office, Ministers will cease to actively
participate in conducting any profession or business except
look after their investments which are subject to declaration as
provided under (5).

(5) (a) Ministers will ensure that no conflict exists or appears
to exist between their public duty and private interests;

(b) Ministers will declare on the required form a detailed
balance of their assets and liabilities, including trusts,
rental and hire agreements and adjust their declaration
annually showing their income during the past year,

(c) such declarations should include similar information on
assets, etc. of a Minister's spouse and children who are
Minors;

(d) these declarations cannot be used to deprive Ministers
and their families of their right to privacy and will be
held confidentially by the Auditor General personally;
and

(e) upon justified accusation against a Minister
(Justification to be established by the Official
Corruption Commission, or like body) the Premier
should have access to the declaration file and decide
upon necessary action. If the Premier finds the
Minister in default of integrity of behaviour, the
Premier may ask for the Minister's resignation.

(6) If paid by Government sources, Ministers will cable in
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Parliament all details of travel and ullied costs, including the
costs incurred by members of their family while accompanying
the Minister. Such tabling is to take place no more than three
months after each official trip.

(7) No Minister shall enter into any contract for supply of goods,
construction or consultancy involving financial gain with
his/her departments or agencies within a one year period of
having vacated ministerial office.

(8) Ministers will not participate in direct fundraising for their
political party.

(9) Ministers will have to abide by a strict code of conduct in
relation to the acceptance of gifts;

and the following policy on gifts received by Ministers -

Gifts received by Ministers:
(a) Gifts received are to be regarded as State property;
(b) all gifts, other than token gifts, are to be declared to the

Department of the Premier and Cabinet;
(c) gifts are to be moved by the Minister to custody of

Prem ier and Cabinet as soon as possible;
(d) valuations by accredited valuers are arranged by

Premier and Cabinet (for customs entry purposes, the
value of the gift is equivalent to the overseas wholesale
price; gifts received from Australian sources are valued
at the Australian wholesale price);

(e) gifts may be transferred to the recipient on request
where the assessed value does nor exceed $250 if
received from official sources (i.e. Government) or
$100 from other sources (industry or private);

(f) where the assessed value is greater than the above
limits, the recipient may pay the difference and retain
the gift;

(g) if a recipient wishes to retain a particular gift but is
unwilling to pay the difference between the limits and
the assessed value, Premier and Cabinet can arrange for
it to be loaned to the recipient for display in
Government premises. (The gift, however, remains
State Government property and would have to be
returned to the department when the Minister no longer
holds office); and

(h) the Department of the Premier and Cabinet is
responsible for the disposal, display or storage of all
official gifts.

Amendment put and passed.
Motion, as Amended

Motion, as amended, put and passed.
House adjourned at 1039 pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

EMPLOYMENT, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPARTMENT
OF - COURSES OFFERED, 1991-92

196. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
How many courses were offered by the Department of Employment,
Vocational Education and Training - previously known as Technical and
Further Education in -

(a) 1991;
(b) 1992?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(a) 324.
(b) 367.

TEACHERS - STARTING SALARIES OF THREE AND FOUR YEAR TRAINED
Primary Schools. Secondary Schools, Department of Enployment, Vocational Education

and Training Colleges
200. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:

(1) What were the starting salaries of three year trained teachers in -

(a) primary schools;
(b) secondary schools;
(c) Department of Employment, Vocational Education and Training

colleges - previously known as Technical and Further Education;
in 1988 -1992, inclusive?

(2) What were the starting salaries of four year trained teachers in -

(a) primary schools;
(b) secondary schools;
(c) DEVET colleges - previously known as TAPE;
in 1988 - 1992, inclusive?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) (a) Primary Schools
5.2.88 20064
14.4.88 20 867
16.9.88 21 493
16.3.89 22015
31.10.89 22797
10.5.90 23579
16.5.91 24205
3.1.92 24828

(b) Secondary Schools
5.2.88 20064
14.4.88 20867
16.9.88 21 493
16.3.89 22015
31.10.89 22797
10.5.90 23579
16.5.91 24205
3.1.92 24828
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(c) Since 1986, a single, 20 point salary scale has operated in the
TAFE system. The commencement salaries of TAFE lecturers
are not determined on their status as three year or four year
trained, but on a range of qualifications and competencies
related to their area of lecturing.

(2) (a) Primary Schools
5.2.88 21511
14.4.88 22371
16.9.88 23 042
16.3.89 23564
31.10.89 24346
10.5.90 25 128
16.5.90 25754
31.1.92 26420

(b) Secondary Schools
5.2.88 21511
14.4.88 22371
16,9-88 23042
16.3.89 23564
31.10.89 24346
10.5.90 25 128
16.5.90 25 754
31.1.92 26420

(c) See 1(c)-

GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLES - MINISTER FOR LANDS; PLANNING;
JUSTICE; LOCAL GOVERNMENT; SOUTH-WEST; DEPARTMENTS

Statistics, Allocation Policy, Public Service Officer Classification Level
254. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Lands; Planning; Justice; Local Government;

South-West:
(1) How many motor vehicles are attached to your departments?
(2) What is your policy of allocation to and usage by public service officers

and/or sub-departments?
(3) What is the classification level of the public service officers to whom the

motor vehicles have been allocated?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

See Premier's response to question 246.

GOVERNMENT MOTOR VEHICLES - MINISTER FOR ABORIGINAL
AFFAIRS; MULTICULTURAL AND ETHNIC AFFAIRS; SENIORS; MINISTER

ASSISTING THE MINISTER FOR WOMEN'S INTERESTS; DEPARTMENTS
Statisuics, Allocation Policy, Public Service Officer Classification Level

256. Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs; Multicultural and Ethnic
Affairs; Seniors; Moinister assisting the Minister for Women's Interests:
(1) How many motor vehicles are attached to your departments?
(2) What is your policy of allocation to and usage by public service officers

arid/or sub-departments?
(3) What is the classification level of the public service officers to whom the

motor vehicles have been allocated?
Dr WATSON replied:

See Premier's response to question 246.
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SCHOOLS - MOUNT BARKER PRIMARY
Covered Assembly Area Funds

292. Mr HOUSE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) Will the Minister be making provision for funding for a covered play area for

the Mount Barker Primary School in the 1992-93 Capital Works Program?
(2) What is the estimated cost of providing a covered area?
Dr GALLO)P replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) The provision of a covered assembly area at Mt Barker Primary
School will be considered when the 1992-93 Capital1 Works Program
is finalised later this year.

(2) $170000.
STATE ENERGY COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - PILBARA

Energy Marketing Reform - Value Added Processing Industries Assistance
341. Mr COURT to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

How is it proposed to reform energy marketing in the Pilbara to encourage
value-added processing industries, as announced by the Premier on
12 February, 1992?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Government intends to continue to build on its initiatives to deregulate
the gas market and promote competition aimed at achieving lower
marketplace gas prices and energy prices overall. The creation of a separate
Dampier-Bunbury pipeline authority is consistent with these objectives. Not
only will such an authority offer open access at fair prices for transport of gas
but it will also offer the Pilbara the opportunity of access to gas supplies other
than from the North West Shelf project. The Government, through SECWA,
also intends to exercise its rights under the existing gas contracts to review
gas prices in the Pilbara. Lower gas prices under existing contracts and
through the introduction of other gas suppliers into the marketplace offer the
key to lower energy prices in the Pilbara. Institutional restructuring as
proposed in the Pilbara 21 study and currently under Government
consideration is a further possible mechanism to promote competition in the
Pilbara energy market.

EMPLOYMENT, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING, DEPARTMENT
OF - ADMINISTRATION CHARGE ON EXT7ERNAL STUDIES

Seniors Card H-olders' Concession
467. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Seniors:

(1) Are Seniors' Card holders not eligible for exemption from paying the
administration charge on courses offered as external studies through
Department of Employment, Vocational Education and Training?

(2) Is the Minister aware that people who hold the following cards or assistance
are exempt from paying the above DEVET administration charge: Health
Care Card, Health Benefits Card, Rates Concession Card, Veterans Health
Benefits Card, Pensioners Health Benefits Card, Pensioners Travel Card, the
1991 School Leaver Card (Years 10- 12) and any person in receipt of Austudy
or Abstudy?

(3) Will the Minister undertake to extend this concession to Seniors' Card
holders?

(4) If not, why not?
Dr WATSON replied:
(1)-(2)

Yes.
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(3) Although my department, the Office of Seniors' Interests, issues the Seniors'
Card, the provision of concessions is made through the relevant departments.

(4) Not applicable.

WEST ED MEDIA - PRIVATE SECTOR LEASE OFFERS
Future

470. Mr AINSWORTH to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) Was West Ed Media offered for lease to the private sector at the time of its

closure?
(2) If so, what offers were made and by whom?
(3) Have any of these negotiations been successfully completed?
(4) If not, is there still interest in it from the private sector?
(5) If it is not sold or leased, what will happen to this asset?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.
(4) Until such time as the availability of the West Ed Media facilities is

advertised, it is not possible to indicate the extent of interest for them
from the private sector.

(5) The facilities have been referred to the Department of Infrastructure
and Government Assets for appropriate action.

FOR RESTDALE INDUSTRIAL PARK - INDUSTRIAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY

Priority Development
474. Mr TUB BY to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Given the significant residential growth in the Annadale/Gosnells area over
the last four years and the economic indicators which appear to show the
bottoming out of the recession, does the Minister see the development of the
Forrestdale Industrial Park as a priority for the Industrial Lands Development
Authority?

(2) If so -
(a) what progress has there been on the development of industrial lots at

the proposed Forrestdale Industrial Park;
(b) when is it planned for the first lots to be placed on the market?

(3) If not, why not?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:
(1) The development of the Forrestdale industrial park will proceed when marker

analysis by the Board of ELDA justifies its development.
(2) (a) Preliminary subdivision approval for the first stage of development has

been received from the Department of Planning and Urban
Development.

(b) Development will proceed when in the opinion of the hoard there is
market justification.

(3) Not applicable.
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SCHOOLS - KELMSCO IT PRIMARY
Music Facilities Construction Date

475. Mr TUBBY to t Minister representing the Minister for Education:
Given the Government's recently announced commitment to forward planning
for capital works projects, when will the music facilities be constructed at
Kelmscout Primary School?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

Given the need to construct new schools, as well as major additions to
existing schools, ir is not possible at present to give a firm indication when
Kelmscott Primary School will be provided with a purpose built music
facility.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS - CANNING CITY COUNCIL
Funds 1991 - loan Poll Costs

484. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for Local Government:
(l): (a) What happened to funds earmarked for the 1991 City of Canning

elections, which did not proceedt
(b) how much were they?

(2) (a) Were these funds reallocated;
(b) if so, to where?

(3) What were the total costs of the recent City of Canning loan poll in respect
Of -

(a) staff wages and salaries;
(b) printing and stationery for -

(i) election day material in accordance with the Local Government
Act 1960;

(ii) promotional material issued from the office of .the
Commissioner?

(4) Was ministerial approval given for the Commissioner to -
(a) use ratepayers' funds and City of Canning staff and facilities to

influence the electorate for a yes vote;
(b) (i) why were the loan applications rejected;

(ii) what costs were involved in reapplying for this $265 000
portion of the loan;

(iii) what delays in construction works occurred?
(5) Is there provision in the Local Government Act for 200 ratepayers to seek a

loan poll?
(6) Is the Commissioner accountable for any overexpenditure, or delays in works

being carried out due to an incorrect application format for the $265 000
portion of the loan?

(7) Has Commissioner Gregorini been given authority to use ratepayers' funds to
influence the electorate at the annual elections on 2 May 1992?

(8) If the Commissioner is to issue such promotional material, who is responsible
for payment for all expenses incurred?

Mr D.L. SMIT H replied:
When a commissioner is appointed he has the full power of a council and in
the same way that I would not answer a question of this kind about a council's
behaviour, I do nor chink I should answer questions about Mr Gregorini's
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activities. I suggest that the question be addressed directly to him. I would
like to emphasise, however, that both 1, and I believe the vast majority of
Canning residents, believe Mr Gregorini has done a first class job as a
commissioner in an unbiased and balanced way. The only questions that I
believe require an answer from me are (4), (6), (7), (8) and (9).
(4) No. Approval was given for a letter to be sent to residents explaining

what the loan poii involved.
(6) Yes, if the total number of ratepayers exceeds 10 000.
(7) I do not believe that there was an incorrect application for any portion

of the loan, but the commissioner would be entitled to any indemnities
and exemptions that apply to councillors.

(8) No. I do not believe that Mr Gregorini has sought to influence the
electorate at local elections, although I[do understand that he wrote a
letter to all residents on his retirement in which he did urge all electors
to exercise their vote at election time.

(9) The question is a hypothetical one and on that basis does not require
an answer from me.

HEALTH INSURANCE - PRIVATE
Private Hospital Operations - 80 per cent Cover Allowance

486. Mr SHAVE to the Minister for Health:
(1) Are Western Australians with private health insurance allowed to cover only

80 per cent of the cost of operations in private hospitals?
(2) Do other States allow 100 per cent cover?
(3) Is the Government considering allowing Western Australians to take out

insurance to cover the full cost of operations in private hospitals?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) For persons with private health insurance cover who undergo operations in

private hospitals, 75 per cent of the Medicare schedule fee is covered by the
Commonwealth Medicare scheme, and the remaining 25 per cent of the
schedule fee is covered by the private insurer. Any residual cost in excess of
the schedule fee is borne solely by the patient. Above-schedule fees may be
charged entirely at the discretion of the medical practitioner, and this cost
component is not insurable. Private hospital costs, as distinct from medical
costs, art not covered by Medicare, and may be covered by private health
insurance. The scope and adequacy of this coverage art solely determined by
the terms of the insurance tables offered by insurers and selected by the
insured.

(2) The above arrangements apply in all Australian States and Territories.
(3) The registration of health insurance funds and the regulation' of their activities

are administered by the Commonwealth under the National Health Act 1953
and its attendant regulations.
HEALTH - UNREGISTERED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

Legislation Introduction Date
488. Mr MINSON to the Moinister for Health:

When is it expected legislation will be introduced concerning the status of
unregistered health occupations?

Mr WILSON replied:
Given the Government's current legislative program it is not anticipated that
legislation concerning the status of unregistered occupations will be
introduced in the near future. The status of unregistered groups will be
reviewed by the department within the context of the Federal Government's
implementation of mutual recognition of goods and occupations.
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DOLA INTERNATIONAL - GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT
495. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Would the Minister advise if the Government has established an organisation
entitled DOLA International under his Ministry?

(2) What is the purpose of this organisation?
(3) What resources have been allocated to this office during the current financial

year?
Mr DL. SMITH replied:
(1) DOLA International is the shortened name of a new program operating within

die Department of Land Administration entitled Land Administration
International Program.

(2) The role of the program is to export Western Australia's expertise in land
registration and land information systems to other countries in order to
achieve financial benefits for both the Government and the private sector in
Western Australia,

(3) Four staff are attached to the Land Administration International Program
which is operating this financial year within existing departmental allocations.
BLACK SWAN THEATRE - GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

496. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for The Arts:
(1) What support in each of the last four financial years has the Government

given to the Black Swan Theatre?
(2) What financial support has the Government given to the theatre during the

current financial year?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for The Arts has provided the following reply -

(l)-(2)
The Department for the Arts has provided funding to the Black Swan
Theatre Company during the years 1991 and 1992. During the
calendar year 1991 the Department for the Arts provided funding of
$100 000 for the period April-December. During the calendar year
1992 the Department for the Arts has cormmitted funding of $185 000
towards the general administration and program costs of the company,
and $19 000 towards the costs of the company touring Sisrergiri to
north west regional communities.

SCHOOLS - BRIDGETOWN HIGH
Upgrading Need

501. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) Is there a need for improvement to upgrade buildings and facilities at the

Bridgetown High School as outlined in recent correspondence to the Minister?
(2) If so, when will the Government be responding to this request for assistance?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -
(1) There is a need for a building upgrade at Bridgetown High School.
(2) Bridgetown High School is being considered for inclusion in the

1992-93 Capital Works Program, subject to the availability of funding.
LAKE JASPER PROJECT -GOVERNMENT FUJNDING

Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority -Title to Property and Wandering Mission
504. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Has the State Government committed any funding for the purchase of the
06491 SLake Jasper project?
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(2) If so, what funds have been committed?
(3) Will the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority have title to the property for

this project?
(4) If so, where has the funding for the project come from?
(5) Does the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority also have title to the old

Wandering Mission now under control of the Southern Aboriginal
Corporation?

(6) Ifso, for what purpose is this facility now being used?
Dr WATSON replied:
(1) No. However, a property has been purchased to assist the Lake Jasper project.
(2) The property was purchased at a cost of $155 000.
(3) No. The property has been purchased in the name of the Aboriginal Lands

Trust.
(4) The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority provided funds for the property

purchase that is part of the Lake Jasper project.
(5) No.
(6) Not applicable.

LEGAL AID COMMISSION - GRANTS TO ABORIGINES
505. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Justice:

(1) During the twelve months to the end of March 1992 how many Aboriginal
people were granted aid from the Legal Aid Commission?

(2) Why is it that these people have been granted aid ftorn the Legal Aid
Commission rather than from the Aboriginal Legal Service?

My DL. SMITH replied:
(1)-(2)

During the 12 months to the end of March 1992, 661 grants for legal aid were
made; 540 grants were made to private practitioners and 121 grants were
made to staff. The commission is bound by its legislation to accept
applications for legal aid from any person who is resident within Western
Australia. The commission does not discriminate against any person.

TAFE - COLLEGES
Separate Resource Agreements - Funds Allocation

519. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) How many separate resource agreements are there within Colleges of

Technical and Further Education?
(2) What are the total funds allocated under these agreements in 1992?
(3) What was the total allocation in each of the years -

(a) 1987;
(b) 1988;
(c) 1989;
(d) 1990;
(e) 1991?

Dr GALLOP replied:
The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) None.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.
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ALBERT, PAUL - EDUCATION AND TRAINING, OFFICE OF
Role

523. Dr CONSTABLE to the Minister representing the Minister for Education:
(1) With reference to question on notice 92 of 1992 what is the role of Mr Paul

Albert in the Office of Education and Training?
(2) How many staff will report directly to Mr Albert?
(3) What is the remuneration attached to the position held by Mr Albert?
Dr GALLOP replied:

The Minister for Education has provided the following reply -

(1) Mr Albert, previously the Executive Director of the former
Department of Employment and Training, is now the Executive
Director of the Office of Education and Training, which reports
directly to the Minister for Education, and Employment and Training.
Mr Albert's role includes responsibility for -

identifying emerging strategic issues of significance to the
Government in education, employment and training;
providing strategic and independent advice on educational and
resource allocation issues, including Government funding of
non-Government schools and other independent institutions;
monitoring and evaluating implementation of major policy
changes;
advising on Commonwealth and State relationships across the
portfolio;
advising on consultation, intersectional relationships, standards
and outcomes across the portfolio;
servicing the Minister for Education, and Employment and
Training in relation to Cabinet and Parliamentary and
Ministerial Council - MOVEET and AEC - responsibilities.

(2) The office will comprise 10 FrEs.
(3) Mr Albert receives a salary equivalent to level S2.

RESERVE 14041 (YEEDABIRRUP) - CURRENT CLASSIFCATION
526. Mr WIESE to the Minister for Lands:

(1) What is the current classification of Reserve No 14041 (Yeedabirrup Reserve)
in the Kojonup Shire?

(2) Has a formal request been made to Department of Land Administration for a
change of status of Reserve No 14041 ?

(3) Are there any proposals under consideration to change the status of the
Reserve?

(4) Will the public be consulted prior to any change of status for the Reserve?
(5) Can the Reserve be mined or quarried without any change of status?
(6) Is the Reserve currently vested in the Shire of Kojonup?
(7) What is the Shire of Kojonup's responsibility for the Reserve as a result of

such vesting?
(8) What procedures will the Shire of Kojonup have to follow if their proposal to

establish a quarry on the Reserve is to proceed?
(9) Have any of these steps been taken?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
(1) Reserve 14041, Water and Stopping Place, is a C class reserve.
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(2) No.
(3) To the department's knowledge there is no proposal to change the status of

the reserve.
(4) DOLA will not directly consult the public prior to any change of purpose.

However, it would be guided by the shire council which represents its
ratepayers.

(5) Yes, by way of a mining lease, with my approval.
(6) Yes.
(7) As vestee the shire is responsible for administrative and management control.
(8) The shire is required to make application to the Department of Mines for a

mining lease.
(9) DOLA understands chat an application by the shire was made to the

Department of Mines in November 1988.
LAND ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF - "ILKULKA" LAND, LAVERTON

S HIRE
New Aboriginal Resenve Recommendation

537. Mr COURT to the Minister for Lands:
(1) Has the Department of Land Administration recommended the creation of a

new Aboriginal reserve covering 1.67 hectares of land in the eastern pant of
the Shire of Laverton known as "Ilkulka"?

(2) If so, have DOLA representatives said that the reserve would be approved
whether or not the Shire agreed?

(3) If so, is this the normal practice for DOLA
Mr DiL. SMITH replied:
(1) No. On behalf of the Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, DOLA's role in

this matter has been to forward derails of the land application to various
agencies for information and comment, including the Shire of Laverton.
Consultation is continuing.

(2)-(3)
1 have been advised by DOLA that no such advice has been given to the Shire
of Laverton. Reserve proposals involve extensive consultations and
negotiations with local governments and this has been ongoing in this case.
No decisions on this reserve have yet been made.

CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF - BLUE
GUMS

Commercial Planting, Albany-Mournt Barker Area Involvement - Commercial Agreements
with Farmers

545. Mr COURT to the Minister for tlhe Environment:
(1) Is the Government involved in the commercial planting of blue gums in the

Albany-Mount Barker area?
(2) If yes, is the Department of Conservation and Land Management involved in

marketing the timber to be produced from the trees grown?
(3) Who is responsible within Government for administering the commercial

agreements with farmers?
Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes, to the extent of its arrangements with joint venture sharefarmers.

(3) The Executive Director of the Department of Conservation and Land
Management has entered into sharefarming agreements with some Canners in
the Albany-Mt Barker area. It is understood there are also a number of other
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private tree planting schemes on private land in the area not under the control
of the Government.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CRICKET ASSOCIATION - TOBACCO CONTROL ACT
EXEMPTION

555. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:
(1) Will the Minister grant an exemption to the Western Australian Cricket

Association to allow tobacco advertising after the expiry of the current
exemption?

(2) If so, when will the Minister make that decision public?
(3) If not, how will the Western Australian Cricket Association be funded?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The Western Australian Cricket Association has been notified of the

exemption. It will be made public when published in the Government
Gazette.

(3) Not applicable.
AIDS - PELICAN, UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA PUBLICATION

Small Number of Infected People will Develop AIDS Statement
556. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is there an article on page II, Volume 63 Edition 2, 1992, of the University of
Western Australia newsletter publication Pelican which states that "Only a
small number of those infected with the AIDS virus will develop AIDS"?

(2) Will only a small number of those infected with the Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome virus develop AIDS?

(3) If not, what does the Minister plan to do to rebut this statement and educate
the students on the UWA campus?

Mr WILSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No. Current opinion is that most individuals infected with the virus will

develop AIDS in time.
(3) The following action has been taken -

The attention of the editor of the newsletter has been drawn to the
error and a correction requested in a subsequent publication.
The author has also been approached personally and the error
corrected.
The Health Department sends officers to address students on campuses
from time to time and especially during orientation. This includes
distribution of information pamphlets.
The on-campus health services will be approached to be involved in
educational activities.

LANDCORP - HEPBURN HEIGHTS RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
PADBURY

Tenders Recall Intention - Zoning Staus
562. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Is LandCorp via its consultants intending to recall selected tenders for the
development work associated with the Hepburn Heights residential
subdivision in Padbury?

(2) What is the current status of the zoning of the land both in -
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(a) the City of Wannerco's local district town planning scheme;
(b) the metropolitan region town planning scheme?

(3) Has town planning approval been sought and granted by the City of
Wannemoo for such proposed subdivisions development at Hepburn Heights?

(4) If not, on what basis can LandCorp which currently operates under the
Western Australian Development Corporation, proceed if planning approval
has not been given?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
(1) LandCorp is considering recalling tenders for the development of stage 1 at

Hepburn Heights if a decision is made to proceed with this project.
(2) (a) The City of Wannerco's town planning scheme No 1 shows the land

as reserved for "Public Purposes - (Special Uses)".
(b) The metropolitan region scheme shows the land as reserved for

"Public Purposes - (Special Uses); but is currently the subject of an
amendment to show the land as "urban".

(3) No, but it would if a decision was made to proceed after the MRPS is
amended.

(4) LandCorp has continued preplanning with a view to achieving an acceptable
compromise plan to discuss with the National Trust, the Australian Heritage
Commission and other interested parties.

EAST PERTH REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
APPOINTMENT

Membership Announcement - Regulations Approval Prior to Gazettal
563. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Has an appointment been made to the position of Chief Executive Officer of
the East Perth Redevelopment Authority?

(2) If so, who is the person who has been appointed?
(3) What salary has been determined for the Chief Executive Officer?
(4) When are the Chairman and members of the East Perth Redevelopment

Authority to be announced?
(5) Will regulations to facilitate the operation of the East Perth Redevelopment

Authority need to have the approval of the East Perth Redevelopment
Authority prior to them being gazetted?

Mr DL. SMITH replied:
(l)-(2)

A formal appointment is being progressed. Mr Michael Ratcliffe is currently
acting as chief executive officer.

(3) This is being considered by the Public Service Commissioner.
(4) Formal announcements will be made within the next two weeks.
(5) Regulations under the East Perth Redevelopment Act do not require the

approval of the authority. The only regulations proposed at this stage relate to
development control administration and definitions which need to come into
operation at the same date as die formal commencement of the authority's
planning functions. This then predates the authority's own formal
deliberations. Regard would be had for the views of the authority on future
regulations or for amendments to regulations.

JANDAKOT MOUND - FUEL POLLUTION PLUME MEDIA REPORTS
566. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Are there media reports which indicate that a big plume of fuel pollution has
leaked into the Jandakot water mound?
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(2) If so, what action has the Water Authority of Western Australia taken to
identify -

(a) the source of the pollution;
(b) the extent and nature of the pollution?

(3) What action has the Government taken as a consequence of the identification
of the source of this pollution?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) The Water Authority and the Federal A irports Corporation

commissioned a study by CSIRO scientists which indication that the
contamination was caused by leaks from an underground fuel storage
facility at Jandakot Airport.

(b) The CSIRO study indicated that a plume of groundwater, in excess of
200 metres long, is contaminated by the soluble components of fuel.
The plume is still wholly contained within the land owned by the
Federal Airports Corporation and is not a threat to Water Authority or
private water supplies.

(3) The Water Authority, the Federal Airports Corporation and the operator of the
fuel storage facility have agreed that the operator investigate the pollution in
detail and develop a remediation program by August 1992.

DOG ACT - REVIEW
567. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Local Government:

(1) Is the Government currently reviewing the Dog Act 1976?
(2) If so, who is conducting that review?
(3) Irrespective of whether the Act is being reviewed or not, are people who

register their dogs before the age of six months discriminated against in terms
of the charge involved?

(4) If so, why?
(5) Will the Minister ensure this factor is a part of any review of the Act presently

being undertaken, or to be undertaken in the future?
Mr DiL. SMMT replied:
(1)-(2)

It is proposed that it will be reviewed by the Animal Welfare Committee in
due course.

(3)-(4)
People are required to license their dogs after three months but cannot have
them sterilised before they are six months old. People who license their dogs
before they are sterilised pay full registration and cannot claim a refund if
they sterilise their dogs subsequently.

(5) Yes.
LAKE PINJAR - MANAGEMENT PLAN

Governrment Involvement
568. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Planning:

(1) Is the Government involved in working with the City of Wanneroo to develop
a management plan for the Lake Pinjar area?

(2) If so, how far has that development proceeded?
(3) Who is completing the study?
(4) When is it expected the study will be completed?
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Mvr D.L. SMITH replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The study organisation, funding and programming has not yet been

determined.
(3)-(4)

The Department of Planning in consultation with the City of Wanneroc. EPA
and CALM.

GNANGARA MOUND -CROWN LAND STATEMENT OF PLANNING POLICY
Gazettal North West Corridor Plan Areas Deletion

569. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Planning:
(1) Has the Government gazetted a Onangara Mound Crown Land Statement of

Planning Policy?
(2) If so, when was that policy gazetted?
(3) Why have the areas presently under the north west corridor plan been deleted

from the boundary of the Cinangara Mound within this policy when they
clearly fall within it?

(4) What information was used to determine these boundaries?
(5) Will this policy clear the way for development which would otherwise not

have been permitted due to previously stated concerns of Government, e.g.
pollution of water mound?

Mr D. SMITH replied:
(1) The State Planning Commission has prepared and gazetted a statement of

planning policy for an area of Cmown land on the Gnangara Mound.
(2) 20 March 1992.
(3) The land subject of the policy is predominantly in public ownership and has

been identified as a priority 1 underground water supply area by the Water
Authority. The area coincides generally with that referred to in the
environmental protection (Onangama Mound Crown land groundwater) policy.
Planning and environmental protection policies will now follow to cover other
areas of the Cnangara Mound. These are predominantly in private ownership.

(4) The policy area boundary was based predominantly upon land tenure, and the
identification of the area as a priority 1 underground water supply resource.
The environmental protection policy, upon which the planning policy has
been based, was required as a condition of the Water Authority being allowed
to extend its use of the mound for public water supply purposes.

(5) The policy is designed to increase the level of protection of both the quality
and quantity of groundwater resources. To this end the policy will result in
additional restrictions upon the development and use of land within the policy
area.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS - CAMERA FACILITIES INSTALLATION
Infringement Notices - Revenue

571. Mr NICHOLLS to the inister representing the Attorney General:
In view of the answer given by the Minister representing the Minister for
Police to question on notice 435 of 1992 -

(a) how many infringement notices have been recorded by the camera
facility at each of the intersections as listed;

(b) what is the amount of revenue raised through such infringements for
each year or part of a year since installation?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
This information is not maintained by the Crown Law Department.
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SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - PROJECTS
Borrowings - Debt Date

572. Mr NICHOLLS to the inister for South West:
Further to question on notice 444 of 1992, what is the amount borrowed by
the South West Development Authority for each of the projects listed in the
answer given and the date the debt was incurred?

Mr D.L. SMITH replied:
The information requested was previously supplied on 15 May 1991 as part of
the answer to Legislative Assembly question 578.
MINING ACT - SURVEY OF LEASES TRUST ACCOUNT

Balance Reduction
579. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Mines:

(1) During the period I July 199110o 31 March 1992, did the Survey of Leases
under the Mining Act 1978 trust account balance fall from $6 119 498 to
54 234 442, an amount of $1 885 498?

(2) For what specific purposes were the payments made that led to this reduction?
(3) (a) Have any of these payments been made to Government agencies or on

behalf of Government agencies;
(b) if so what were these payments?

(4) Is this expenditure likely to be ongoing and for the purposes for which the
fund was established?

(5) Will the Government amend the Mining Act to provide for refund of
outstanding credit balances held by companies with respect of mining leases
which do not now require surveying?

(6) When will that program be put in place?
Mr CORDON HILL replied:
(1) As at July 1991, the survey of leases trust account had a credit of $6 119 498

comprising moneys held under both the Mining Act 1978 and the Mining Act
1904, as follows -

Mining Act 1978 $5 104 064
Mining Act 1904 $.10i15434

$6 119 498
As at 31 March 1992, the balance of the account was $5 246 877 as follows -

Mining Act 1978 $4 234 000
Mining Act 1904 S1012877

$5 246 877
The reduction in the total account was therefore $872 621 and not $1 885 498.

(2) Payments made during this period were -
Refunds to tenement holders of their survey fees $670 399
Payments for completed surveys $21532

$885771
These payments were offset by new collections of $13 150 to give a net
reduction in the account of $872 621.

(3) (a) No.
(b) Not applicable.

(4) This expenditure is likely to be ongoing and for the purposes for which it was
intended with refunds outstanding to be made to tenement holders who
surrender, cancel or withdraw. Payments for completed surveys will also
continue.
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T'he matter of possible legislative amendment to allow for the refund of
survey fee deposits is currently being considered by the Mining Industry
Liaison Committee. Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Mining
Industry Liaison Committee, a decision will be made on the issue, including,
if appropriate, a program for refunds to be made.

LANDCORP - INDUSTRIAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Joondalup Development Authority - Chief Executive Officers' and Deputies' Salaries

590. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Lands:
What are the current individual salaries of the existing Chief Executive
Officers and their immediate deputies of the -

(a) Industrial Lands Development Authority;
(b) LandCorp;
(c) Joondalup Development Authority?

MrD.L. SMITH replied:
(1) Both the Industrial Lands Development Authority and the Joondalup

Development Corporation share an acting chief executive who is a class 3
officer -$86 516 per annum.

(2) The Industrial Lands Development Authority is supported by four divisional
heads and the Joondalup Development Corporation by three, all at level 7 -
$52 721-$56 567 per annum. The chief executive of LandCorp is paid
$82 000 per annumn and his deputy $71 750 per annum.

WOOL - AUCTION SALE LEGISLATION
Amendmzents Proposal

591. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:
(1) Have any changes to the legislation governing the auction sale of wool been

proposed?
(2) If so, can the Minister indicate what changes have been proposed?
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The Western Australian Farmers Federation has proposed amendments to the

Auction Sales Act 1973 to require wool brokers to maintain trust accounts for
growers' wool auction proceeds. This is not supported by the Pastoralists and
Graziers Association or Western Australia Wool Selling Brokers Association.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - FORMER MEMBERS
Government Work or Contracts - Prevention Legislation Implementation

117. Mr MacKINNON to the Premier
(1) Does the Premier recall in August 1990 proposing legislation to prevent

Ministers or senior public servants from moving to lobbying positions in the
private sector for a set period after they resign?

(2) Will the Premier report on the progress of this legislation since that
commitment in August 1990?

(3) Does the Government still intend to introduce this legislation and if so, when?
(4) In the absence of this legislation, what steps have been taken to prevent

people, such as former Premier Brian Burke and former Deputy Premier
David Parker, from lobbying Government on behalf of private business
interests?
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Dr LAWRENCE replied:

Let us not be pious about this. I have been most concerned to hear that
members opposite continue, in principle it appears, to oppose what I regard as
a first step in that process - the declaration of the pecuniary interests of current
members of Parliament - yet, as I understand it, propose to move an
amendment to the motion that we are debating today which would suggest
that only Ministers disclose pecuniary interests, gifts, etc. I have made clear,
and I believe have tabled in the Parliament, the guidelines for Ministers to
declare, in the absence of appropriate -

Mr Macinnon: What does that have to do with the question?
Dr LAWRENCE: It is the first step in the process. The Leader of the Opposititin

will not even get to base one, and he is asking me about bases two and three.
It is the first step to ensure that when members or Ministers in this place make
decisions their pecuniary interests are known. We are happy to attempt to
single out Ministers, as is the case with this motion; and, if our Bill is passed,
all of what members opposite are proposing will be captured, if it is not
captured already by the code of ethics that is applied to Ministers. However,
the Leader of the Opposition is suggesting, for instance, that the Leader of the
Opposition and shadow Ministers be exempted. That is a particularly peculiar
proposal in a period leading up to an election. It suggests to me that members
opposite do not believe they will win Government, otherwise they would seek
to ensure that their own behaviour could not be subject to adverse comment.
I have made it clear that I disapprove of former Ministers and Premiers from
all political parties seeking to work with or contract to Government. I have
made it clear to the Public Service that that should not occur; and, in the one
case where I was aware that it was occurring, it was stopped. In due course,
that is an appropriate matter for legislation.
The Leader of the Opposition would seek to tell us that he is not interested in
making all members of Parliament comply with reasonable disclosure of
financial interests, yet he has some interest in this matter. I do not believe
him.

STATE FLAG - UNDER THREAT
11. Mr CUNNINGHAM to the Premier

Is our State flag under any threat?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

That is an interesting question. It appears that the Leader of the Opposition
thinks it is. No-one on this side of the House has entertained any proposal
that we change our State flag. However, before we address this question we
should be clear about a number of facts and not rely simply on the
imagination of the Leader of the Opposition for something that even he says
in Press comments may happen in 70 to 100 years' rime. The Leader of the
Opposition is tilting at windmills because, as far as I am aware, we do not
have a proposition to change the flag in this State.
It is worth members' understanding that the Western Australian flag, which
many of us have on our desks and which we have from time to time presented
to schools and so on, does not have the same status as the national flag. While
it may appear to be the Australian flag with the Southern Cross removed and
the black swan in its place, it is in fact described - and I do not say this in a
disrespectful way - as a defaced blue ensign. In fact, it is a British flag. The
British Admiralty approved the blue ensign for use in the colony, as it was
then, initially on vessels of the colony, with the addition of the black swan in
1866, and about that time it was adopted for use on land. In fact, no Royal
warrant has ever been issued for the use of this flag. The State flag does not
have the status of a flag of a sovereign nation, but there is no impediment to
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its continued use as an emblem. However, if we wanted to change the black
swan to some other symbol and continue to use the blue ensign, we would
have to get approval train the appropriate British authorities to do so because
it is not the Australian flag plus the black swan, minus the Southern Cross; it
is in fact the British flag. If we wanted to change the flag in some way that
added to the blue ensign, we would have to seek approval of the British
Government, which I must say I find extraordinary.
If, however, we wanted to change the flag altogether and remove the British
flag, that would be a matter for the people and the Parliament of Western
Australia. I have no problem in endorsing the proposition that on a matter as
serious as our emblem and flag we would want to take it to the people of
Western Australia. However, there is no proposition from the Government to
change the flag and, in any case, the State flag does not have the status of a
flag of a sovereign nation.

BUILDING MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY - REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
Redundancy Packages

119. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Construction:
(1) What principal recommendations contained in the recent review of the

Building Management Authority are likely to be implemented by the
Government?

(2) As one of the recommendations was the axing of positions within the BMA,
has a redundancy package been proposed to BMA employees?

(3) If it has been, what will be the likely cost of such a package?
Mr McGINT1Y replied:
(l)-(3)

Mr Greg Black, who is the Chief Executive Officer of Homeswest, conducted,
at my request, a review of the workings of the Building Management
Authority following the expression by a range of people with interest in the
BMA of a measure of dissatisfaction with the way in which it or parts of it
operated, and following fairly widespread dissatisfaction, particularly with the
operation of the construction operations directorate within the BMA. His
recommendations do not represent Government policy but are simply the
recommendations of a person whom I regard as being of the highest calibre
and integrity. Therefore, I place considerable weight on the objectivity
implicit in his report and findings. Mr Black recommended significant staff
reductions in both the white and blue collar area. He suggested the
amalgamation of what was then known as OGA and is now known as DIGA,
or the Department of Infrastructure and Government Assets, within the BMA,
He suggested also a number of other changes.
I believed that the appropriate course of action was to give the BMA
management and the representatives of the white and blue collar workers the
opportunity to comment on the report. Those comments were received during
the course of last week. I have not yet had an opportunity to study those
comments in detail before we decide which aspects of that report we will
proceed with, and over what time frame.
The Premier has given a commitment to the people concerned that there will
not be sackings and significant staff reductions in the shorter term.
Accordingly, the recommendation for the formation of a redundancy scheme
for BIMA workers has not been pursued or costed because it will not be
followed through. That still leaves open what will occur in the longer term
and the other recommendations contained in the Black report. I intend to look
at all of the comments that have been made by the other interested parties with
a view to proceeding on a course of action which will look towards the
efficiency and productivity questions within the BMA to ensure that it
becomes, within a relatively short time, a model building and construction
company with great emphasis on productivity and efficiency.
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PERTH MINT - SILVER COINS IN'TERNATIONAL RELEASE
Initial Market Response

120. Mr LEAH-Y to the Minister for Suite Development:
With regard to the international release last month by the Perth Mint of the
new large versions of its Australian Kookaburra silver bullion coins, can the
Minister provide the House with any information about the initial marker
response?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
Yes, I can. That is a very perceptive question. I was talking only this
morning about that issue with people from GoldCorp.

An Opposition member You are praising your recommendation.
Mr TAYLOR: No. I was not praising myself. I was praising the member for his

perceptive question.
Opposition members should be await that GoldCorp is producing a two ounce
coin, a 10 ounce coin and a one ilogram coin of pure silver. I am pleased to
advise the House that I was told by GoldCorp officers at a meeting this
morning that when they released these coins only a few weeks ago they were
overwhelmed with the international response and that, within a few days of
the launch, the 20 tonne stockpile of the new coins which had been
accumulated for the launch was exhausted and there is now a four week delay
on delivery of orders. This is despite the launch having been delayed twice to
increase the stockpile in anticipation of the initial demand. Sales exceed 26
tonnes, of which most have been sent overseas, with demand being snngesr
from Europe. Members will be pleased to know that in 1991 the Mint's
Australian Nugget coin became the world's number one gold bullion coin,
joining the Australian Koala coin which has been the world's highest selling
platinum coin since 1988. The indications are that the silver coin will be just
as popular.

Mr Macinnon: Does any of the silver in dhe coin come from Western Australia?
Mr TAYLOR: Nearly all of it.

POTATO MARKETING AUTHORITY - POTATO EXPORTS TO MAURITIUS
SHIP DISPUTE

Stevedoring Company Services Rejection
121. Mr OMODEI to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Is it correct that the Potato Marketing Authority is refusing to deliver a cargo
of 700 tonnes of potatoes for export to Mauritius alongside the ship at
Fremantle because the shipper is refusing to use one of the stevedoring
companies at Fremantle?

(2) If so, why is it refusing to do so?
Mr Taylor If the member wants a sensible answer to a question lie that he should

give some notice to the Minister so that he can check it out. The same applies
to questions to other Ministers.

Mr OMODEX: I am surprised that the Government does not know.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Agriculture is trying to give his answer.
Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1)-(2)

I am not aware of that situation. There was some reference on the ABC News
at about 2.00 pm today to a dispute. I heard that briefly as I was coming to
Parliament House. Other than that, I have no information whatsoever on the
matter. I would certainly be interested in taking up the issue, and if I can gain
any additional information I will let the member know.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS - WANNEROO CITY COUNCIL
Keeping Politics ow of Local Governent

122. Mrs WATKINS to the Minister for Local Government:
Do the recent election results in the City of Wannerco support oft repeated
Liberal members' claims that they wish to keep politics out of local
government?

Mr Clarko: Local government is politics. Don't you know that? The member means
partisan politics.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr DiL. SMITH replied:

My personal preference is that there would be no politics in local government.
The Australian Labor Party of course has long recognised that that is an
impossible dream. We do from time to time endorse candidates for local
government elections.

Several members intrjected.
Mr D.L. SMITH: To that extent, we on this side of the House believe there is politics

in local government, and we are not ashamed to acknowledge that. As an
aside, on the weekend in Bunbury in the West Ward a number of people were
telephoned during the election hours on Saturday and warned not to vote for
the candidate, Mr Boardman, because he was a Labor candidate and was the
Treasurer of the Bunbury Branch of the Australian Labor Party. What was
not being said was that the telephone calls were being made from Liberal
Party offices in Bunbury by Liberal branch members who were supporting
their branch member who was his opponent

Several members inteijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr D.L. SMITH: Returning to the Wanneroo situation, over the period that I have

been Minister for Local Government I have been very encouraged by my
dealings with the City of Wanneroo and in particular by my dealings with the
mayor. Mr Bill Marwick. I have had a number of differences with him but
overall I gained the impression that his only interests were those of the
ratepayers and the City of Wanneroo. Last night he was a candidate in the
election of mayor, against a number of other candidates. LAo and behold, he
was defeated by a person who has been on the Wanneroo Council for about
12 months. That person happens to be the endorsed Liberal Party candidate
for Whitford, and happens to have been supported by all the members of the
Liberal Party who are also councillors at the City of Wan neroo.

Several members interjected-
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr D.L. SMITH: I have no problem with people who are in local government, such

as Bruce Donaldson who is an endorsed Liberal Party candidate and also
President of the Western Australian Municipal Association, seeking office
after they have been elected to their position. I have great difficulty in
understanding how a person who is already an endorsed candidate for the
Liberal Party and who will no doubt be looking to his election and the election
of his fellow Liberal candidates over the next 12 months - and who will want
to spend some time on electioneering - can at the same time claim to be acting
impartially as the Mayor of Wanneroo or devoting the same time to that role
that Bill Marwick and other mayors of that city have over the years. It is
inadvisable in the interests of local government for people to be elected to
new offices, such as mayors in local government, while they are endorsed
political candidates. It will make their dealings with the Government of the
day very difficult. It will be very difficult for those persons to wear both hats.
Certainly it indicates to me, given that he has been a councillor for only
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12 months, that the main reason for the Liberal Party's electing him to the
mayoralty of Wannerco is its desire to give him a higher profile with a view
to his being elected. It gives the lie to any suggestion that the Liberal Party
does not believe that there are benefits from politics in local government.
SHIPS - POTATO EXPORTS TO MAURITIUS DISPUTE

Stevedo ring Companies, Fremnantle - Loading and Unloading Restrictions
123. Mr KIIERATH to the Minister for Productivity and Labour Relations:

(1) My question also refers to a ship going to Mauritius with 700 tonnes of
potatoes. Now that the Fremantle Port Authority is not providing labour and
equipment for stevedoring purposes, what restrictions or impediments are
being placed on people loading and unloading ships apart from the two
established stevedoring companies?

(2) What action will the Minister take to ensure the ship can go about its lawful
business of loading without interference by a picket line?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1 )-(2)

The question is similar to an earlier question. If the member has a genuine
interest in that particular vessel and the conditions that surround it, I suggest
he should provide that information so that I can have the opportunity to check
out the conditions he has asserted exist at the moment. I will be more than
happy to provide an answer, but I would have liked some advance notice of
the question.
GARDEN ISLAND - FURTHER DEVELOPMENT PLANS

124. Mr THOMAS to the Minister for the Environment:
Does the Government have any plans to further develop Garden Island?

Mr PEARCE replied:
thank the member for the question because it gives me the opporunityt

place on record that the Government has no intention to alter the A class
nature reserve status of that part of Garden Island which is not in the
possession of the Royal Australian Navy. Not only do we not have plans for
the further development of the island but also any pians for the development
would be prohibited by the Government's attitude towards A class nature
reserves.

An Opposition member: You have obviously just discovered it.
Mr PEARCE: I have been going to Garden Island for many years, as have many

Western Australians. Those who go there frequently - as I understand the
member for Nedlands once at least did when his boats used to float - would be
aware of the extensive amount of work done by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management to rehabilitate Garden Island - not only
from the shacks that used to be along its eastern beaches but also to protect
the beaches from the ravages of the weather, and to remove a range of feral
plants which are not native to the area and which have taken over a good part
of the area.

Mr Court: Are you talking about your colleagues again?
Several members inceijected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr PEARCE: I keep forgetting the lack of classical education of my colleagues

opposite who are totally unaware of the proposition that "feral' in that
context, coming from the Latin word meaning wild, means plants which are
not native to the area. It does not mean plants that are likely to attack should
one stray from the path. A tremendous amount of work has been done to
remove plants of that kind from the area and to establish some very low key
facilities for visitors to stop them straying into more sensitive areas. The
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department has put up some signs to warn people of some of the more toxic
denizens of Garden Island in case there should be a tragedy. I was therefore
shocked, as were many Western Australians, to discover in Fightback junior
the proposition that Garden Island might become a sont of mini Rottnest
according to the Liberal Parry policies.

An Opposition member interjected.
Mr PEARCE: I have not been a reader of the Fighrback document; that is the

absolute truth. Its prose style is pedestrian and dull in the extreme. However,
it has been brought to my attention that one of its proposals is to have a mini
Rorrnest on Garden Island. The only leavening of that is the comment by the
Leader of the Opposition in the Sunday Times that high-rise development will
be barred from Garden Island. The people of Western Australia do not want
any development on Garden Island at all and under this Government that is
what they will get.

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNAL - HOME BUILDING CONTRACTS ACT
$6 000 Limit Hearings

125. Mr WIESE to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:
(1) Is the Minister aware that as a result of the recently proclaimed Home

Building Contracts Act the Small Claims Tribunal will no longer be able to
hear claims and disputes for amounts of less than $6 000 if the contract to
which the claim relates had a value of more than $6 000? Was this the
Government's intention when the legislation was introduced?

(2) When will the Minister act to correct this situation and to ensure that the
Small Claims Tribunal can continue to hear building disputes involving small
amounts of less than $6 000?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(1 )-(2)

The jurisdiction of the Small Claims Tribunal was increased from some
$3 960 to $6 000. It was never the Government's intention that that limit
relate to the overall contract. I am aware of cases that have gone to the Small
Claims Tribunal, for example, that related to a vehicle where the total value of
the vehicle was far in excess of the claim made in the Small Claims Tribunal,
which might have related to the value of the warranty.

Mr Wiese: This is in relation to home building contracts.
Mrs HENDERSON: I understand exactly what the member for Wagin is saying. The

history of the Small Claims Tribunal has been that the value of the complaint
determines the jurisdiction, not the value of the item to which the complaint
relates. I see no reason why home building contracts should be any different
from someone putting in a complaint relating to a $40 000 car, which is able
to be dealt with by the Small Claims Tribunal. I will certainly follow up with
the Small Claims Tribunal to see whether it is placing on home building
martens a different interpretation from other matters. As far as]I arn concerned
the $6 000 limit relates to the value of the complaint that is being lodged.

CREDIT ACT PROPOSAL - FARM MACINERY
Repossession Prevention Action

126. Mr READ to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:
What steps has the Government taken to prevent farmers facing the prospect
of having their farm machinery repossessed under mortgage law by a financial
institution under the proposed new Credit Act?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
I am happy to advise the member, who I know has an interest in this issue.
On Friday I attended a national meeting of consumer affairs Ministers.
Western Australia is the only State that has a provision in its Credit Act which
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enables the repossession of farm machinery to be set aside and an application
to be made to the court for an order to enable a farmer to retain that machinery
in anticipation of using it to, for example, reap a crop that might in turn
provide an income to enable the debt to be repaid. That section of the
Western Australian Credit Act has been used extensively by the farming
community, particularly after the Government provided funds last year for a
financial counsellor specifically for rural communities. I was concerned when
I attended the meeting last Friday on national uniform credit legislation that
there was no provision in the new draft uniform Act to allow farmers in
Western Australia to continue to have that protection.

Mr Minson: Section 115 was specifically omitted.
Mrs HENDERSON: It was specifically omitted because farmers were the only

group, who were traders, who were included in that Act. However, to cut a
long story short, I signalled to the other Ministers that despite Western
Australia's very strong support for uniform national credit legislation, it
would retain this provision and if necessary would put it into a separate Bill to
sit alongside the national uniform credit legislation should the other States
decide they did not want this provision. I hope that reassures the member who
asked t question and some other members on the other side of the House
who raised the matter.

FARINA. ADELE - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY
New Appeals System Appointment Proposal

127. Mr KIERATH to the Minister for the Environment:
Has he, the Government or Cabinet had under discussion or consideration any
proposal to appoint Adele Farina to head a new Environmental Protection
Authority appeals system?

Mr PEARCE replied:
No.

DORAL MINERAL INDUSTRIES - JAPAN ABRASIVE CO
Manufacturing Operations Transfer to Western Australia Report

128. Mr MARLBOROUGH to the Minister for State Development:
Is the Minister aware of today's announcement by Doral Mineral Industries
and Japan Abrasive Co that the Japanese manufacturing operations are to be
shifted to Western Australia?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
I am pleased by the announcement made by Doral and, as the Minister for
Fuel and Energy mentioned, we visited that company's premises in Osaka a
couple of months ago. This is very good news for Western Australia and
something quite extraordinary in the sense of what is happening in industry in
this State. Doral is taking an interest in the Japanese Abrasive Co and, as well
as that, which the member might know as this is in his electorate, the
company is transferring its manufacturing operations from Japan to Western
Australia. That will add substantially to the work that is being done in
Kwinana on the fused alumina plant by Dotal and will see Western Australia
become one of the leading manufacturers of fused alumina in the world. We
expect to see that plant double or triple in size and at the same time the
Government will use the incentives available through the WA Advantage
package to work with floral, as has been done in the past couple of years or
so, to ensure that its requirements are met and that Western Australia is able
to set an example for the rest of Australia in seeing manufacturing operations
being transferred from Japan to Western Australia.

PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE - IMPROPER USE
Question Without Notice 127 - Use of Someone's Name

The SPEAKER: I want to draw members' attention to the question which was asked
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by the member for Riverton. In my view it is an improper use of
parliamentary privilege to simply use someone's name in the way chat was
done. I would hope that in future members asking that sort of question would
phrase it differently. I will give members an example: Has the Government
considered appointing someone to the EPA position; and, if so. who is that
person? It is simply not appropriate to pluck someone's namne out of the air
and attach it to a question in that way and have people wondering all the time
whether that particular person is attached to that position. It is not an
appropriate use of parliamentary privilege.

Mr PEARCE: In answering no to question 127, the simple fact is that neither the
Government nor I has given consideration to who might be appointed to that
position. I certainly was not suggesting or implying that the person alluded
might not be an applicant for such a position if one were to be advertised, and
she certainly has not been ruled out, but we simply have not considered that
matter. When the question was asked I had the samne feeling as you, Mr
Speaker, that the question could be most misleading in the way it was asked
and perhaps even answered.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION LEGISLATION - EXEMPTIONS DEFINITON
129. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Given that 40 000 persons in Western Australia are exempt from most of the
wildlife conservation laws of this State, how do rangers and others who are
responsible for administering the laws define whether a person who has
apparently contravened the law is exempt or otherwise?

(2) As certificates of exemption, blood tests, statutory declarations or other forms
of evidence are not mandatory, does this mean that a person has only to claim
that he is exempt from the wildlife conservation laws to be exempted?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1 )-(2)

I am not aware that officers on the ground have any difficulty with this matter.
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